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Foreword 
 
Ernie Regehr, a distinguished peace researcher and commentator, has 

been shaping Canadian discussions on security and disarmament for 
decades. When he was invested into the Order of Canada in 2004, the 
citation aptly described him as: 

one of Canada's most prominent and respected voices on 
international disarmament and peace. Executive Director and co-
founder of Project Ploughshares, Ernie Regehr is known for his 
sound judgment, balanced views and integrity. Canadian and 
foreign governments as well as the United Nations call upon him as 
an expert on disarmament. Organizations such as the World 
Council of Churches, the Canadian Council for International 
Cooperation and the Africa Peace Forum also benefit from his 
knowledge and insight. A dedicated humanitarian, he has made a 
significant contribution to Canada's international reputation as a 
leader in peacemaking.1 

Amongst his many awards, he became the 26th recipient of the Pearson Peace 
Medal in 2011. He has served as a representative and expert advisor on 
numerous Government of Canada delegations to multilateral disarmament 
forums, has traveled frequently to conflict zones, contributed to Track II 
diplomacy efforts, and as former Commissioner of the World Council of 
Churches Commission on International Affairs was active in developing that 
organization’s position on the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) as adopted at 
the 2006 World Assembly. He is a tireless advocate for a just and peaceful 
global community, and longstanding proponent of the need to reverse the 
militarization of the Arctic and promote a zone of peaceful cooperation. 

As the Senior Fellow in Arctic Security and Defence at the Simons 
Foundation Canada, Ernie has contributed an ongoing series of Arctic 
Security Briefing Papers that offer critical reflections  on military policies 
and practices in the region. He emphasizes that “Arctic ‘security’ is 
ultimately about the safety and well-being of the people of the Arctic – a 
human security agenda that necessarily engages a broad range of social and 
economic conditions and policies.” By focusing on military aspects of this 
broader security agenda in the Arctic, he poses the overarching question: 
“What are and should be the roles, and limits, of military forces in 
supporting human security, in strengthening the rule of law nationally and 
internationally, and in promoting efforts towards a cooperative security 
regime within the Arctic region?”2 His reflections, grounded in decades of 

http://www.thesimonsfoundation.ca/projects/arctic-security-briefing-papers
http://www.thesimonsfoundation.ca/projects/arctic-security-briefing-papers
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careful observation and analysis of the evolving regional security 
environment, offer a robust and nuanced understanding of international, 
regional, and domestic dynamics and drivers that shape contemporary 
Arctic defence and security and the academic and policy debates about it. 

The North American and Arctic Defence and Security Network 
(NAADSN) Engage series is intended to inspire timely discussion on topics 
related to North American and Arctic defence, security, and safety issues. 
The various chapters in this important book provide critical reflections on 
the security implications of technology and climate change, international 
strategic drivers (such as evolving Russian and Chinese Arctic interests), and 
the roles of military institutions such as NORAD and NATO. Arctic and 
North American defence cannot be isolated from global dynamics, and 
Ernie’s clear and poignant analysis of the capabilities and intentions of 
Arctic and non-Arctic states lays an important foundation for rational, 
evidence-based debate and discussion. 

Many chapters grapple with the defence of North America, and what 
roles and postures the Canadian Armed Forces should adopt (and avoid) in 
the face of renewed strategic competition, emerging technologies, and 
shifting defence priorities. If Canada is to remain strong at home and secure 
in North America, analysis of new threat vectors must be matched by a 
concerted effort to educate Canadians and Americans about NORAD and 
the multifaceted solutions needed to address complex security challenges. 
The chapters in this book go a long way towards doing so, critically 
examining actions and proposed plans related to the evolution of continental 
defence, NORAD modernization and the future of the North Warning 
System, missile defence, anti-submarine warfare, and many other topics. By 
adopting a nuanced and multifaceted definition of security, chapters also 
provide sober explanations of dual-use infrastructure and the military’s 
responsibilities for search and rescue, response to major transportation and 
environmental disasters, and recovery when communities lose essential 
services.  

Consistent with his longstanding advocacy for disarmament and peace, 
Ernie explains that “the challenge is to advance the kinds of national policies 
and international rules and initiatives that honor, in the context of the 
Arctic, the UN Charter’s Article 26 pledge to ‘promote the establishment and 
maintenance of international peace and security with the least diversion for 
armaments of the world’s human and economic resources.’”3 His writings 
promote a sophisticated understanding of deterrence and strategic stability, 
and why arms control measures – both Arctic-specific and global – remain 
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an important consideration for Canadian defence policymaking. In his 1989 
articulation of “A Framework for Canadian Security Policy in the Arctic” 
(written when increasing submarine activities, cruise missiles, and expanded 
strategic air and missile defence systems marked a trend toward heightened 
militarization and confrontation in the Arctic), he highlighted that “Canada 
must re-examine how it can govern the use of its Arctic territory in such a 
way as to reduce the risk of confrontation and war between the nuclear 
belligerents.” He concluded that “Canadian security policies related to the 
Arctic obviously cannot be separated from global measures to prevent 
nuclear war and reduce levels of armaments,” calling for new Canadian 
approaches to strategic deterrence and disarmament, and “decisive and 
internationally significant national initiatives to prevent the deployment of 
destabilizing strategic defence systems.”4 The chapters in this volume affirm, 
three decades later, his ongoing commitment to these ideas. 

Today, with NORAD emphasizing that our North American “homeland 
is no longer a sanctuary,” Ernie’s insights on major power competition, the 
interplay between deterrence and stability, and how strategic messaging can 
help avoid unnecessary military confrontation, provide essential context, 
careful analysis, and relevant options to consider as Canadian leaders 
contemplate how best to anticipate and deal with situations across the full 
spectrum of military operations. We are honoured to have this selection of 
important essays by a distinguished Canadian thinker launch the NAADSN 
Engage series, and we hope that it inspires and fosters further debate on how 
Canada can and should defend its interests, preserve peace, and uphold 
rights in the Arctic, in North America, and globally. 

P. Whitney Lackenbauer 
Network Lead, NAADSN 

June 2020 
 
 
Notes 

 
1 Order of Canada, “Mr. Ernie Regehr,” https://www.gg.ca/en/honours/recipients/ 
146-484. 
2 The Simons Foundation, “Arctic Security Briefing Papers,” 
http://www.thesimons foundation.ca/projects/arctic-security-briefing-papers. 
3 Simons Foundation, “Arctic Security Briefing Papers.” 

https://www.gg.ca/en/honours/recipients/%20146-484
https://www.gg.ca/en/honours/recipients/%20146-484
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4 Ernie Regher, “A Framework for Canadian Security Policy in the Arctic,” in 
Polar Opposites: Ensuring Peace in the Arctic (Waterloo: Project Ploughshares 
Working Paper 89/1, April 1989), 4, 8. 
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Introduction  
 

As this is written in early June 2020, the scale of the danger and 
disruptions let loose on the world feels genuinely unprecedented – certainly 
since 1945. The coronavirus pandemic is literally global, a present danger to 
the most technically advanced societies and the economically most 
disadvantaged. In the United States, which encompasses elements of both, 
there is the added rage against systemic racism that has challenged stay-at-
home orders and filled its streets with demands for urgently needed change. 
This rage too has gone viral and spread to the streets of major and not-so-
major centres in Canada, Europe, Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, 
and Asia.   

Indian and Chinese troops have chosen this moment to “engage in 
scuffles and shouting matches” along their disputed Himalayan border. 
China and the United States continue to escalate threats and counter-threats 
over the status of Taiwan. Chinese vessels in the South China Sea have sailed 
into the multiple territorial disputes with and among a host of Asian states in 
the region. Russian and American forces have engaged in competing 
Mediterranean patrols, and their legacy of stabilizing arms control 
agreements continues to be dismantled. And the list could go on.1  

Through it all, the Arctic has remained an oasis of relative geo-strategic 
calm and stability. The calm is only relative inasmuch as strategic patrols and 
manoeuvring were certainly present, as was some sharp rhetoric, but nothing 
happened to intra-regional relations to seriously undermine the credibility of 
the Ilulissat Declaration’s affirmation of Arctic cooperation and 
commitment to a rules-based regional order. Nothing happening in the 
Arctic in the Spring of 2020 is likely to lead Canada to question the assertion 
in its current “Arctic and Northern Policy Framework” that “the 
circumpolar Arctic can and should continue to benefit from a deeply 
ingrained culture of international cooperation.”2 

Of course, that is but one perspective. When it comes to the Arctic there 
are certainly counter-perspectives, one such being assertively argued in a 
paper published by Ottawa’s Macdonald-Laurier Institute amid these Spring 
2020 global troubles. It reminds readers of “the largest military build-up of 
Russian military power in the Arctic in recent decades,” and concludes: “So 
much for this being a zone of cooperation.”3 
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It is a debate that needs to, and will, continue. And one development that 
will help to enrich and deepen that debate is the emergence of the North 
American and Arctic Defence and Security Network (NAADSN). An 
extraordinary network of scholars, from seasoned experts to young scholars 
pursuing ambitious new research agendas, NAADSN will be a major 
impetus to engagement on Arctic security questions that “test core 
assumptions and prompt policy innovation.” 

I deeply appreciated NAADSN’s willingness to make this collection of 
essays available as one contribution to the Arctic Security debate. And 
special thanks go to Dr. Jennifer Simons and the Simons Foundation Canada 
for commissioning and supporting the original production of these briefings 
– initially published, along with others, on the Foundation’s website at  
http://www.thesimonsfoundation.ca/. Many thanks also to Elaine Hynes of 
the Simons Foundation Canada for managing the original website 
publication of these briefings, and to Corah Hodgson of NAADSN for 
editing them for publication here. Most especially, I am grateful to Whitney 
Lackenbauer, a foremost Canadian and internationally recognized scholar 
on the Arctic, for his many hours of work and careful attention in 
spearheading the production of this volume. 

If this collection helps in any way to advance discussions that test 
assumptions and prompt constructive policies in support of Arctic peace and 
security, my purpose and hope, and that of the Foundation, in producing 
each of these pieces will be more than vindicated.  

Ernie Regehr 

 

Notes
 

1 The list does go on in: David E. Sanger, Eric Schmitt, and Edward Wong, “As 
Virus Toll Preoccupies US, Rivals Test Limits of American Power,” New York 
Times, 1 June 2020, https://www.nytimes.com. 
2 Government of Canada, “Arctic and Northern Policy Framework: Safety, 
security, and defence chapter,” https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/ 
1562939617400/1562939658000.  
3 Aurel Braun and Stephen J. Blank, “The Cold Reality Behind Russia’s Charm 
Offensive: Why Canada needs a realistic Arctic Policy,” Macdonald Laurier 
Institute, April 2020, https://www.macdonaldlaurier.ca/russias-arctic-strategy-
requires-realistic-response-canada-new-mli-report-aurel-braun-stephen-j-
blank/. 

http://www.thesimonsfoundation.ca/
https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/%201562939617400/1562939658000
https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/%201562939617400/1562939658000
https://www.macdonaldlaurier.ca/russias-arctic-strategy-requires-realistic-response-canada-new-mli-report-aurel-braun-stephen-j-blank/
https://www.macdonaldlaurier.ca/russias-arctic-strategy-requires-realistic-response-canada-new-mli-report-aurel-braun-stephen-j-blank/
https://www.macdonaldlaurier.ca/russias-arctic-strategy-requires-realistic-response-canada-new-mli-report-aurel-braun-stephen-j-blank/
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Replacing the North Warning System: 
Strategic Competition or Arctic 
Confidence Building?  

March 1, 2018  
 

Canada and the United States have begun planning a replacement for the 
North Warning System, the network of air defence radars across the top 
of the continent. Jointly funded and operated through the North 
American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD), though located 
primarily in Canada, the system’s renewal comes in the context of a 
persistent Cold War revivalism that presages a preoccupation with 
national defence and geostrategic competition. But another feature of the 
current context is broad recognition that the changing physical 
environment and increasing access to and activity in the Arctic drive a 
priority need for enhanced domain awareness within the region to 
support public safety, law enforcement, and sovereignty protection, while 
also serving national defence and strategic stability.  

 
Replacing the North American Arctic’s North Warning System (NWS) 

will be an extended and expensive process, with construction unlikely to be 
completed before the mid-2030s. The chain of Arctic radar stations monitors 
air approaches to the northern mainland territories of Canada and the 
United States (US). It came on line in the early 1990s as a replacement for 
the Cold War-inspired Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line of northern 
radars built in the mid-1950s when the Soviet bomber threat loomed large. 
The DEW Line never had, and the NWS does not now have, any capacity to 
monitor hostile aircraft over extended distances; the idea was and is to draw 
a line in the snow to serve as a tripwire signalling an attack from the north 
and heading south.  

In those early Cold War years Canada shared US concerns about the 
bomber threat (the Canadian Arctic being the route by which the Soviet 
aircraft would head to the US heartland), but a major factor in building the 
DEW Line was the recognition that the Americans required it and would 
not, and could hardly be expected to, tolerate a blind spot in the Canadian 
north that would deny them early warning of an attack en route to the lower 

1 
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American mainland – in other words, if Canada would not cooperate in 
building a line of radars, the US would find its own ways of monitoring 
Canadian territory for signs of Soviet attack, with major implications for 
Canadian sovereignty.  

Canada understood that in order to avoid that kind of American “help,” 
it would have to support and be part of a credible system to monitor 
Canadian territory on behalf of both countries (hence, the frequently noted 
“defence-against-help” reality for Canadian defence policy). It is a condition 
that also applied when the NWS was built, and it still applies. Canada shares 
a continent with the Americans and is simply obliged to make a credible 
contribution to its defence – and the American definition of credible is the 
one that counts.  

Soon after the DEW Line was built in the 1950s, the Soviet bomber 
threat was much degraded, with attention turning to the post-Sputnik Soviet 
missile threat. By the mid-1980s the old Soviet bomber threat was certainly 
not a central concern in the minds of North American defence planners, but 
the Soviet Union did continue to maintain a substantial strategic bomber 
capability that regularly, even if infrequently, patrolled within range of 
North America. Added to that, cruise missiles capable of being fired from 
those bombers were emerging. Thus, by the early 1990s, the DEW Line was 
replaced with the NWS radars, supplemented by American Airborne 
Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft that were permitted to 
operate in Canada, and long-range radars on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts.1  

That was more than two decades ago, and now the Government’s June 
2017 Defence policy document describes the NWS as approaching “the end 
of its life expectancy from a technological and functional perspective,” and 
reports that bilateral efforts are already underway to develop a successor 
early warning system.2  

The cost is unknown, but given that the cost of the NWS ran into the 
billions, its replacement promises to cost many billions more.3 The 
replacement timeline will extend over at least two decades: research and 
analysis into options to be completed by 2020; the chosen system to be 
approved in 2021; from that is to follow a request for proposals from 
industry to be completed by 2023; with the final contract to be awarded in 
2024 (the Canadian procurement record might suggest that is an optimistic 
timeline). Delivery or installation of the system is expected to take at least a 
decade, with completion anticipated for the mid-2030s or beyond.4 The plan 
is for a “system of systems” designed to integrate radars, maritime sensors, 
satellites, drones, and other technologies.  
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The All Domain Situational Awareness Science and Technology 
Program managed by Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) 
includes plans to spend $133 million over five years on research and analysis 
in support of enhancements to monitoring the air and maritime (surface and 
sub-surface) approaches to Canada, with a particular emphasis on the Arctic. 
The effort will include international cooperation with the Five Eyes states 
(Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the US),5 with a 
focus on four areas:  

• Strategic surveillance of airborne traffic and aerospace warning;  
• Awareness of maritime traffic in Canadian approaches and Arctic 

littoral regions;  
• Awareness of sub-surface activity approaching or in Canada’s 

North; and  
• Analysis of sensor mixes and information integration and sharing 

for all domain awareness to enable detection of modern threats 
beyond the threshold of the current systems.6  

The Impetus for NWS Replacement  

The need to overhaul Arctic monitoring and surveillance systems 
responds to both public safety and national defence imperatives. Climate 
change, as is now routinely noted, means continued expansion of activity in 
the region, and that in turn requires a constantly improving ability to 
maintain credible awareness of events and conditions, especially in the air 
and maritime domains. Domain awareness is obviously essential (though not 
sufficient) for mounting the full range of effective and timely emergency 
response, search and rescue, disaster relief, and defence operations. With 
increased access to and activity within the Canadian Arctic and the entire 
pan-Arctic region, the capabilities and intentions of both state and non-state 
actors warrant increased attention.7 And taking advantage of evolving 
surveillance technologies is an important part of that process.  

The current NWS consists of 11 long-range and 36 short-range radar 
sites forming a line across Alaska, Yukon, the Northwest Territories, 
Nunavut, and Labrador (with three of those sites located in Alaska).8 
Overall, the coverage area is a swath about 5,000 kms long and just over 300 
kms wide. Those radars track all air traffic within their coverage area and 
send data via satellite to the Canadian Air Defence Sector at the 22 Wing 
Base at North Bay, Ontario. Coastal air defence radars on the Atlantic and 
Pacific coasts also transmit data to North Bay, part of the bilateral NORAD 
aerospace command. Unauthorized military traffic along or through the 
NWS corridor is rare, and the coastal radars further south have drawn 
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NORAD into a significant drug interdiction role – identifying unauthorized 
aircraft and assisting law enforcement agencies in tracking suspected 
contraband runners.  

The NWS, like its DEW Line predecessor, is also a Cold War 
installation, and its primary strategic role has been to pay attention to long-
range Russian military aircraft (primarily bombers capable of carrying 
nuclear weapons). Interceptions are rare because Russian military flights 
near Canadian airspace are only occasional, not regular, and because much 
of the NWS is far from international airspace. Roughly, from Tuktoyaktuk to 
the eastern shore of Baffin Island above Cumberland Sound, the NWS runs 
through some 3,000 kms of Canadian territory, where Russian military 
aircraft never venture. The western end of the line, along the Alaskan, 
Yukon, and the western Northwest Territories coast in the region of the 
Beaufort Sea, does run adjacent to international airspace where the Russians 
do show up from time to time. The eastern end of the NWS runs from the 
lower east coast of Baffin Island and south along the Labrador coast – also 
adjacent to international airspace where Russian aircraft can show up. For 
most of its length, the NWS does not run along Canada’s most northerly 
frontier. It does not cover the outer perimeter of the Arctic Archipelago, or 
as Joe Clark described the northern coastal border of the Arctic Archipelago, 
“the seaward facing coasts of the Arctic islands.”9 As a Cold War installation, 
the focus of the NWS was not to monitor Canada’s territorial frontier, it was 
to provide the American strategic deterrent early warning of attack – and 
that required only that the warning radars be well away from the American 
heartland, and that meant anywhere in the far north would work.  

Currently, of course, Russian peacetime patrols and training flights 
might venture undetected near the “seaward facing coasts of the Arctic 
islands,” but they never come anywhere near the Tuktoyaktuk-to-Baffin 
Island radars of the North Warning System. If the Russian bombers ever 
crossed the NWS in that mid-Canada section, they would be very deep 
within Canadian territory. In other words, much of the NWS is not a 
frontier system and cannot now monitor and track airborne entries into 
Canadian airspace around the archipelago.  

While Russian bombers still conduct (occasional) flights on the 
periphery of North America, the larger concern is the growing inventory of 
cruise missiles capable of reaching targets in North America from ships and 
aircraft in international territory near North American shores. Such air-
breathing missiles have been in the Russian arsenal for a long time, and they 
are becoming increasingly available to other potential users. Increasingly, 
states and even non-state groups could develop the capacity to launch, from 
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ships in international waters, cruise missiles capable of reaching well into 
North American territory. The current NWS does not have a reliable 
capacity to detect approaching cruise missiles, whether launched from 
aircraft or ships in international airspace or waters, largely because they are 
low flying and approach underneath its radar range, and they employ 
evasion tactics and technologies. As US NORAD Commander Admiral 
William Gortney told the US Senate Armed Services Committee in 2015,10 
the international north is viewed as an emerging operating area from which 
not only the Russians, but other states, “rogue regimes, myriad terrorist 
organizations, individual violent extremists, and transnational organized 
crime” groups are likely to be looking for weaknesses to exploit.  

The North Warning System also cannot contribute to the detection of 
ballistic missile launches or to tracking their flight, so American military 
planners would like to see its replacement become a multi-purpose Arctic 
sensor system capable of tracking not only aircraft, but also ships and 
ballistic missiles. Research into “continental surveillance radars” is being 
pursued through Defence Research and Development Canada.11  

If the NWS replacement is to have a capacity to detect aircraft, including 
cruise missiles, much farther out from North American shores, and have 
some capacity for ballistic missile detection, experts insist the new northern 
surveillance/warning system will require a mix of ground, air, space, and sea-
based sensors, and will need locations both further north than the present 
NWS and further south down the Pacific and Atlantic coast lines.12  

Domain Awareness to Assure Canadians and Neighbours  

The importance of comprehensive and timely domain awareness in the 
Arctic can hardly be overstated – not because of mounting external threats, 
but because of mounting internal responsibilities. Increased activity in the 
Arctic will drive greater attention to law enforcement and to ensuring 
compliance with navigation rules and environmental regulations. Increased 
risk of disaster will drive the need for timely emergency response and 
expanded search and rescue capacity. And the constant requirement for any 
sovereign state to be fully aware of and to regulate all entries into its coastal 
zones, territorial waters, airspace, and land territory certainly drives a 
requirement for increasingly sophisticated domain awareness technologies 
and operations.  

Higher or lower levels of threat do not really translate into higher or 
lower requirements for domain awareness. At lower threat levels, domain 
awareness is still essential for providing credible assurances to Canadians 
that those threat levels remain low and that there are no activities or 
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circumstances in or near Canadian territory that could change that, and to 
give neighbours credible assurances that there are no activities and no 
presences within Canadian jurisdictions that could pose a threat to 
neighbours. Current threat assessments and analyses of geopolitical realities 
continue to conclude that state-based military threats are not present or 
likely to develop in the Arctic. Obviously, such threat assessments depend on 
physical surveillance and detection systems, but also on intelligence and 
geopolitical analyses.  

The point of constant and effective monitoring and surveillance is to aid 
the rule of law, support public safety, and advance national security, and it is 
also to support informed threat assessment. The commitment of resources to 
domain awareness is necessarily ongoing, while the commitment of 
resources to law enforcement, public safety, and national security necessarily 
changes in response to changing threat assessments.  

That is not to ignore the growing insistence among some analysts that 
threat levels are in fact dramatically changing, that we are back in a Cold 
War, and that Russia and China must now be regarded with the same 
wariness that was accorded them during the Cold War. There is no doubt 
that the world changed in the wake of Russia’s actions towards Georgia and 
Ukraine, but attempts to make those European-centred concerns the basis 
for military planning in the Arctic ignore some pretty fundamental realities 
– namely, that a deeply rooted inclination to cooperate and deflate tensions 
still pervades the Arctic. Through the recent agreement to collectively 
control fishing in the Central Arctic Ocean, commitments to cross-border 
assistance in search and rescue and oil spill prevention and mitigation, 
operational cooperation among the region’s coast guards, and of course the 
extensive work of the Arctic Council, the Arctic has shown itself capable of 
resisting the tensions and divisions that now plague Europe.  

It is a truth that Cold War revivalists have had trouble hearing. They 
have urgent warnings to flag, and while those warrant attention, they are not 
the basis for prudent security planning. The key to understanding public 
safety and national security vulnerabilities in the Arctic, and thus to security 
planning, is timely and reliable domain awareness. A North Warning System 
replacement that focuses on deepening real-time awareness throughout the 
Canadian and North American Arctic, rather than on frontier trip wires, will 
not only serve public safety and national security, it can model the kind of 
transparency that can contribute to region-wide domain awareness and, as a 
result, build confidence and cooperative security throughout the entire 
region.  
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The North Warning System (NWS) and 
“What We Cannot Defeat” 

March 12, 2020 
 

When a Canadian Armed Forces official recently told an Ottawa security 
conference that “we cannot deter what we cannot defeat, and we cannot 
defeat what we cannot detect,” his audience may well have heard it as the 
credible proclamation of a prudent and resolute defence posture. In 
truth, the statement seems to run counter to decades of defence policy 
and practice. It ignores the inconvenient reality that there is no defence 
against a nuclear attack, even though current and planned early warning 
systems ensure that such an attack would be reliably detected.  
 

That statement, by a Canadian Commodore,1 is evidently a central 
NORAD talking point since it was repeated weeks later in two appearances 
by the NORAD Commander at the US Senate Armed Services Committee.2 
In each case, the assertion that “we cannot deter what we cannot defeat” has 
come in the context of urgent calls to modernize the North Warning System 
(NWS), the network of early warning radars across the US and Canadian 
north. The need to update the system has been getting prominent attention 
from Canadian analysts and military planners – but, so far, no attention 
from budget planners. 

The impetus behind the hoped-for modernization is the justifiable 
concern that the existing warning system has not kept up with evolving 
technologies and changing security conditions in the Arctic. The most 
immediate changes follow from the region’s increased accessibility for 
civilian transportation and resource extraction, bringing law enforcement, 
emergency response, and public safety requirements into much sharper 
focus. A critically important dimension of an updated NWS will thus be 
improved situational awareness in Arctic land, air, and sea domains in 
support of the day-to-day operations of the relevant civil authorities, assisted 
by the Canadian Armed Forces.  

But the focus of the national security establishment has all along been on 
changes to the strategic environment – including post-Crimea relations with 

2 
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Russia, the growing military presence of Russia in the Arctic, and China’s 
Arctic interests. That said, the specific developments most often cited – like 
Russia’s long-range cruise missiles, Russian and Chinese hypersonic glide 
vehicles, and offensive cyber capabilities – are technology-induced changes 
in the global strategic environment that have little to do with climate change 
in the Arctic. NORAD’s push to modernize the NWS is more directly driven 
by the ambition to mount a continental strategic defence initiative against 
evolving strategic threats3 than by a need for more effective Arctic domain 
awareness in support of sovereignty patrols, regional maritime and air 
surveillance and control, and public safety.  

If NORAD truly assumes that “we cannot deter what we cannot defeat,” 
and insists that applies to strategic ballistic and cruise missiles carrying 
conventional or nuclear warheads, then it stands to reason that strategic 
missile defences would take on a special urgency. But the result is an 
aspirational, which in this case means a futile, pursuit of systems designed to 
defend North America against strategic weapons. Erecting an impenetrable 
shield against strategic weapons is not a new dream, like the Star Wars 
scheme imagined by Ronald Reagan in the 1980s, but the central dynamic of 
the East/West confrontation has always been, and remains, the recognition 
that defending against or defeating a strategic ballistic and/or cruise missile 
attack is impossible. In other words, the basic response to that threat is in 
fact not defence but deterrence – the strategy being to deter what cannot be 
defeated.  

Once a nuclear attack is launched, it cannot be stopped, despite the 
billions spent on trying to devise a defence. Reagan and Gorbachev finally 
came to the right conclusion: once started, a nuclear war cannot be won and 
so it must never be fought4 – hence the need to deter (prevent) nuclear 
attack. Given the long-standing acknowledgment that there is no defeating a 
massed attack by Soviet/Russian strategic nuclear bombers or the cruise 
missiles they launch, and no defeating Soviet/Russian or Chinese 
intercontinental ballistic missiles, Canada has for just as long supported the 
nuclear deterrence strategies of its allies – the operating assumption of that 
policy being not that “we cannot deter what we cannot defeat,” but that we 
must deter what we cannot defeat. 

NORAD was formally established by Canada and the United States in 
1958, when there was still an intention to defend against, to defeat, Russian 
bombers. But already by the end of the 1950s NORAD did not have, and 
certainly does not now have, the means to defeat a massed Soviet/Russian 
nuclear bomber attack on North America – and stopped trying. In that early 
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post-Sputnik world, intercontinental ballistic missiles had already become 
the central nuclear threat, and as a result NORAD no longer maintained the 
numbers of interceptor aircraft that would be needed to mount a credible 
defence against a massed attack of Russian strategic bombers. Over time, the 
Russian bomber threat morphed into the air-launched cruise missile threat 
(missiles that can carry conventional or nuclear warheads), against which 
there is no credible defence. In the event of an attack, NORAD’s air defence 
forces, to which Canada currently contributes CF-18 fighter interceptors in 
addition to the coastal radars of the NWS, might well intercept some of the 
advancing cruise missiles, but many more than enough would get through to 
visit immeasurable destruction on North America. No impermeable defence 
shield is possible – preventing attack in the first place is the only realistic 
security option. 

And that same reality applies doubly to intercontinental ballistic 
missiles. Neither NORAD nor the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) have ever had the means or prospect of defending against Russian 
and Chinese intercontinental or strategic range ballistic missiles. So certain 
are the western allies of this sobering reality that they, sensibly, do not even 
try to mount a defence – with both the Pentagon and NATO insisting 
explicitly that the North American-based strategic ballistic missile defence 
mid-course interception system and the European NATO ballistic missile 
defence deployments are intended only to intercept isolated and very limited 
attacks, of the kind North Korea might one day be able to mount – the 
defences are not aimed at Russian or Chinese missiles.  

Defence against the nuclear forces of major powers is neither possible 
nor even contemplated. The history of strategic defence has been the pursuit 
of an impossible mission at the cost not only of vast sums of taxpayer dollars 
and rubles, but of strategic stability. Any attempt to deploy missile defence 
systems aimed at an adversary’s strategic forces would simply lead to the 
rapid expansion of inventories of offensive missiles. When it comes to 
strategic nuclear forces, anything less than 100 percent defence effectiveness 
spells disaster – and offence will always overwhelm defence. The West 
cannot beat Russian and Chinese strategic nuclear weapons systems, so, 
again, the chosen response is to focus on deterring what you cannot defeat.  

The insistence that “we cannot defeat what we cannot detect” implies 
that what can be detected can be defeated. The point however is that 
attacking missiles and aircraft are reliably detectable, but that does not mean 
they can be defeated; it means only that deterrent forces can be alerted for 
immediate counterattack. Attacking strategic nuclear forces simply cannot 
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be defeated with anything close to what might be credible protection to 
North American populations, and a modernized NWS will not change that.  

The hope for an effective strategic defence shield leads, inevitably it 
seems, to musings about new technologies and strategies – some of the latter 
adding more to the dangers than to security. Notably, the hope of developing 
more effective NORAD air defences drives the pursuit of a modernized 
North Warning System with a capacity to detect Russian bombers, ships, and 
submarines much further out in international air and ocean spaces, before 
they get close enough to North American shores to launch their cruise 
missiles our way.5 The idea is to take out the “archers,” bombers and vessels, 
to avoid having to face whole quivers of “arrows” in the form of air- and sea-
launched cruise missiles that those archers could launch. Of course, it is 
acknowledged that “there is no guarantee” that all cruise-missile carrying 
bombers, ships, and submarines could be pre-emptively destroyed6 – hence 
the calls for the new NWS to also have the capacity to identify and track the 
cruise missile arrows. 

Key Canadian academic experts on NORAD thus conclude that “a 
modernized NWS for the Arctic needs to be capable of identifying and 
tracking Russian LRA [long-range aircraft] far into the Arctic Ocean and 
beyond into Russian territory” (emphasis added). That in turn would require 
that forward operating locations of Canadian interceptors be moved further 
north (e.g. to Alert, Canada’s most northerly base at the northern tip of 
Ellesmere Island, or even Greenland).7 

The obvious implication is that NORAD would have to be prepared to 
launch pre-emptive attacks on Russian aircraft in international air space, or 
even within Russian air space (or to launch pre-emptive attacks on Russian 
vessels in international or Russian bastion waters). In an environment of 
high tension, but before actual military hostilities, such a pre-emptive attack 
would guarantee the start of war; in an environment of conventional military 
hostilities, a direct attack on a Russian nuclear weapons capable system 
would guarantee escalation to nuclear attacks and counter-attacks. The 
experts thus acknowledge, albeit in rather understated terms, that “there are 
also political-strategic implications of such deployments being perceived by 
Russian authorities as a pre-emptive strike posture, and likely Canadian 
concerns of NORAD … undertaking an offensive posture.” In other words, 
preparing NORAD for pre-emptive strikes against Russian national territory 
would be de-stabilizing and (rightly) regarded as controversial by Canadians. 

Not everything that can be detected can be defeated – nor is it always 
prudent to try. Indeed, proponents of efforts to mount comprehensive 
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continental defences against strategic weapons betray their lack of 
confidence in any strategic defence initiative when they, at the same time, 
propose point defences for key political or military centres in North America 
– elaborations of the kinds of point defence systems designed to protect 
forces within operational theatres from tactical attacks. 

Improvements to the North Warning System, to coastal air and 
maritime warning systems in the north, as well as to similar systems on the 
Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, are prudent in the interests of sovereignty and 
public safety, but they will not make it possible to defend against strategic 
weapons systems. 

And, to be clear, it is operations in support of sovereignty and public 
safety, not defence against Russian or Chinese strategic forces, that are the 
primary, day-to-day work of NORAD. With the aid of frontier warning 
systems – the North Warning System and especially Atlantic and Pacific 
coastal radars – NORAD and Canadian Forces track and identify some 
200,000 civilian aircraft that annually approach or enter Canadian airspace.8 
The key mission is to sort out which of those aircraft represent challenges to 
Canadian law enforcement, public safety, or security. These are operations 
primarily to aid civil authorities. As the Arctic becomes more accessible to 
small aircraft, and as maritime traffic increases, more of those 
surveillance/interception operations will have to take place in the north, 
beyond the Atlantic and Pacific coasts where the main action obviously is 
today.  

Of course, as current reports of Canadian and American fighter aircraft 
escorting two Russian Tu-142 (Bear) aircraft in international airspace over 
the Beaufort Sea reveal, the NWS does also watch for Russian military 
aircraft patrolling near, but never entering, North American airspace (since 
2007 when regular patrols were resumed, NORAD has encountered an 
average of about ten such patrols each year).9 If small numbers of those 
bombers were to invade North America, NORAD could muster the means to 
intercept them – but there is no credible scenario that would see the 
Russians launch such a limited, readily defeated, attack. The most recent case 
involved two Russian reconnaissance aircraft on routine training flights, but 
they were an occasion for Canada’s top general to describe Russia as the 
greatest immediate threat to North America.10  

Russian training missions notwithstanding, the main point of the North 
Warning System, including a modernized system, is and will remain domain 
awareness, the better to monitor and control those thousands of civilian 
aircraft and ships approaching our shores. And such domain awareness in 
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turn serves civilian law enforcement, public safety, and national security – 
essentially in that order. The North Warning System can and will contribute 
to early warning of strategic attack, not because that will make it possible to 
defeat such an attack, but because its function is to alert deterrent forces for 
possible counterattack as prescribed under deterrence. So, by all means, 
Canada will have to modernize the frontier warning system on all three 
coasts, but that will not enable effective defence against strategic attack. 

Reports on Russia’s new Arctic strategy11 make it clear that Russia will 
continue to make the Arctic a centrepiece of its economic development 
strategy. It calls for a major push to exploit the North’s natural resources and 
expand the Northern Sea Route, with the former being a significant means to 
the latter. According to a Barents Observer report, the protection of 
sovereignty and territorial integrity also features in the plan, but the focus is 
on promoting investment (involving extensive tax breaks) in resource 
exploitation – oil, gas, and more – and developing related industries. 

It is a plan that has grave implications for the global climate change 
crisis, but the military security implications of these Russian ambitions point 
to its need for stability and an investor-friendly political/strategic 
environment in the region. But the American position, as articulated by 
NORAD’s General Terrence J. O’Shaughnessy, assumes that, when it comes 
down to it, Russia will ignore its economic development ambitions in the 
Arctic, and the attendant imperatives of geo-strategic stability, and instead 
use the Arctic as a launch pad for geopolitical and military adventurism and 
fomenting global conflict to no discernable end. 

Direct military conflict with Russia and/or China that would involve 
North American territory is not an impossibility, but it remains highly 
unlikely. Such a conflict is unlikely because it would serve no one’s interests. 
It is another example of the kind of war that could never be won by any party 
and should never be fought. Any direct combat between or among advanced 
states involving the modern, hi-tech, highly destructive conventional forces 
of major powers would so rapidly inflict such massive and unacceptable 
damage that only losers would emerge. But the truly sobering reality is that 
direct East-West military hostilities would inevitably escalate to the use of 
nuclear weapons, and, to repeat, credible defence against nuclear weapons is 
impossible.  

That leaves prevention – with deterrence, arms control, and the pursuit 
of cooperative strategic security relations being the means to that end. The 
first of these, deterrence, obviously cannot escape the reality that failure 
comes with extraordinary consequences – namely, annihilation – while the 
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other two, disarmament and cooperation, are currently decidedly out of 
fashion.  

The main point about nuclear deterrence is that, contrary to NORAD’s 
talking points, it does not rely on the capacity to defend. In nuclear strategic 
terms, deterrence rests on the capacity and intent to launch devastating 
counterattacks after having sustained an attack against which no defence was 
possible. That is obvious enough, but when senior military officials insist it is 
not possible to deter what cannot be defeated, the basics of deterrence 
obviously need to be restated. The irremediable danger, one that has 
burdened the world since the dawn of the nuclear age, is that when 
deterrence fails (and human systems are destined to fail at some point) and 
when prevention fails, the prescribed formula is for a nuclear attack to be 
followed by nuclear counter-attack, even though the inevitable consequence 
would be escalating attacks and unprecedented catastrophe – that is, 
mutually assured destruction (MAD). The hope at the root of this strategy is 
that the capacity to annihilate is what will prevent annihilation.  

It would be hard to design a less rational foundation for global security. 
Indeed, the international community has, since Hiroshima, agreed, at least 
in principle, that nuclear arsenals must, for the sake of the planet and the 
humanity it hosts, be prohibited and eliminated. Even the major states with 
nuclear weapons are part of this global consensus. They signed on to the 
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and to a legal 
obligation to disarm, though they obviously remain disinclined to meet 
those unambiguous disarmament commitments – and there is no global cop 
to make them. So the world is left to rely on international nuclear 
disarmament diplomacy, and the public pressure and political pursuit of the 
cooperative security arrangements needed to drive it forward. The 2020 NPT 
Review Conference, to be held in April12 [delayed to January 2021] will be 
the next occasion when the world makes another concentrated effort to 
nudge states with nuclear arsenals toward behaviour that is more responsible 
and guided by the detailed disarmament agenda that NPT member states 
have collectively elaborated over the decades.  

That effort is made all the more challenging when the very real limits of 
defence, the fundamentals of deterrence, and the consequences of failed 
deterrence are either misunderstood or misrepresented. 
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America’s Arctic Security Strategy 
 
 

May 1, 2015 
 

Few will dispute the observation that the Arctic state least focused on 
Arctic security is the United States. Alaskan-based forces and Arctic 
submarine patrols obviously figure into US security operations, but their 
focus is on Asia and America’s strategic nuclear posture, not security 
conditions in the Arctic. The Arctic is not central to American national 
mythmaking or identity, to sovereignty concerns, or, since the end of the 
Cold War, to national security. And none of that is about to change.  
 

The United States obviously conceives of itself as a global power, but not 
an Arctic power. Not only is the place of the Arctic now much less important 
in the US security calculus, but only a small portion of Arctic geography is 
American, and the American Arctic is physically, politically, and 
psychologically far from the centres of US power and economic interests – 
certainly no American politician would assign the Arctic the role claimed for 
it by the Russian deputy prime minister, namely “a Russian Mecca.”1  

A recent EKOS Research survey, undertaken for The Gordon 
Foundation, polled publics in all eight Arctic states2 and found that 
Americans outside Alaska are the least likely to think there is a rising threat 
of military conflict in the Arctic – while 24 percent felt the threat of military 
conflict had increased over the past year, in Canada some 30 percent felt 
tensions had grown, and in Russia it was 50 percent. Americans were in fact 
the most likely, except for Swedes, among Arctic state populations to declare 
themselves unaware of any changes in conflict threat levels in the Arctic. 
Americans outside Alaska were also the least aware of the Arctic Council. 
Notwithstanding the fact that when the poll was taken the US was preparing 
to assume the chairmanship of the Council for two years, only 32 percent of 
Americans had even heard of it, compared with 70 percent in Iceland and 59 
percent in Canada. 

There are certainly positive elements to this out-of-sight-is-out-of-mind 
American posture toward the Arctic. American political culture, which 
above all is committed to preserving American military pre-eminence, is not 

3 
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currently adding to militarization pressures in the region. But, at the same 
time, American economic and technological power is not currently 
contributing markedly or according to its capacity to a needed Arctic 
infrastructure for search and rescue and other maritime services. Heather 
Conley of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a former 
deputy assistant Secretary of State who has also held a range of other 
diplomatic and research posts and is now a key American analyst on the 
Arctic, points out in a 2012 CSIS report that “the United States is the only 
Arctic coastal state that does not currently have any large-scale economic 
development plan for the region.” The report laments what it calls “a woeful 
lack” of American military capabilities in the Arctic and adds the more 
general point that the US has been willing to “outsource requirements to 
foreign-flagged commercial vessels or to borrow ice-strengthened vessels 
from Canada, Russia, or Sweden.”3 A 2014 Senate Armed Services 
Committee report does assert that “the United States is an Arctic nation,” as 
have others of course, but the fact that the Committee felt compelled to 
remind American security planners that they should aim for American 
national security strategies and capabilities to “keep pace with” growing US 
interests in the Arctic confirms the sense that neither those “growing” 
interests nor the pace of developing region-specific capabilities are top of 
mind in the US outside of Alaska.4  

Washington having now assumed a two-year stint of Arctic Council 
leadership, it is a good time to recall the security considerations that inform 
its Arctic presence. The Arctic Council does not, at the behest of the 
Americans at its founding in 1996, address hard security or defence issues, 
but with two former superpower rivals and four other NATO members at 
the Council table, those issues certainly remain a lingering presence. 

The US Arctic Security Posture 

A succession of US Government reports5 – from the White House, the 
Department of Defense (DOD), the Coast Guard (USCG), and 
Congressional Committees – does emphasize the growing importance of the 
Arctic for the United States, particularly in the context of climate change and 
receding ice coverage.6 The reports call for enhancements in American 
surveillance and response capabilities generally, but none call for significant 
changes in short- to mid-term military or Coast Guard infrastructures, 
equipment, or deployments. 

Under a 2009 Presidential Directive, issued in the closing days of the 
George W. Bush Administration and still the primary policy guidance, US 
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national security, including homeland security, interests in the Arctic are 
listed as including: 

• missile defence and early warning; 
• deployment of sea and air systems (for strategic sealift, strategic 

deterrence, maritime presence, and maritime security operations); 
• freedom of the seas (linked to the dispute with Canada over the 

status of the Northwest Passage), both for maritime navigation and 
overflight; 

• homeland security (issues of concern include terrorism and criminal 
activity); 

• piracy; 
• border security (particularly coastlines); and 
• international law, including the Law of the Sea. 

 

The 2013 DOD National Strategy on the Arctic Region defines the 
overall goal of this strategy as “an Arctic region that is stable and free of 
conflict, where nations act responsibly in a spirit of trust and cooperation, 
and where economic and energy resources are developed in a sustainable 
manner that also respects the fragile environment and the interests and 
cultures of indigenous peoples.” Three avenues of activity for pursuing these 
objectives are described as advancing US security interests in the region, 
pursuing responsible Arctic stewardship, and strengthening international 
cooperation.7 Notably, DOD situates its approach to the three-pronged goal 
of security, stewardship, and international cooperation in the context of a 
“relatively low level of military threat in a region bounded by nation States 
that have not only publicly committed to working within a common 
framework of international law and diplomatic engagement [the Ilulissat 
Declaration8], but have also demonstrated the ability and commitment to do 
so.” Thus, the aim is “a secure and stable region where US national interests 
are safeguarded, the US homeland is protected, and nations work 
cooperatively to address challenges.” 

These are all the kinds of broad objectives and activities that any state 
could be expected to set out as a public posture, whatever the true objectives 
might be, but further indication that the American Arctic seems not to be 
headed for a significant turn toward further militarization, and that national 
security and defence are not central to American attention to the Arctic as a 
region, is available in the January 2014 White House document on the 
“Implementation Plan for The National Strategy for the Arctic Region.”9 It 
identified 35 task areas, ranging from infrastructure issues to freedom of the 
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seas, energy security, science, international cooperation, and waterways 
management. For each task the lead agency is identified, and in only one 
case is it DOD. And not even that task is directly related to a defence or hard 
security role, but rather to the development of a “framework of observations 
and modelling to support forecasting and prediction of sea ice.” Even for 
tasks related to the advancement of American security interests and freedom 
of the seas, including domain awareness, the lead agencies are the 
Departments of Homeland Security, State, and Transport. The Department 
of Defense roles are secondary, not primary, and focused on supporting 
civilian authorities and operations. A 36th task is for DOD to urge the United 
States to become a full party to the Law of the Sea treaty.  

In general, the Arctic as a region is not regarded by either the American 
people or officialdom as a defence problem. There are certainly security 
challenges, but none in which the military has a primary responsibility.  

The DOD Arctic strategy thus acknowledges that a significant element 
of the northern military mission is to be available to aid civil authorities in 
their public safety and humanitarian response missions (though to date, it 
says, it has “seldom” been asked for such assistance). In fact, DOD’s 2013 
Arctic Strategy document warns against over-stating the Arctic threat 
environment. There is the possibility, it warns, that “political rhetoric and 
press reporting about boundary disputes and competition for resources may 
inflame regional tensions.” Furthermore, the report notes that “being too 
aggressive in taking steps to address anticipated future security risks may 
create the conditions of mistrust and miscommunication under which such 
risks could materialize.”10 Too much focus on potential militarization could 
in fact prompt an arms race. In other words, the focus on threat-centric 
language about the Arctic could help to prompt a real threat. 

Strategic Defence and the Arctic 

At the same time, certain “hard security” issues and infrastructure are 
certainly put prominently into play in the Arctic by the Pentagon – not in 
the interests of Arctic region security, but in support of a global strategic 
posture. Somehow, ballistic missile defence (BMD) continues to figure 
prominently among the leading American perceptions of what makes the 
United States safe. Despite BMD relying on far from mature technologies, 
and despite it being aligned against far from mature threats (from the still 
remote potential for North Korean strategic-range nuclear-armed missiles to 
the highly unlikely emergence of Iranian nuclear-armed missiles), missile 
defence continues to earn political, military, and budgetary support far out 
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of proportion to any practical impact it has on the safety and security of 
Americans. All that while Washington shows great reluctance to spend 
significantly lesser amounts on Coast Guard icebreakers or full service 
search and rescue bases and ports in the Arctic – facilities that would actually 
have huge impacts on the day-to-day security of people who work in the 
Arctic and traverse its waters.  

There are three US BMD installations in the Arctic region. Fort Greely 
in Alaska hosts 26 mid-course interceptor missiles, with another 14 
planned.11 The Clear Air Force Station manages a phased array radar system 
designed to detect ballistic missiles launched at sea or on land. Upgrades are 
underway. The US also operates an Arctic early warning radar at its base at 
Thule, Greenland.12  

Air defence has long been prominent in the Arctic, so DOD continues to 
assert that it will work through the Canada-US North American Aerospace 
Defence agreement (NORAD) to maintain air tracking capabilities in the 
Arctic. NORAD was of course initially developed as a strategic defence 
arrangement during the Cold War, to counter the Russian strategic bomber 
threat of the early post-World War II years, and still monitors and responds 
to Russian strategic bombers that still patrol in international airspace in 
areas adjacent to North America. But NORAD’s primary activity is now also 
to aid civil authorities in the United States and Canada in monitoring air 
approaches to North America – the focus of which is small, unauthorized 
civilian aircraft. In 2006, when NORAD was made a permanent bi-national 
agreement, maritime monitoring and warning were made a NORAD role, 
but DOD’s 2013 report on Arctic strategy has maritime detection and 
tracking in the Arctic being coordinated through the Department of 
Homeland Security (the US Coast Guard operates under Homeland 
Security) and other departments and agencies and public/private 
partnerships. It promises collaboration with “international partners to 
employ, acquire, share, or develop the means required to improve sensing, 
data collection and fusion, analysis, and information-sharing to enhance 
domain awareness appropriately in the Arctic.”13 A current series of Canada-
US discussions, known as NORAD Next, is aimed at determining the 
capabilities NORAD will need to confront what are envisioned as emerging 
challenges in the 2025-30 time frame.14 

Freedom of navigation is obviously accorded high priority by the US, 
though the US Senate’s failure to ratify the United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), despite being urged to do so by the Pentagon, 
the State Department, and successive administrations, and despite it being a 
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primary framework for advancing US interests in the right of free passage 
through international straits, is, if nothing else, a prime example of the 
complexities of the US political system. 

The Pentagon describes the relevance of freedom of the seas in the 
Arctic to its overall strategic posture: “Preserving freedom of the seas, which 
includes all of the rights, freedoms, and uses of the seas and adjacent 
airspace, including freedom of navigation and overflight, in the Arctic 
supports the nation’s ability to exercise these rights, freedoms, and uses of 
the sea and airspace throughout the world, including through strategic 
straits.”15 In other words, this is another example of an Arctic issue for which 
the American interest is not in the Arctic for its own sake – the focus is the 
American global power rather than the American Arctic power. 

Homeland Security  

The Arctic is a maritime region and changing requirements for public 
safety and infrastructure in the Arctic relate especially to that maritime 
environment. That in turn means that coast guards, not navies, are the 
institutions that are most directly challenged. That has led to growing 
interest in cooperation and burden sharing among the coast guards of the 
Arctic littoral states. It is a natural development and one of the mechanisms 
for such cooperation that is getting serious attention and support from the 
US is the establishment of an Arctic Coast Guard Forum (ACGF). The 2012 
CSIS report recommended the creation of such a Forum, consisting initially 
of the Arctic Council countries – although it noted that other countries 
willing to commit assets could also be included. The ACGF, which might be 
headquartered at the US Air Force base at Thule, Greenland, is envisioned as 
initially focusing on information, with the potential to facilitate international 
cooperation in implementing the Arctic Council’s search and rescue and oil 
spill response agreements.16 

An April 2015 report from the Canadian Munk-Gordon Arctic Security 
Program17 focuses on the development of the ACGF and includes six key 
recommendations, a central one being that due to important differences in 
national coast guards – some being explicitly civilian, others military, and 
still others a mix of both models – the new forum should focus on “soft” 
security issues such as search and rescue and environmental issues.18 By 
keeping hard national security and national defence issues off the agenda, 
says the report, Russia might be brought into the process more effectively, 
and there would also be greater scope for non-state actors, notably 
Indigenous communities, and the private sector to be involved. The report 
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also encourages continued engagement with Russia, despite what it calls “the 
current challenges of military-to-military contact in the region.” 

The report’s other recommendations, a product of an international 
seminar on coast guard operations in the Arctic, include: support for 
information sharing through the ACGF on best practices, operational 
expertise, real-time data; that the ACGF serve as a platform for exercises 
related to search and rescue and oil spill recovery, both subjects of 
international agreements among Arctic Council states; and that the ACGF 
include mechanisms to facilitate work with local communities, Indigenous 
organizations, and the private sector.19 

More recently, the US Embassy in Ottawa reported on a two-day ACGF 
Experts Meeting in Washington and said the member countries of the 
ACGF, all the members of the Arctic Council, “will formally establish the 
Arctic Coast Guard Forum at a Summit at the US Coast Guard Academy’s 
Center for Arctic Study and Policy this fall.”20 

In February 2014 the US Navy published an update of its Arctic 
Roadmap,21 reiterating four objectives or activities to guide naval operations 
in the Arctic Region: sovereignty and homeland defence; respond to crises 
and contingencies; preserve freedom of the seas; and promote partnerships 
(with other elements of the US Government and internationally). “Periodic 
presence” is a primary means by which these objectives are to be advanced 
and there is a promise to identify the equipment and operational procedures 
to “facilitate sustained, safe operations in the region.”  

Primary responsibility for US maritime law enforcement and safety is 
with the US Coast Guard. The Coast Guard’s 2013 Arctic strategy document 
describes the Coast Guard as “the maritime component” of Homeland 
Security with “specific statutory responsibilities in US Arctic waters.” The 
Coast Guard “is responsible for ensuring safe, secure, and environmentally 
responsible maritime activity in US Arctic Waters.”22 CSIS refers to the US 
Coast Guard’s own assessment of its operational challenges, focusing 
especially on the absence of readily available fuel, the main fuelling depot 
being at Point Barrow on the Alaskan North Slope, one thousand nautical 
miles away from Dutch Harbor in the Aleutians and almost as far from the 
air station in Kodiak. “Because the Coast Guard is unable to sustain a 
presence in the Arctic Ocean for more than a few days,” says CSIS, “it must 
cooperate with the Canadian Coast Guard or rely on capabilities of the 
private sector,” noting Royal Dutch Shell’s acquisition of ice-capable and 
spill response vessels.23 The Coast Guard describes some of the challenges of 
increased vessel traffic: “A major casualty on board a large modern cruise 
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ship in the Arctic would pose a significant challenge to responders and stress 
any one nation’s capacity for mass rescue at sea. If an oil tanker were to spill 
its cargo in Arctic waters the potential impact to the maritime environment 
would be profound, and removing the oil would be challenging.” The US 
Coast Guard also refers to the increase in small craft traffic in the Northwest 
Passage, acknowledging the Canadian Northern Canada Vessel Traffic 
Services Zone, and adds that “increasing vessel traffic requires a 
commensurate increase in search and rescue capabilities throughout the 
region.”24  

A noteworthy element of the US Navy’s Arctic Roadmap is a distinct 
absence of any sense of great urgency. The Roadmap predicts that in the 
near-term, up to 2020, “there will be low demand for additional naval 
involvement” in the Arctic and that “current Navy capabilities are sufficient 
to meet near-term operational needs.” Thus, for the near-term, the Roadmap 
says the Navy’s presence will be primarily via “undersea and air assets.” 
Surface ships will operate in open waters, but weather conditions and sea ice 
will continue to make that hazardous. In the mid-term, 2020 to 2030, it says 
capabilities will be improved (the “Navy will refine doctrine, operating 
procedures, and tactics, techniques, and procedures”), with the assumption 
that the main demands on the Navy will be for assistance to search and 
rescue and disaster response missions. And the main point the Roadmap 
makes about the far-term, beyond 2030, is that more open waterways will 
enable the Navy to undertake more forward operations. These conditions 
may demand a larger Navy presence, but diminished ice presence will in 
turn mean more navigable waterways along which existing naval vessels will 
be able to operate more readily in forward Arctic locations. In the meantime, 
operational implementation of the Roadmap refers to the intention to 
identify capability gaps, but there are no references to the acquisition of 
Arctic-specific equipment.25 

The CSIS report raises concerns about current capacity for border 
security and law enforcement, including countering terrorist threats, 
throughout the US Arctic region and calls the US Government’s capabilities 
“questionable at best.” It points out that the Coast Guard is “struggling to 
maintain competencies” in key areas of responsibility above the Arctic 
Circle, like “ice operations (conducting and supporting scientific research), 
search and rescue (deploying assets to respond to search and rescue 
incidents), marine environmental protection (responding to oil or hazardous 
materials spills), and aids to navigations (facilitating navigation and 
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preventing disasters, collisions, and wrecks, using aids such as buoys, lights, 
and signs).” Without US Coast Guard operating bases or stations above the 
Arctic Circle, search and rescue and maritime deployments within the Arctic 
region are delayed by a minimum of eight hours by air and days by sea.26 

Staying the Course 

The US security strategy for the Arctic can probably be characterized as 
staying the course and not veering toward accelerated militarization. As a 
major power, the US has plenty of means available, including for the Arctic, 
but remains reluctant to commit major resources on Arctic-specific security 
measures that would materially affect public safety. Enhanced ice-breaking 
and search and rescue capabilities, which would immediately impact the 
security of northerners, are eschewed in favour, it seems, of significant and 
ongoing spending on strategic nuclear and ballistic missile defence assets 
that have an Arctic presence but contribute nothing, to understate the 
matter, to the well-being and safety of Arctic communities. DOD is loath to 
see more money going to the Coast Guard for icebreakers, for example, 
seeing such spending as adding to its own claimed budget constraints.27 
While DOD’s 2013 Arctic Strategy promises to work with a range of actors 
to assess continuing developments (climate, ice conditions) to improve 
forecasting and to inform future equipment needs, it also warns that 
“premature investment” in Arctic infrastructure “may reduce the availability 
of resources for other pressing priorities, particularly in a time of fiscal 
austerity.”28 

There is thus no evidence of an impending major shift in Arctic security 
approaches by the United States. In the near- to mid-term the focus is to be 
on “strategic partnerships that promote innovative, low-cost solutions,” as 
the 2013 National Strategy document put it.29 And the focus on cooperation 
with other government departments certainly implies there is no particular 
vision of militarizing Arctic security. Instead the focus is to be on 
“collaborative security approaches as outlined in the 2013 National Strategy 
for the Arctic Region, and by supporting other Federal departments and 
agencies where they have leadership roles. Building trust through 
transparency about the intent of our military activities and participation in 
bilateral and multilateral exercises and other engagements that facilitate 
information-sharing will be a key means of addressing this risk.”30 

DOD’s policy documents are remarkably forthcoming on the 
importance of non-military and cooperative elements to Arctic security. A 
2010 Report to Congress31 refers to the impact of climate change as creating 
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opportunities for multilateral cooperation in support of “human and 
environmental security in the region” and, as we have seen, DOD Arctic 
roles are oriented toward assisting civilian and non-military32 authorities. 
DOD emphasizes cooperation mechanisms, like the annual Northern Chiefs 
of Defense meetings and the Arctic Security Forces Roundtable workshops, 
as well as “work with allies and partners within the framework of 
international institutions, ranging from the Arctic Council to the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO), to maintain and promote 
cooperation.”33  

The 2013 Arctic National Strategy report’s34 policy language is heavily 
infused with references to regional defence cooperation in pursuit of security 
and public safety: “The Department of Defense will seek out areas of mutual 
interest to build strategic relationships and encourage operational-level 
partnerships that promote innovative, affordable security solutions and 
enhance burden-sharing in the Arctic.” There is emphasis on participation 
in multilateral exercises, in addition to basic tasks related to sovereignty, 
homeland security, and domain awareness.  

As we have noted here before, former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s 
Murmansk Initiative did not try to ease East-West military tensions by 
focusing on the military relationships. Instead he focused on cooperation in 
non-military matters that would allow military tensions to be seen in a new 
light. Arctic cooperation in non-military and human security challenges, of 
the kind that find their way onto the Arctic Council agenda, is key to 
building the political and security confidence that will help to ease the 
resurgent tensions with Russia. The Americans, to their credit, have not 
responded to those tensions with militarization pressures in the Arctic, and 
the US leadership of the Arctic Council over the next two years is an 
opportunity to continue pressing the social, economic, environmental, 
public safety, and political dimensions of human security for the people of 
the Arctic which will in turn help to entrench a sense of regional stability 
and security. 
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Nuclear Submarines in the Arctic: 
Limiting Strategic Anti-Submarine 
Warfare 

December 4, 2018 
 
The Arctic is the primary home of Russia’s nuclear ballistic missile 
submarine force. That fleet, like its American counterpart, is being 
“modernized,” the subs are patrolling more often, and, inevitably, 
American attack submarines are paying increasing attention. Four 
decades ago, in a climate of intense Cold War confrontation and nuclear 
dangers, when American and Soviet ballistic missile submarines and the 
attack subs that trailed them roamed the oceans, strategists, peace 
researchers, and some military planners grew intensely worried about the 
strategic instability wrought by such dangerous cat-and-mouse 
manoeuvres. That in turn led to innovative proposals for anti-submarine-
warfare-free zones as one way of easing tensions and, especially, as a 
means of reducing the risks that mishaps, miscalculations, or 
miscommunications would escalate out of control. The Arctic figured 
prominently in those proposals – the essential elements of which continue 
to have merit and, unfortunately, relevance. 

  
Despite today’s obvious NATO-Russia tensions, the Arctic, where 

NATO states and Russia are both prominent presences, remains a region of 
relative geopolitical calm with all sides still credibly denying the presence of 
active military threats and insisting that regional conflicts will be resolved 
through cooperation and international law. It is a welcome and genuine 
regional reality, one that seems deeply incongruous with the concentration 
in the Arctic of submarines bearing nuclear-armed intercontinental-range 
ballistic missiles, along with attack submarines meant to either protect or 
threaten them.  

For now at least, the absence of state-to-state and Arctic-specific military 
threats is not a case of wishful thinking. It is the considered judgement of 
both the Kremlin and the current US Government. While Russian Arctic 
security policies emphasize the refurbishment of its northern military and a 

4 
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growing role for it in protecting national interests in the region, those 
policies are also replete with commitments to maintaining stability and 
military cooperation toward that end.1 American authorities also continue to 
affirm the absence of Arctic-specific military threats. The US Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) has just reviewed the Pentagon’s assessment of 
the Arctic threat level, and both have concluded that the threat “remains 
low” and that the US Department of Defense has the capabilities that are 
required to carry out the current Arctic Strategy.2 That strategy, established 
in 2016, is to pursue “two overarching objectives: to (1) ensure security, 
support safety, and promote defense cooperation and (2) prepare to respond 
to a wide range of challenges and contingencies to maintain stability in the 
region.” Those two objectives are made realistic, says the GAO, by the “low 
level of military threat in the Arctic” and by “the stated commitment of the 
Arctic nations to work within a common framework of diplomatic 
engagement.”3 

Sea-based nuclear weapons in the Arctic are strategic – which is to say, 
they are meant to influence not regional defence dynamics or territorial 
ambitions, but the global postures and deterrence strategies of the United 
States and Russia.  

Nuclear-Armed Submarines in the Arctic4  

Russia now operates up to 12 submarines whose sole mission is to carry 
intercontinental nuclear-armed ballistic missiles (such subs are designated 
SSBNs). Three of these are the new “Borei” ballistic missile subs. Each Borei 
SSBN can carry 16 Bulava sea-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), each 
armed with up to six nuclear warheads. And each Borei has six tubes for 
launching heavyweight torpedoes. The Russian SSBN fleet also includes six 
Delta VI subs, also with a capacity for 16 missiles, each carrying up to four 
warheads, plus four tubes each for heavyweight torpedoes. The remaining 
three boats in the current SSBN fleet are Delta III subs with a capacity for up 
to 16 missiles (up to three warheads each) and four tubes each for 
heavyweight torpedoes plus two tubes for lightweight torpedoes. None of the 
torpedoes are nuclear-armed, while the fleet’s ballistic missiles have the 
combined capacity to launch 768 warheads, although only some of the subs 
are normally on patrol, and not all missiles will be armed to their full 
capacity of warheads. The US Congressional Research Service estimates that 
Russia currently has about 640 sea-launched warheads available for 
deployment.5 At least seven of the Russian SSBNs are assumed to be 
deployed with the Northern fleet and based on the Kola Peninsula. 
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The Russian SSBN modernization program is intended to increase the 
Borei fleet to eight submarines by the mid-2020s, replacing the Delta VI and 
III subs, thus reducing the overall SSBN force. Hans Kristensen and Robert 
S. Norris of the authoritative Nuclear Notebook note that the future Russian 
SSBN fleet of exclusively Borei subs will be capable of carrying more 
warheads than does the current fleet, thus heightening the target value of 
each SSBN.6 More warheads on fewer subs is a destabilizing development 
inasmuch as the pre-emptive disabling of these second-strike deterrent 
forces may be viewed as more feasible, and hence more tempting. Largely for 
that reason, it is anticipated that the Kremlin will order another four of the 
Borei subs, for a fleet of 12 to be equally divided between the Pacific and the 
Arctic.  

The US has 14 nuclear ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs),7 each 
capable of carrying 24 intercontinental-range ballistic missiles (the Trident II 
D5), but now, modified to comply with the New START (Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty) agreement, they carry 20 missiles each. Normally, two of 
these boats are in overhaul and not considered operational – so the usual 
count is 12 operational American SSBNs, carrying up to 240 missiles (even 
though not all 12 are always on patrol, and those on patrol do not necessarily 
carry the full complement of 20 missiles). Each missile is capable of being 
armed with eight nuclear warheads, but the average payload is said to be four 
to five warheads, leading to the current Nuclear Notebook count of 1,090 
warheads on 12 deployed SSBNs. Each sub also has four tubes for launching 
heavyweight torpedoes. Eight to ten subs are at sea at any given time, four or 
five of which are considered to be on “hard alert,” with another four or five 
capable of being brought to alert status within hours or days. American 
SSBNs do not patrol in the Arctic. 

US nuclear “modernization” of the SSBN fleet includes the upgrading of 
current missiles with new guidance systems to enhance targeting. The more 
consequential “modernization” has the Pentagon planning to replace the 
existing subs with 12 new nuclear weapons submarines and the 
Congressional Budget Office estimates that development and capital 
acquisition costs will be in excess of $80 billion in today’s dollars (or about 
$7 billion each),8 and that does not include maintenance and operating costs 
or the cost of their nuclear weapons. Even the Navy is worried that things are 
getting out of hand, with the SSBNs robbing it of the funds it needs to pay 
for all the other ships it has planned. So the Navy has come up with a novel 
solution – create a special and separate “National Sea-Based Deterrence 
Fund” so that the Navy’s regular budget will not have to cover the SSBNs.9  
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It is worth noting that China is also acquiring a significant fleet, possibly 
five, of nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs).10 According 
to the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, each of these is designed to carry up 
to 12 intercontinental ballistic missiles with one nuclear warhead each. The 
missiles are thought to have a range of 7,000 to 7,400 kms, which means that 
from patrols in waters near China, the missiles could reach Alaska and 
Hawaii, but not the continental US. It is not clear whether the Chinese have 
sent their SSBN on any patrols with nuclear weapons on board. The current 
Jin-class SSBN is said to be “very noisy,” and analysts assume that China will 
go on to develop a next generation SSBN.11 

The Attack Submarines That Trail the Nuclear-Armed Subs 

Attack submarines do not currently carry nuclear weapons. Ever since 
the US/Soviet 1991 Presidential Nuclear Initiatives,12 American and Russian 
attack submarines have not carried tactical nuclear weapons (the strategic 
nuclear weapons are deployed on the SSBNs). Current attack submarines on 
both sides are capable of carrying tactical-range cruise missiles with nuclear 
or conventional warheads, and the current assumption is that only 
conventionally-armed cruise missiles are now deployed. They have 
conventional weapons designed to attack other submarines, including 
SSBNs, as well as surface ships. Stealth in attack submarines is achieved by 
minimizing noise to avoid detection. Virtually all attack submarines are 
capable of operating under ice. 

Non-proliferation expert Jeffrey Lewis has written in Foreign Policy that 
“the evidence is increasingly strong that not only is Moscow routinely 
sending submarines within an arm’s length of the United States coastline, 
but that these submarines are deployed with nuclear armed SLCMs” [sea-
launched cruise missiles].13 The New York Times further reports that Russia 
is in the process of developing sea drones, which would be launched from 
the same attack subs, and that would be capable of carrying small nuclear 
warheads for use against harbours and coastal areas.14  

Russia currently operates15 49 attack submarines, 26 of which are 
nuclear-powered of various classes and equipped with heavyweight 
torpedoes and anti-ship and anti-submarine missiles, and can be fitted with 
land attack cruise missiles. The rest are 23 diesel-electric attack submarines 
(SSNs) with similar armaments. The diesel-electric subs are regarded as 
among the world’s quietest subs. The US currently operates16 54 nuclear-
powered attack submarines,17 all are armed with heavyweight torpedoes, and 
most also have tactical-range land-attack cruise missiles – all with 
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conventional, or non-nuclear, warheads. About 60 percent of American 
attack submarines operate in the Pacific and 40 percent in the Atlantic, with 
regular forays into the Arctic.  

In 2015 an American Seawolf variant of attack submarine (these are said 
to be quieter and faster than the other attack subs, but they also proved 
much more expensive, and thus production ended in the 1990s after only 
three were built) spent two months submerged under the Arctic ice,18 and in 
2013 another Seawolf travelled from Washington State on the American west 
coast to Norway via the Arctic Ocean.19 Included in the total inventory of 
attack subs are 12 newer versions, the Virginia-Class, of which more are 
being built. They also engage in intelligence gathering and can carry 
“unmanned undersea vehicles.” Another four Ohio-class, or SSBN ballistic 
missile submarines, have been converted to attack submarines (SSGNs) 
carrying conventionally-armed land-attack cruise missiles. The Pentagon is 
planning to maintain 4,000 conventionally-armed sea-launched cruise 
missiles (and these, of course, are in addition to air-launched cruise 
missiles).20 

Tracking or chasing SSBNs on patrol is a dangerous but growing focus 
of attack submarines. A March 2018 Pentagon report, “Commander’s Intent 
for the United States Submarine Force,” describes “the main role” of US 
attack submarines as being to “hold the adversary’s strategic assets at risk 
from the undersea,” notably including SSBNs on patrol21 – and those 
strategic anti-submarine warfare (ASW) patrols include the Arctic.  

In other words, the US defines strategic anti-submarine warfare as a 
priority, the further development of which is taken to be an integral part of 
its nuclear force’s modernization program. The Pentagon’s 2018 strategy 
refers to “developing options to counter competitors’ coercive strategies”22 – 
including sea-based nuclear forces. 

Arctic Patrols 
Every two years the US Navy conducts an Ice Exercise (ICEX) in the 

Arctic as part of the US Navy Submarine Arctic Warfare program sponsored 
by the Chief of Naval Operations, Undersea Warfare Division. This biennial 
Arctic submarine exercise goes back to the 1940s. In addition to these staged 
exercises, US attack submarines regularly patrol under the Arctic ice, 
sometimes surfacing near the North Pole,23 and this combination of formal 
exercises and routine patrols is the primary means by which the attack 
submarine fleet “develops and hones its Arctic operational and warfighting 
skills.”24  
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In the 2016 ICEX exercise, a five-week event designed specifically to 
assess the operational readiness of the submarine force, as well as support 
research for the Navy’s Arctic Submarine Laboratory,25 two Los Angeles-
class attack submarines participated in the Arctic operations. The United 
Kingdom also let it be known in 2016 that it was similarly resuming Arctic 
patrols.26 In 2018 ICEX involved two attack subs (Connecticut and Hartford) 
and the under-ice firing of Mk-48 torpedoes that carried sensors to gather 
data on their performance in Arctic conditions. The British Navy sent its 
HMS Trenchant attack submarine. The training operations took place in 
March in the Beaufort Sea.27 The three submarines conducted joint 
operations in the Beaufort Sea from March 7-21, and then rendezvoused and 
surfaced at the North Pole on March 27, 2018. Collectively, the three subs 
carried out 20 through-ice surfacings.28  

The Hartford’s Commander characterized the point of the training as to 
keep from “falling behind” Russian submarine development. And the 
squadron commander told reporters that “in every case [the Russians] are 
trying to get faster and better at what they do and integrating technology 
into their platforms. It’s really sent them on a ramp to where if we don’t 
continue to do the same, we’ll find ourselves in a place of falling behind.”29 

Canadian forces participated in ICEX 2018, but Canada’s diesel-
powered submarines were not involved.30 Historically, Canada has 
participated in tactical and some strategic anti-submarine warfare (ASW) 
operations. According to the Canadian Naval Review, Canada traditionally 
contributed primarily to protecting sea lanes of communication from Soviet 
attack subs. Strategic planning in the Cold War was in part premised on the 
possibility of a long war in Europe, for which allies would depend on 
reinforcements from North America. Strategic ASW against Soviet SSBNs 
was of less direct concern: “the Soviet Union soon had intercontinental sea-
launched missiles that could hit targets from submarines based in its home 
waters.” That tactical/strategic distinction in ASW was an important one, 
according to the Naval Review account, but Canada actually developed 
doubts about the utility of both. Analysts increasingly assumed that any 
European war would go nuclear early on, rendering conventional 
reinforcement of Western Europe unlikely and ASW protecting sea-lanes 
irrelevant.31 

ASW and Strategic Destabilization 

Strategic anti-submarine warfare (ASW) – i.e. sending attack 
submarines in pursuit of ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) – is a classic 
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destabilization scenario. Because deterrence is all about a reliable second-
strike or retaliation capacity, efforts to render second-strike forces vulnerable 
inevitably create incentives to expand those retaliatory second-strike forces 
to overwhelm any threat to them. And, in a crisis, they create incentives for 
retaliatory forces to launch their weapons early to prevent them from being 
taken out in an adversary’s pre-emptive attack (the use ‘em or lose ‘em 
scenario). In any deep political crisis, the definition of instability, and the 
epitome of danger, is for both sides to become convinced that initiating 
nuclear attack would be to their advantage.  

In the deadly logic of deterrence, the “virtue” (although it is a word that 
ought not to be used in relation to nuclear weapons) of SSBNs has been that 
they have represented survivable deterrent forces and thus remove incentives 
for an adversary to introduce nuclear weapons into a conflict, since any first 
use of nuclear weapons would with certainty face retaliation. So, the only 
point of attack submarines tracking and targeting an adversary’s SSBNs is to 
undermine that assured retaliation by threatening a pre-emptive attack – 
that is, to demonstrate a capacity to destroy an SSBN before it could fire its 
SLBMs. And if SSBNs were to be rendered genuinely vulnerable to attack 
submarines, that would generate incentives for the SSBN to fire its missiles 
early, in the context of a severe crisis, before being attacked.  

This danger is growing as both the US and Russia focus on building up 
their anti-submarine warfare and ballistic missile defence capacities, while 
also moving to more accurate offensive ballistic missiles. In early November 
2018, a US official told a submarine symposium that “the handcuffs are off 
now” – by which he meant that under a new Administration the Navy is now 
free to pursue more intensified levels of strategic ASW. He referred to the US 
as being back “in a great power competition now,” in which no adversary 
will “get a free ticket.”32 A particular initiative involves the development of 
more lethal torpedoes with which to threaten SSBNs. 

That does not mean ASW is easy, or that there are imminent prospects 
for effective pre-emptive attacks to eliminate an entire fleet of SSBNs. 
Military planners have assumed that the US would need five attack 
submarines to track a single adversary SSBN (and even more, once an SSBN 
gets to an open ocean undetected). But instability is still heightened by the 
threat of vulnerability and the declared intention to escalate SSBN tracking 
through training and modernization – meaning that an adversary is led to 
fear that the theoretical vulnerability of SSBNs could one day become real. 
Thus, states will be more inclined to add more SSBNs so as to outpace anti-
submarine capacity. It is what is called an arms race.  
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Ending the Nuclear Cat-and-Mouse Manoeuvres at Sea 

Again within the logic of deterrence, it has long been understood that as 
long as strategic arsenals face off against each other, sea-based elements of 
those arsenals are the least vulnerable to pre-emptive strikes and the most 
survivable second-strike deterrent forces. And as long as SSBNs remain 
largely invulnerable to pre-emptive attack, they remove any incentive for an 
adversary to introduce the use of nuclear weapons into a conflict – assuming 
that retaliation would be certain and devastating. Throughout the Cold War, 
this was a prominent theme in the arms control community seeking strategic 
stability – namely, the recognition that as long as a nuclear confrontation 
exists, stability is reinforced if SSBNs are able to patrol out of reach of an 
adversary’s ASW forces.  

Thus, for example, some arms control analysts advocated for SSBN 
bastions where ASW forces would, by agreement, not patrol.33 That would 
be stabilizing in several ways. For example, if Russian SSBNs in their Arctic 
bastions were reliably free of ASW patrols, they would have no need to head 
for the open Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, inevitably deploying closer to 
North American and European coasts. Such deployments would in turn 
mean reduced warning times and would thus reinforce launch on warning 
protocols and would further entrench resistance to de-alerting of land 
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). Being pressed by attack 
submarines would also incentivize Russia to put submarines on high alert 
status and to prepare first-strike, pre-emptive strike, protocols.  

That begs the question, why, then, would the US consider it to its 
advantage to step up ASW patrols against Russian SSBNs in the Arctic? 

The same question applies to efforts to threaten Chinese SSBNs. Despite 
the current range limitations of its SLBMs, China is attempting to build a 
bastion for its SSBNs by building artificial islands, deploying underwater 
sensors, and investing in improved tactical ASW defence capabilities.34 And 
according to a new study on the impact of US ASW activity,35 China has 
called on the US and its allies to refrain from threatening Chinese SSBNs in 
the interests of strategic stability, inasmuch as threats to the survivability of 
Chinese SSBN forces undermine stability. The Obama Administration was 
committed to maintaining strategic stability with China, and while the 
Trump Administration has not specifically indicated a departure from that 
posture, a former naval intelligence official recently argued before Congress 
“that every time a [Chinese] SSBN departs on a strategic nuclear patrol, the 
[US Navy] must follow closely enough to be ready to sink them if they ever 
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attempt to launch a nuclear tipped ICBM towards our shores.” China’s small 
nuclear force is by definition a minimum deterrence force, a strictly second-
strike force, and it certainly could not credibly launch a disabling first-strike 
against US forces. So the Pentagon, in tracking Chinese SSBNs, is really 
seeking the capability not of preventing a Chinese first-strike, but of 
nullifying China’s second-strike or deterrent. The implied American concern 
is that if the Chinese deterrent were left unchallenged, it would “remove the 
option for the United States to conduct a first-strike against Chinese nuclear 
forces in a crisis.”36 In other words, American strategic ASW operations 
against China are about giving the US a nuclear war-fighting option. 

Attack Submarine No-Go Zones or SSBN “Sanctuaries” 
Arms control and risk reduction measures are available to mitigate these 

destabilizing trends. Mikhail Gorbachev’s 1987 “Murmansk Initiative” 
proposed limits on Western anti-submarine warfare patrols in Arctic waters 
that were the traditional operational areas for the Russian Northern and 
Baltic fleets. Gorbachev envisioned a no-go area for submarine and aerial 
ASW operations that would extend south of the Arctic Circle, proposing to 
exclude surface and subsurface military vessels from “mutually agreed-upon 
zones of international straits and intensive shipping lanes,” with the precise 
dimension of these no-go areas to be sorted out at a meeting of experts from 
interested countries.37  

The Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC), through its President, Mary 
Simon, responded positively to Gorbachev’s “zone of peace.” The ICC called 
on the Arctic to be nuclear-weapons-free and encouraged major powers to 
pursue arms control measures that would reduce the arms buildup on the 
Kola Peninsula. It called on them to examine limits on naval forces and 
operations in the Arctic with a view to “advancing arms control and the 
common security of all nations.”38 

Even before the Gorbachev idea of ASW-free zones had been floated, 
Canadian analyst Ron Purver argued in 1983 that although the feasibility of 
putting limits on ASW activities was declining (it was the early Reagan era, 
after all), the desirability of such measures was increasing.39 As land-based 
missiles in fixed locations became more vulnerable to pre-emptive attack, the 
deployment of sea-based strategic nuclear missiles would, within the 
deterrence paradigm, be a stabilizing presence as survivable second-strike or 
retaliatory forces. That in turn meant that, if the rationale for SSBNs was 
their relative invulnerability, it would be counter-productive to try to render 
them vulnerable through ASW efforts. Hence, for some analysts at least, the 
pursuit of measures to limit destabilizing strategic ASW became a prominent 
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arms control and risk reduction objective. Proposals involved agreements to 
curtail the tracking of SSBNs and the establishment of SSBN sanctuaries or 
ASW-free zones. Such zones were proposed for the Gulf of Alaska, the Sea of 
Okhotsk, and the Barents Sea, and as Purver pointed out, these zones were 
all within what were essentially coastal defence areas and thus capable of 
being patrolled and protected by their respective defence forces, including 
tactical ASW forces. There were also proposals for negotiated limits on ASW 
vehicles, the idea being that if attack subs were kept to no more than two or 
three times an adversary’s SSBNs, it would be impossible to track all SSBNs 
simultaneously. For the same reasons, there were also proposals to confine 
seabed detection devices to areas near national waters and coasts. 

Russian SSBNs can now operate largely within their bastions. They can 
reach all their targets from there, and thus Russian SSBNs have little need to 
leave their Arctic bastions in order to perform their deterrence role – 
provided they are not made vulnerable there by aggressive ASW patrols. 
This point was made by Major-General William Seymour, Deputy 
Commander of the Canadian Joint Operations Command, to the House of 
Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs:  

[T]his is not the 1960s, 1970s or 1980s, when Russian submarines 
might be lurking behind every corner. These days, based on 
technological advances, … the Russians can launch weapons 
against North America from their home bastions within their 
territory or slightly outside. The notion that Russian submarines 
… would have to travel underneath the ice in Canada’s north to 
do their business is technologically out of date.40 

 

The Arctic is thus an obvious candidate for becoming an attack 
submarine exclusion zone, and reciprocity would require that the US 
designate an ASW-free zone for its SSBNs and that both the US and Russia 
refrain from deploying SSBNs close to each other’s territories. In a 2009 
proposal, the Russian and American physicists Anatoli Diakov and Frank 
von Hippel called on the two countries to  

reduce the launch readiness of their submarine-based ballistic 
missiles and commit not to deploy ballistic-missile submarines 
provocatively close to each other’s territories. Specifically, the 
United States could declare that its ballistic-missile submarines 
would not patrol in the North Atlantic, which drastically reduces 
Russia’s warning time, and Russia could declare that the ballistic-
missile submarines of its northern fleet would stay in the Arctic 
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and not patrol off the U.S. East Coast as they did, on occasion, 
during the cold war. Russia could extend this ‘de-alerting’ 
commitment to its mobile missiles. The United States could 
increase Russian confidence in the survivability of Russia’s 
ballistic-missile submarines by pledging that it would keep its 
attack submarines out of Russia’s side of [the] Arctic. 41 

Similarly, Russia would also have to respect a stabilizing ASW-free zone in 
or near US national waters. 

The logic of their own deterrence requirements should drive the US and 
Russia to welcome strategic ASW-free zones – that is, zones in which their 
own ballistic missile-carrying submarines would be free of threats of pre-
emptive attacks from anti-submarine warfare subs (aided by ASW aircraft). 
And, given the prominent presence of Russian SSBN forces in the Eastern 
Arctic, the Arctic is a logical location for at least a Russian ASW-free zone.  
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Conjuring Chinese Nuclear Weapons 
Submarines in the Arctic 

May 29, 2019 
 
A single provocative sentence about China deploying nuclear-armed 
submarines in the Arctic led much of the commentary on the Pentagon’s 
May 2019 report on developments in the Chinese military. The reference 
was obviously meant to stoke alarm, and as long as competitive nuclear 
weapons “modernization” proceeds apace – especially in the United 
States, Russia, and China – there is little doubt that China could one day 
be capable of conducting submarine patrols in the Arctic, but that does 
not answer the question of why they would want to.  

 
China’s Arctic interests and ambitions are not in serious doubt.1 The 

development of a reliable trans-Arctic shipping route tops the list, and that 
in turn shapes an interest in developing a regional maritime infrastructure, 
echoing its “belt and road” initiatives elsewhere – envisioning the Arctic 
joining the series of trade corridors being pursued in Africa, Asia, and 
Eurasia.2 Cooperation with Russia in transportation and resource extraction 
will expand. A Chinese polar research institute has been operating since 
2009. Icebreakers are being built. China is investing in Greenland’s resource 
sector, with a particular interest in its rare earth minerals, and is engaged 
with Iceland, especially in scientific research. 

Some see danger in China’s infrastructure interests. Civilian facilities 
like ports are dual-use facilities with obvious military applications. And the 
scientific research that China conducts in the North could no doubt produce 
militarily useful information. Among the high-profile worriers is US 
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who sees the region as “an arena of global 
power and competition” owing to vast reserves of oil, gas, minerals, and fish 
stocks, and so he asks the question (without any sense of irony, given US 
military deployments in the South China Sea): “Do we want the Arctic 
Ocean to transform into a new South China Sea, fraught with militarisation 
and competing territorial claims?”3  

The Pentagon’s provocative sentence that got all the attention warns that 
“civilian research could support a strengthened Chinese military presence in 

5 
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the Arctic Ocean, which could include deploying submarines to the region as 
a deterrent against nuclear attacks” (emphasis added).4  

A submarine “deterrent” weapon means a submarine armed with 
strategic range ballistic missiles (SSBNs), and that begs the obvious 
questions: does China have SSBNs capable of Arctic operations, and if it did, 
what would be the point of operating in the Arctic? 

Chinese SSBN Capabilities 

China, with global interests that certainly include the Arctic, is in fact 
acquiring a significant fleet of nuclear-powered submarines equipped with 
long-range and nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles (by now up to six such 
SSBNs – referred to as Jin-class, type 094 subs). Each of these subs is 
designed to carry up to 12 sea-launched intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(SLBMs) with one nuclear warhead each.5 The missiles are thought to have a 
range of 7,000 to 7,400 kms, which means that from patrols in waters near 
China, they could strike targets in Alaska and Hawaii, but not in the 
contiguous United States. To maximize the deterrent impact of those SSBNs, 
they would have to be reliably capable of deploying outside the regional 
bastions of the South China Sea, or the East China and Yellow Sea, to the 
Pacific to put their missiles in reach of the American heartland. Of course, 
this nascent SSBN force is not China’s only nuclear deterrent – it has land-
based, mobile, nuclear-armed intercontinental ballistic missiles with ranges 
to strike anywhere in the US. Their mobility ensures that enough would 
survive a first strike to provide an assured second or retaliatory strike 
capable of doing unacceptable damage in the American heartland – the basic 
role of a nuclear deterrent force being to dissuade an adversary from 
launching an initial attack. China also has nuclear bomber capabilities, and is 
developing a new generation nuclear-capable aircraft, that are within range 
of American military facilities in East Asia.6 

China has obviously decided to mimic the US and Russia to pursue a 
nuclear triad (that is, the capability to launch nuclear weapons from land, 
air, and sea). It is not known whether the Chinese have to date sent their 
SSBNs, the sea-based element of the triad, on patrols with nuclear weapons 
on board, whether in their home waters or beyond. The current six (four 
available and two being readied for operations) are said to be “very noisy,” 
and analysts assume that China will go on to develop a next generation SSBN 
that is quieter and more difficult to detect.7 And, to be sure, at some point, 
China is bound to acquire the technical capability to patrol in the Arctic, and 
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that would put even its current SSBN-based missiles within range of the 
American heartland. But, why would they? 

Chinese SSBNs in the Arctic? 

As noted, the primary requirement of a Chinese sea-based nuclear 
deterrent force is that it be able to survive a first strike and have the means, 
in a post-nuclear-attack environment, to launch a retaliatory or second 
strike. That is most readily accomplished, most analysts agree,8 by deploying 
its SSBNs in regional bastions, where they can be better protected from 
American attack subs. In their home waters, the Chinese SSBNs can be 
accompanied by complementary naval forces, and a Reuters special report 
quotes military and intelligence analysts as observing that when Chinese 
SSBNs put to sea in the South China Sea they are indeed “flanked by 
protective screens of surface warships and aircraft on station to track foreign 
submarines.”9  

There are really only two reasons why China would want those SSBNs to 
leave their bastions. The first would be to get their missiles in range of the 
American heartland, but the urgency of that can be overstated, since China 
already has survivable land-based systems that can do that. It is also safe to 
assume that in a world still burdened by nuclear arms racing, China will 
develop new generations of SLBMs (sea-launched strategic range ballistic 
missiles) of a sufficient range to reach American heartland targets from 
within their bastions.10 

The second reason to leave the bastion would be if they became 
vulnerable there to a concerted offensive by hostile attack submarines – as in 
a gathering crisis in which American attack submarines and other anti-
submarine warfare systems (ASW) were making moves to converge on the 
Chinese bastion and render the latter’s SSBNs vulnerable. That would signal 
a possible pre-emptive first strike on China (why else would they threaten 
pre-emptive attacks on second-strike weapons?) and would prompt attempts 
by Chinese SSBNs to reach the open Pacific.  

The fact that such a scenario seems unlikely does not mean that China 
regards it as impossible, especially since the Americans have stated directly 
that Chinese SSBNs must become the focus of American attack submarines 
(SSNs). Admiral Harry Harris, while head of US Pacific Command, told a 
Congressional Committee that China’s “SSBN will give [it] an important 
strategic capability that must be countered,”11 and reports suggest the 
Americans are in fact pursuing a more aggressive ASW strategy across East 
Asia.12  
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In other words, the Chinese are being incentivised to develop the 
capacity for SSBN patrols well beyond the bastions which they fear could be 
rendered vulnerable and no longer true bastions. Such wider patrols face 
challenges.13 Chief among them is the challenge of getting relatively noisy 
SSBNs out of their home waters while avoiding the attentive ears of the US 
and its regional allies at the choke points. If detected while trying to exit the 
bastion, a sub would then be traceable by American ASW operations and 
trailed into the vast Pacific. But once through and in the open Pacific 
without being trailed, the Chinese SSBNs could position themselves well 
within range to launch retaliatory strikes on the American heartland. To 
manage all of that, Chinese military commanders would have to be in 
possession of clear command and control procedures and have confidence in 
their ability to communicate with subs in a post-nuclear attack environment. 

Once in the Pacific, whether hidden or still trailed by American attack 
submarines, what would be the point of heading for the Arctic? That would 
set them on a course going through the Bering Strait, which they would 
definitely not do anonymously. They would enter the Arctic being watched 
and followed by the Americans. In other words, what possible strategic 
advantage could there be to entering a hostile region that is difficult to 
navigate and certain to mean facing intense anti-submarine warfare 
operations?  

Arctic-based attacks on the southern contiguous US would confound 
American Arctic-based BMD interceptors, but they could also evade the US 
system with shorter-range attacks from the Pacific. There is no need to go to 
the Arctic to avoid US BMD. It would be more effective to launch retaliatory 
strikes from unanticipated parts of the Pacific with unanticipated trajectories 
that would overwhelm even a functioning BMD system (keeping in mind 
that the Americans themselves acknowledge that BMD is designed to 
intercept only isolated attacks – not a coordinated attack from an arsenal the 
size of China’s). 

And, by the way, this all also begs the question of why the Americans 
would find advantage in threatening Chinese SSBNs. They pose no first-
strike threat; rather, they are quintessentially second-strike, deterrent 
weapons that are consistent with a no-first-use policy. 

Chinese Nuclear-Powered Conventional Attack Submarines in the 
Arctic? 

Attack submarines are designed to attack both surface and submarine 
naval operations. According to the International Institute for Strategic 
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Studies’ (IISS) Military Balance 2019, China currently operates six nuclear-
powered attack submarines. They have a role in escorting SSBNs and are 
capable of operating in the Pacific in an attack mode against other 
submarines and surface vessels. China also has an inventory of 48 
conventionally-powered (diesel electric and very quiet) attack submarines 
for operations within China’s home region.14  

Lyle Goldstein, writing for the National Interest,15 refers at length to a 
2017 paper in a Chinese naval research journal, written by research 
personnel at the Qingdao Submarine Academy.16 He describes the paper as 
providing an authoritative account of Beijing’s developing undersea 
ambitions, quoting the paper directly: “[China’s] submarine forces must not 
only go [to] the Asia-Pacific, [but] they must also go to the Indian Ocean, 
and then they must go to the Atlantic and to the Arctic Oceans” (emphasis 
added). Goldstein offers this as a kind of warning, but the enthusiasms of 
Chinese military academics do not alter the practical realities of Arctic 
operations. 

The Americans do not operate their SSBNs in the Arctic, so strategic 
anti-submarine warfare would not be the point of China sending attack 
submarines there. China’s attack submarines have land attack capabilities, 
but there simply are not enough close-range high-value targets in the Arctic 
to warrant such operations in a physically treacherous and militarily hostile 
region. It is hard to construct credible scenarios in which Chinese subs 
would want to attack conventional military forces or civilian shipping in the 
Arctic. China would have no incentive to disrupt Arctic shipping – their 
interest is the opposite, to have secure shipping routes through the Arctic. 
And China would definitely not have the capacity to forcefully protect 
civilian shipping in the Arctic in the unlikely event that the Russians or 
Americans or any Arctic states were bent on preventing it. 

Arctic Security and China’s Presence 

The Report of the Canadian House of Commons Standing Committee 
on Foreign Affairs and International Development (FAAE) addresses 
Chinese ambitions for the Arctic and offers only one recommendation on 
the matter regarding China – and it is eminently sensible: “The Government 
of Canada should engage with the Government of China to understand their 
growing interest in the Arctic.” The Parliamentarians show an obvious 
interest in Canada developing a nuanced understanding of China’s interests 
and actions in the Arctic.17  
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The report, in addition to hearing from multiple witnesses, reviews the 
January 2018 Chinese white paper on the Arctic.18 The Chinese white paper 
sees the Arctic in a global, rather than regional, context, and inasmuch as the 
Arctic affects interests of states outside the region, it has global importance. 
The FAAE reports that China has pledged to adhere to “rules and 
mechanisms” and “the existing framework of international law,” including 
the law of the sea and the relevant rules of the IMO – commitments that 
echo the 2008 Ilulissat Declaration (reaffirmed in 2018). The FAAE report 
points to the Chinese assertion that it is committed “to maintaining a 
peaceful, secure and stable Arctic order.” The basic principles of China’s 
participation in the Arctic are described as “respect, cooperation, win-win 
result and sustainability.” 

The FAAE notes that the Chinese white paper calls for respect to be 
reciprocal: “respect the sovereignty, sovereign rights, and jurisdiction 
enjoyed by the Arctic States,” while also respecting “the rights and freedom 
of non-Arctic States to carry out activities in this region in accordance with 
the law….” It is the kind of reciprocity that was not part of Mr. Pompeo’s 
vocabulary in his May speech to Arctic Council members in Finland: 

Beijing claims to be a “Near-Arctic State,” yet the shortest 
distance between China and the Arctic is 900 miles. There are 
only Arctic States and Non-Arctic States. No third category exists, 
and claiming otherwise entitles China to exactly nothing.19 

 

The FAAE heard from Jessica Shadian, Chief Executive Officer and 
founder of Arctic 360, and distinguished senior fellow at the Bill Graham 
Centre for Contemporary International History, who told Parliamentarians 
that China’s vision is “based on what it expects the Arctic will look like in the 
next 20, 30, and even 50 years.” While to date China has been primarily 
interested in Russia’s Northern Sea Route, Ms. Shadian reminded the 
Committee of media reports indicating that China has published a 365-page 
shipping guidebook on the Northwest Passage. The guide “includes charts 
and detailed information on sea ice and weather as a means to aid Chinese 
vessels travelling between Asia and the Atlantic through the North American 
Arctic.”20 China has also traversed the central Arctic Transpolar Route. 

None of that leads Major-General William Seymour, Deputy 
Commander of Canadian Joint Operations Command, to focus on China as 
a threat. He told the Committee that China’s approach remains “one of 
participation and co-operation.” Rather than seeing a threat, he said, the 
Canadian Armed Forces see China “as an aspirant in terms of securing 
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access to global lines of communication and sea trade, which they’re 
fundamentally interested in.” Since China is seeking “access to resources 
around the world,” including in the Canadian Arctic, security concerns 
should focus on “monitoring inward investment trends with respect to 
Canadian companies and infrastructure, as well as cyber security.”21 

Canadian academic and Arctic historian and expert Professor Whitney 
Lackenbauer told the FAAE that “alleged Chinese threats to Canadian Arctic 
sovereignty are a red herring that should not deflect attention or resources 
from more important issues.” He suggested that China does not present a 
sovereignty threat or challenge. Instead, he urged that Chinese growing 
Arctic interests and aspirations “are best considered in the broader context 
of Canada’s relationship with China as an emerging global actor.”22  

The most balanced, credible response to the Pentagon’s warning that 
presents itself is that, now and in the foreseeable future, notions of Chinese 
nuclear weapons submarines operating in the Arctic belong in the red 
herring category. 
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Russia, NATO, and Baltic 
Vulnerability 

August 31, 2015 
 
The Pentagon is sending state-of-the-art F-22 fighter aircraft to Europe 
for the first time, further confirmation that NATO and Russia have 
locked themselves into increasingly provocative military behaviour from 
the Arctic Ocean to the Black Sea. Both sides obviously believe 
demonstrations of intimidating military capacity enhance security, but it 
is an article of faith unsupported by evidence. In fact, vulnerability to 
military interference in states small or large owes much more to political 
weakness than to military weakness or the lack of formidable friends. In 
other words, preserving national sovereignty and defending against 
foreign predators – in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, for example – 
depend much more on the quality of governance than on military 
preparedness and defence.  

 
When Russian Parliamentarians, demonstrating that the art of 

provocation in Russia extends well beyond its president, recently questioned 
the constitutionality of the process by which Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania 
gained their independence after the fall of the Soviet Union,1 the Baltics, not 
surprisingly, became even more nervous than they already were. With their 
significant Russian-speaking populations (about one-quarter of the 
populations of Estonia and Latvia, and about six percent in Lithuania), 
which the Russian President insists are deserving of his protection, the 
Baltics are looking to NATO for security assurances. Even Russia’s only non-
NATO Arctic neighbours, Finland and Sweden, are making a show of edging 
closer to the Alliance.2  

NATO’s default response is to flex its military muscle. The F-22, 
primarily an air-to-air fighter, meaning it is oriented toward combat with 
other advanced fighters, such as Russia’s, is thus to be part of the “European 
Reassurance Initiative” designed, as Defense News put it, “to soothe concerns 
among European allies in the face of increased Russian aggression.”3 
Canadian naval, air, and land forces have also been deployed under 

6 
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“Operation Reassurance.”4 Of course what NATO and Russia are now doing 
is anything but reassuring. In this worsening climate of political suspicion, 
they are jointly preparing to do precisely the one thing they must obviously 
never do (and which, frankly, they are unlikely to do over the Baltics) – that 
is, go to war with one another.  

War games have once again become a primary means of NATO/Russian 
communication (the Pentagon having explained that the F-22 mission in 
Europe is “designed to send a message to Russia”). In June of this year, 
NATO’s “Allied Shield” exercise involved 15,000 personnel in land, air, and 
sea manoeuvres along the frontier with Russia, including the first 
deployment of the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force NATO established 
in the wake of the Ukraine crisis,5 simulating responses to everything from 
large-scale state-to-state attacks to low-level incursions and destabilization 
tactics. Already in 2014, NATO states conducted more than 200 NATO and 
national exercises in Europe6 and mounted a four-fold increase in air patrols 
and interceptions of Russian military aircraft in operations from the Arctic 
to the Black Sea, much of the increase focused on the Barents and Baltic 
Seas.7 In October, NATO will conduct a much larger exercise, involving up 
to 36,000 personnel.8 

The Russians, for their part, have doubled their Barents and Baltic 
patrols and reconnaissance flights and have moved additional combat 
aircraft into Crimea.9 In March Russia launched an exercise in the Arctic 
involving 80,000 personnel that expanded to include all of Russia, leading a 
European Leadership Network study to conclude that the scale and scope of 
the exercise represented a simulated war against the US and NATO.10 
Focused on Eastern Europe, as well as the Arctic, the exercise included 
operations in Eastern Russia for the purpose of demonstrating that even in 
the context of all-out war with the West, Russia would still have the means to 
counter “opportunistic” attacks from the East by China or Japan.  

Military exercises do not reflect an intention to go to war, but it is not at 
all surprising that the Nordics and Baltics are nervous,11 or that Russia 
regards NATO’s heightened operations on its frontier as less than benign 
and a continuation of two decades of provocative expansion to Russia’s 
doorstep. With escalating military patrols increasing the risks of direct 
military encounters between the two sides, the nervousness has rightfully 
spread far beyond those regions. The European Leadership Network’s 
study12 noted two prominent dangers. The first is that military exercises and 
posturing are themselves dangerous and destabilizing. A Globe and Mail13 
report on the study quotes the independent Russian military analyst, Pavel 
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Felgenhauer, warning that in the climate of current diplomatic estrangement 
between Russia and the West, even the smallest, probably unintended, 
military encounter could quickly lead to direct combat: “The lines of 
communication are closing and everyone is beefing up for an eventuality 
that could be very, very unpleasant.” The dangers are clear, says Felgenhauer: 
“posturing is the path to war. It always has been.” The second danger owes to 
the probability, widely acknowledged, that once the line of direct combat 
between NATO and Russia was crossed anywhere from the Arctic to the 
Black Sea, it would not remain limited but “would grow into full-scale war 
sooner or later.” 

Those are two dangers that make the currently intensified military 
operations in Europe especially reckless, but more than that, in the context 
of concerns about the insecurities of the Baltic States, the NATO operations 
are both ill-suited and ultimately irrelevant to the protection of sovereignty 
and security in vulnerable states.  

They are ill-suited because they risk inflicting a price dramatically out of 
proportion to any foreseeable outcome. It should be axiomatically 
understood that no military confrontation that unleashed the advanced and 
massively destructive conventional arsenals of Russia and NATO against one 
another, and that risked escalation to nuclear weapons use, could ever be 
justified by the political, economic, territorial, or moral issues at stake. The 
destruction that would be wrought within a matter of hours, never mind 
days or longer, if Russia and NATO were to launch into all-out armed 
conflict, would be so extensive and so consequential as to mean that it 
cannot be seriously entertained. NATO nevertheless still assumes that the 
one true antidote to Baltic vulnerability is to threaten precisely such armed 
confrontation.  

That in turn speaks to the irrelevance of NATO’s provocative military 
posture because Baltic security is most clearly linked to political, not 
military, strength. That is the story that post-Cold War military intervention, 
unilateral and multilateral, tells. Invasions occur almost exclusively in 
contexts of chronic political instability, almost always in and around the 
world’s most intractable trouble spots, against states that are internally 
divided, and against or in support of governments with little or no internal 
legitimacy. The context for military interventions is invariably political, not 
military, vulnerability. Attacks by individual states or multilateral military 
coalitions of the willing alike are launched into situations of advanced 
conflict, including levels of violence that equate to war, in which violent 
conflict is symptomatic of an utter lack of national consensus. Look at these 
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post-Cold War invasions: multilateral interventions in Afghanistan, Bosnia, 
Haiti, Iraq, Serbia (regarding Kosovo), and Libya; unilateral interventions by 
the US in Panama and Somalia, by Russia in Georgia and Ukraine, by 
Ethiopia in Somalia, by Saudi Arabia in Yemen, and by Iraq in Kuwait. 
Common to all of the invaded states (with the exception of Kuwait) were 
conditions of advanced internal division and crisis.  

The point obviously is not that internal crises justify invasions – this is 
not a matter of blaming the victims and justifying the exploits of major 
powers. Politically chaotic states are still sovereign, and their weaknesses are 
typically the product of a myriad of forces – some internal but many well 
beyond their control – and invading any state outside of self-defence or 
without explicit United Nations Security Council approval is still a flagrant 
violation of international law. And, by the way, as the record also shows, is 
much more likely to exacerbate discord than end it.  

But what made states vulnerable to invasion was unstable internal 
political conditions, not a lack of military defence. Most were places of 
extreme human rights violations and among the world’s primary producers 
of IDPs (internally displaced persons) and refugees, and most showed little 
prospect for an early return to political stability. The primary lesson to be 
drawn from the past quarter century of military interventions in unstable 
states is therefore actually about politically stable states – that is, politically 
stable states, with national institutions that enjoy the legitimacy that comes 
from broad public trust and support, are largely immune to military attacks 
and intervention, regardless of their size or military strength or lack of it. 
Only one politically stable state was invaded in the past quarter century, 
Kuwait, and in the end it was the attacker that was destroyed.  

It is a lesson that the Baltic States ought to take special note of in the face 
of their heightened sense of vulnerability with regard to Russia – their 
current reality is that they are not riven by the kinds of politically chaotic 
environments that leave them vulnerable to intervention. They are basically 
well-governed spaces that enjoy political stability. Each sustains a strong 
national consensus in support of independence and the prevailing political 
order.  

The Global Peace Index,14 an innovative ranking of the peacefulness of 
states, ranks all three of the Baltic republics in the top quartile with ratings of 
“high” levels of peacefulness, while Finland, Sweden, and Norway are 
obviously rated as “very high” in the peacefulness index (compared, for 
example, with Ukraine, which was ranked in the lowest quartile of very 
unpeaceful states well before Russia’s annexation of Crimea and accelerated 
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destabilization in the East). Similarly, the Prosperity Index, a multi-indicator 
measure of wealth and well-being by the United Kingdom (UK)-based 
Legatum Institute, places all three Baltic States within the top one-third 
worldwide.15 

It is the Baltic States’ high levels of political stability and prosperity, and 
the legitimacy of their governments and public institutions, that radically 
reduce their vulnerability to Russian “help” for their Russian-speaking 
populations. But, of course, if the Balkan States were to substantially fail in 
fully integrating and holding the support and confidence of their Russian 
minorities, then they would indeed become much more vulnerable to 
interference.  

The great folly in the prevailing European/Russian security discourse is 
the assumption that without demonstrations and threats of NATO military 
action the Baltics are defenceless. The opposite is true. The Baltic States have 
ready access to the most effective and proven defence against military 
invasion – namely, strong and respected governance and a buoyant national 
consensus in support of the prevailing order. All three Baltic States actively 
debate and struggle with questions of how best to accommodate their 
Russian minorities, but a lengthy analysis in Germany’s Der Spiegel noted 
earlier this year that they are largely succeeding. The Russian populations in 
the Baltics are primarily urban and continue to display basic loyalties to their 
Baltic countries, and while they also maintain distinct identities,16 Der 
Spiegel painted a picture of Baltic Russians as largely championing 
democracy. While they enjoy a cultural affinity to Russia, they do not think 
of Russia as their “home.” There are complaints in some instances of the 
ways Russians are treated, but Der Spiegel suggests the Baltics are reasonably 
effective in integrating their Russian populations, even as the challenges of 
building stable, inclusive societies are ongoing. 

So, if NATO is indeed committed to reducing Baltic vulnerability, 
Europeans and North Americans will focus their attention on promoting 
prosperity and political stability by encouraging continued and improved 
inclusiveness and respect for the rights of minorities, and by helping all 
segments of the populations to maintain a stake in Baltic independence, 
identity, and stability – and they will stop risking military confrontations 
from which no one would escape with anything that could remotely 
resemble winning. 

Even so, military provocations still lead, in part because they are 
essentially an ideological commitment and partly because both Mr. Putin 
and the NATO/Pentagon leadership find them useful for reasons other than 
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the fate of the Baltics. Mr. Putin’s own political fortunes, currently riding 
high, are served by stoking crises – diverting attention away from Russia’s 
faltering economy and focusing instead on populist gestures of defiance of 
the West – and NATO and the West seem determined to help Mr. Putin by 
handing him an abundance of pretexts. NATO’s expansion has long been 
more serious than a mere annoyance to Russia, and the latter’s response to 
Finland and Sweden moving closer to cooperation with NATO was 
predictable. In response to a joint declaration by Sweden, Norway, Finland, 
Denmark, and Iceland (almost two-thirds of the states of the Arctic 
community) that they must collectively prepare for crises or incidents with 
Russia, the Russian Foreign Ministry drew the conclusion that “unlike in 
previous years, the Nordic defence cooperation positions itself as a foe with 
respect to Russia, with the potential of undermining the positive constructive 
relations established over the last decade.”17 Each such instance, and 
particularly prominent shows of hostile military force near Russia’s borders, 
is another in a steady stream of opportunities for Mr. Putin to wave the 
nationalist flag and divert attention away from his own domestic challenges. 
As a result, NATO’s military bravado serves Mr. Putin’s interests much more 
than those of the Baltics.  

But NATO and the Pentagon cannot seem to help themselves, being, as 
they are, heirs to a long tradition of promoting their own interests (namely, 
their budgets) through the aid of the Russian bogeyman. Despite spending 
ten times more on the military than does Russia, the Pentagon still argues it 
needs more to meet the Russian challenge. With an eye focused rather more 
tightly on Washington budget politics than on security in the Baltics, the 
Pentagon soberly declares “we’re not as ready as we want to be.”18  

It is true, the Pentagon is not ready – not because it is underarmed, but 
because it and NATO both think that the only way to be ready is to be 
militarily invincible. It is mutual destruction, not invincibility, that is 
militarily available. Armed conflict with Russia, conventional or nuclear, 
does not include the possibility of a “win.” Direct military conflict with 
Russia by NATO is in fact out of the question – at least if a minimum of 
sanity prevails – because there is no political, economic, or security interest 
that would be advanced or would warrant the cost. For that reason, direct 
military conflict remains unlikely (and public polling shows that key 
European populations, like the Germans and the French, increasingly reject 
military action in response to Russia’s provocations19).  

The more likely scenario for European military confrontation would be 
much less overt, focusing on the kind of low-level destabilizing tactics seen 
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in Ukraine. But the key point here is that for such a tactic to be available to 
Russia in the Baltics or the Arctic there would have to be a significant level of 
discontent in the Baltic republics and Russia’s northern neighbours. And if it 
ever came to active insurgent disturbances, there would be no credible 
military defence against it. Military actions against dissident insurgents that, 
with even minimal internal support, reject the legitimacy of their own state 
and that have the sympathy and concrete help of neighbours and operate in 
a context of serious political disarray are, to understate it, not promising. 
From Afghanistan to Ukraine to Syria, it is clear there is no winning against 
such forces – only insecurity, political disorder, and rapid economic decline 
are reaped.  

That means the front line of Baltic and Arctic security is constructive 
governance that keeps on winning the support of all segments of their 
populations. It is the legitimacy of inclusive internal political processes in the 
Baltics, not military threats that no sane leadership would ever carry out, that 
will ultimately protect them from the Russian “help” they do not want. 
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Gunboat Diplomacy Turns to Air Power 
Diplomacy in the Resurgent East-West 
Divide 

January 20, 2015 
 
Fighter aircraft probes of Arctic air defences, expanded surveillance and 
reconnaissance flights, and long-range nuclear bomber patrols seem once 
again to be the lingua franca of East-West diplomacy. And “East-West 
relations” is itself once more a term of art in global affairs as Moscow, 
Washington, and Brussels take up their quarrels and rely increasingly on 
military gestures to do the talking for them. The ostensible point is to 
communicate strength and resolve, but there is an unavoidable subtext of 
impotence in posing threats you never want to carry out. 

 
Military symbolism is now literally in full flight. In the dominant 

Western narrative, Russian flights are provocative and dangerous; in the East 
it is the reverse, with NATO the provocateur. From Europe to the Arctic to 
North America, over land and sea, air power diplomacy has taken centre 
stage. 

Russian fighters buzz Canadian frigates in the Black Sea and pose 
dangers to civilian air traffic over the Baltic Sea. Russian strategic bombers 
patrol the Beaufort Sea, and NORAD jet fighters are scrambled on cue.1 US 
reconnaissance aircraft patrol the Baltic Sea and Baltic States in range of 
Russian borders, jumping from 22 such flights in 2013 to 141 in 2014 
according to Russian Air Force officials.2 NATO flights near the border of 
Belarus and near Russia’s Kaliningrad region are said to have doubled over 
the past year, exceeding 3,000 in 2014.3 

In the 1990s a US Naval War College paper hyped air power as “the new 
gunboat diplomacy,”4 arguing it offered greater deployment speed and 
flexibility and a more credible threat inasmuch as the risk of casualties is 
kept low for any state wielding the air power. “Gunboat” or any kind of 
military “diplomacy” is basically the threat, or use, of limited military power 
in a situation other than war.5 Some threats are latent – like peacetime naval 
deployments to show the flag, routine strategic bomber patrols, or, in the 
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context of current East-West tensions, the steady eastward expansion of 
NATO. Others are more immediate and active – like military operations 
designed not to directly engage, but to intimidate an adversary into changing 
its behaviour in the context of a particular crisis. 

The point of active air power “diplomacy” is to communicate resolve 
and unwavering commitment to protecting the particular interests deemed 
to be at stake. There is realist logic to it when the context is a major 
imbalance of power – when the state threatening the air power can be fully 
confident that it can make good on the threat without risking any serious 
retaliatory action. But that is not remotely the case in the new East-West 
stand-off. Neither side can reasonably expect to take direct hostile military 
action against the other without retaliation and thus paying a major price. So 
why threaten to do what you at all costs do not want to do? 

It is a small-scale version of the dilemma of nuclear deterrence – which 
becomes a form of self-deterrence, and thus impotence, because of the 
certain knowledge that if the threat were ever acted upon, the only guarantee 
would be of self-destruction because the retaliatory commitment and 
capabilities of the adversary are beyond doubt. So, the threat of nuclear 
attack rings hollow, because the only relevant result of carrying out the 
threat would be one’s own nuclear destruction in response. 

Similarly, bravado flights of military aircraft, the purpose of which are to 
make political points and send messages, also ring hollow, and actually come 
to symbolize the opposite of what is intended. All rationality says that none 
of the differences now aggravating East-West relations are amenable to 
settlement by military means. A European battle employing the weapons 
systems that are now used as rather un-nuanced messengers of intended 
intimidation would lead in a matter of days and weeks to consequences so 
disastrous and destructive that it is impossible to conceive of any political 
difference that would justify the mutual assaults. Henry Kissinger once made 
the point with regard to nuclear weapons – “any use of nuclear weapons is 
certain to involve a level of casualties and devastation out of proportion to 
foreseeable foreign policy objectives.”6 Neither are there any current or 
foreseeable political objectives in Eurasia that could be effectively advanced 
by the main East-West protagonists turning their enormous conventional 
military combat arsenals on each other, and in the process risking escalation 
to nuclear use. 

Does it ever make sense to threaten to do what you know will never be 
in your interests to do? Symbolic flights of fighter aircraft and bombers are 
intended to remind the adversary that these weapons are available for use. 
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But in any rational world, they are clearly not available for use by Russia 
against NATO or by NATO against Russia. There is no circumstance under 
which this would make sense or serve the interests of either side. Neither 
side wants them to be used. 

Yet, NATO’s response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea was a classic 
case of threatening to do what American and Central European NATO states 
are nevertheless rightly convinced should never be done. NATO decided to 
establish a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) that would be able 
to deploy within a few days in response to a crisis,7 although there is no case 
of NATO having been politically ready to respond immediately to a crisis 
when it was prevented from doing so for reasons of logistics. NATO is now 
to develop the capacity to attack Russia or its allies within 48 hours, but it is 
enhancing its capacity to do what it will never do, and should never do, and 
that is to engage in direct combat with Russia or its immediate allies.  

Continuing to make threats that must never be carried out is all the 
more irresponsible when we factor in the risk of miscalculation and 
unintended escalation. The danger is that heightened physical engagement 
and contact could turn to actual hostility, not at all over the substantive issue 
in politics or law – everybody knows they cannot be resolved militarily – but 
over a miscalculation. And what makes “air power diplomacy” against a rival 
power of extraordinary military capability especially dumb is that the risks 
increase in times of crisis, precisely when the objective should be de-
escalation and risk reduction.  

Communicating by fighter aircraft, when meeting rooms and the real 
language of diplomacy would be eminently more effective, is the pre-
eminent folly of the current East-West dynamic. Brandishing arsenals, 
whether nuclear or conventional, that cannot possibly be used to positive 
effect, is above all a way of advertising impotence.  

Teddy Roosevelt advised speaking softly while carrying a big stick, but 
he was counting on just one side having the stick – if both sides have them 
and they are both adorned with long spikes on the end, that is a sign it is 
time to speak more clearly and think about another kind of stick. If reason 
prevails, air power diplomacy will ultimately be exchanged for real 
conference table diplomacy, which is already backed by an array of economic 
and political sanctions. Brandishing arsenals, whether nuclear or 
conventional, that can be used only to one’s own peril, is above all a way of 
advertising political impotence.  

There is a reason that there has been no state-to-state war since the 
Eritrea/Ethiopia fighting at the turn of the millennium. It is true, the 
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powerful still invade the weak to advance the interests of the former (not that 
that works very well either). But mutually destructive forces (whether 
balanced or not is irrelevant) do not go to war with each other to settle a 
political dispute between them because it would be utterly self-destructive 
and thus irrational. 

The problem is, states, even great states like the US and Russia, still act 
irrationally on a fairly regular basis. Which is why the absolute last thing 
they should be doing is indulging in the risky symbolism of air power 
diplomacy that could easily go wrong and lead to catastrophically irrational 
behaviour. Following which the political dispute that prompted the air 
power diplomacy in the first place would either remain unresolved or, more 
likely, be made utterly irrelevant by the whole new avalanche of political 
problems and instabilities that would follow deadly military exchanges. 
 
Notes 
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Cooperative Security and Denuclearizing 
the Arctic 1 

June 2019 
 

Geography alone will continue to ensure that, as long as the United States 
and Russia place nuclear deterrence at the centre of their security 
strategies, both offensive and defensive systems will be deployed in the 
Arctic. As changing climate conditions also bring more immediate 
regional security concerns to the fore, and even as East-West relations 
deteriorate, the Arctic still continues to develop as an international 
“security community” in which there are reliable expectations that states 
will continue to settle disputes by peaceful means and in accordance with 
international law. In keeping with, and seeking to reinforce, those 
expectations, the denuclearization of the Arctic has been an enduring 
aspiration of Indigenous communities and of the people of Arctic states 
more broadly, even though the challenges are daunting, given that two 
members of that community command well over 90 percent of global 
nuclear arsenals. The vision of an Arctic nuclear-weapon-free zone 
nevertheless persists, and with that vision comes an imperative to 
promote the progressive denuclearization of the Arctic, even if not 
initially as a formalized nuclear-weapon-free zone, within the context of a 
broad security cooperation agenda. 

 
The following considers proposals for a nuclear-weapon-free Arctic, 

explains the daunting challenges of Arctic denuclearization, briefly 
elaborates the theme of an emergent security community in the Arctic, and 
discusses measures in support of progressive denuclearization of the region 
in the context of the global commitment to pursue a world without nuclear 
weapons. 

Proponents of a formal Arctic nuclear-weapon-free zone do not 
envision a nuclear-free Arctic while the rest of the world remains in the grip 
of nuclear arsenals threatening global destruction, and while the United 
States and Russia remain enthralled by “modernization” that fosters nuclear 
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use, including first-use, postures. Instead, the objective is to explore actions 
and policies conducive to strategic stability, the de-escalation of threats, and 
the promotion of regional cooperation in ways designed to reduce global 
tensions and promote arms control well beyond the Arctic. Measures to 
reduce nuclear risks and reduce the role of nuclear weapons in the national 
security policies of the United States and Russia include a proposal to 
establish in the Arctic an attack-submarine-exclusion zone. The existing 
non-militarization of the surface of the central international Arctic Ocean 
begs for that status to be preserved and formalized through a treaty. Both 
stability and denuclearization in the Arctic require a reliable international 
forum or multilateral institution through which regional states can address 
common regional security concerns and prevent conflicts external to the 
region from infecting regional affairs. And in the context of ongoing global 
diplomatic efforts toward nuclear disarmament, each non-nuclear-weapon 
state in the Arctic has the opportunity to entrench and formalize its own 
nuclear-weapon-free status and to cooperate in the formation of a de facto 
nuclear-weapon-free zone in at least those currently non-nuclear parts of the 
region.  

Nuclear Weapons in Today’s Arctic 

Russia’s main sea-based nuclear-weapons arsenal is based in the Arctic 
on the Kola Peninsula and its nuclear-armed submarine patrols are currently 
largely confined to the Barents Sea bastion (even though Russia continues to 
seek reliable access to the Atlantic Ocean for its Arctic-based naval forces). 
While the United States does not base nuclear weapons in the Arctic and 
does not currently conduct Arctic patrols with nuclear-armed submarines, it 
does face the basic reality that any intercontinental missile headed to the 
American heartland from East Asia, the Middle East, or Russia would 
traverse some part of the Arctic – hence, the concentration of its strategic 
ballistic missile interception efforts in the North.  

Neither Russian nor American strategic assets in the Arctic are in the 
service of strictly regional Arctic interests or focused on shaping conditions 
there. Arctic nuclear weapons and missile defence installations have global, 
not Arctic, missions, which means they are unlikely to be removed or 
substantially reduced without there being some major changes in the global 
security dynamics that drive strategic missions. Other nuclear-weapon states 
with sea-based nuclear weapons – notably, China, France, India, and the 
United Kingdom – have at least a theoretical capacity to deploy submarines 
equipped with strategic range ballistic missiles (SSBNs) in the Arctic, but 
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they have few geographic or strategic incentives to do so. Some see China as 
a potential exception. When its nascent nuclear-armed submarine force 
begins to patrol beyond its home waters, it could theoretically seek to bring 
its sea-launched ballistic missiles within range of the contiguous United 
States – in fact, a recent Pentagon report expresses concern about China 
potentially deploying nuclear deterrent forces in the Arctic2 – but China is 
much more likely to seek the anonymity of the open Pacific over the 
treacherous and American patrolled waters of the Arctic for its sea-based 
deterrent.  

When disarmament progresses to the point that the major nuclear 
powers give up on their insistence on a triad (air, land, and sea) of launch 
systems, sea-based systems will not be the first to go. In fact, they are likely to 
be retained the longest, largely because they are the least vulnerable to pre-
emptive attack. Accordingly, both the United States and Russia are 
concentrating on modernizing sea-based nuclear arsenals, and Russia will 
certainly continue to see advantage in its Arctic submarine-based nuclear 
deployments.  

Those sea-launched strategic nuclear weapons represent the main 
element of the global nuclear arsenal that is based in the Arctic. Russia could 
also be storing some of its non-strategic nuclear weapons in the Arctic. 
Given that its non-strategic nuclear weapons are prominently assigned to the 
Navy, it is likely that some are in storage on the Kola Peninsula as well.3 
Russia has also been using the Arctic (for example, Novaya Zemlya in 2017) 
as a test site for its vaunted “Skyfall” nuclear-powered cruise missile – a 
weapon, still largely experimental and speculative, that would essentially 
have an unlimited range.4 Neither the United States nor Russia bases 
strategic nuclear bombers or land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles in 
the Arctic. [For further details of nuclear weapons deployments in the Arctic 
see Chapter 4: Nuclear Submarines in the Arctic.]  

Thinking About a Nuclear-Weapon-Free Arctic  

The vision of a nuclear-weapon-free Arctic obviously must contend with 
the reality of substantial nuclear weapons-related operations there; to this 
point, nuclear-weapon-free zones (NWFZs) have for the most part been 
created where nuclear weapons are already absent. In the Arctic, they are a 
major presence, but that has not stopped significant support for an Arctic 
without nuclear weapons. Indigenous peoples have proposed and endorsed 
an Arctic NWFZ (in 1977, 1983, and 1998), as have a variety of civil society 
groups from outside the region, and about a decade ago there was 
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considerable systematic attention paid to the issue. In 2007 and 2010, the 
Canadian National group of the Nobel Peace Prize-laureate organization 
Pugwash issued papers calling for an Arctic nuclear-weapon-free zone;5 then 
in March 2012 the Danish national Pugwash group held a meeting to 
consider the commitment in a Danish government policy paper that, “in 
dialogue with Denmark’s partners, the government will pursue the policy of 
making the Arctic a nuclear weapon free zone.”6 

A 2010 survey, conducted for the Walter and Duncan Gordon 
Foundation of Canada, contacted more than 9,000 residents in eight Arctic 
states, confirming substantial popular support right across the region for an 
Arctic NWFZ. The respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed 
with this statement: “The Arctic should be a nuclear weapons free zone just 
like Antarctica is, and the United States and Russia should remove their 
nuclear weapons from the Arctic.” The results showed strong agreement in 
all six non-nuclear-weapon states (NNWS) in the Arctic (ranging from 74 to 
83 percent), and mixed but still significant support in Russia and the US (56 
and 47 percent respectively).7 

In 2009, the opening recommendation of an Arctic NWFZ Conference 
in Denmark8 called for the development of modalities for establishing “a 
nuclear weapon free and demilitarised Arctic region.” Whether those 
objectives – a NWFZ and demilitarization more broadly – are best pursued 
in that order, simultaneously, or in reverse order is an important tactical 
question, but conference participants saw the two pursuits as indelibly linked 
and critical for the development of a cooperative security environment in the 
Arctic.  

The following does not make the case for such a zone, that having been 
done effectively by several of the writers and conferences noted above.9 The 
focus here is instead on exploring recent NWFZ proposals, and the 
challenges they face, with a view to identifying ways in which measures to 
demilitarize and denuclearize this key geostrategic zone can contribute 
effectively to the pursuit of global zero, a world without nuclear weapons.  

NWFZs are a means of reducing the geographical sway of nuclear 
weapons and are thus an important and respected mechanism for advancing 
the goal of disarmament, prohibiting nuclear weapons within those zones, 
and eliminating the nuclear options of nuclear-weapon states toward states 
within those zones. Expanding NWFZs is a strategy promoted in the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), Article VII, and states have in fact pursued 
that strategy with remarkable success. There are now essentially nine such 
zones or jurisdictions. Five are formal NWFZs: Latin America and the 
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Caribbean (Tlatelolco-1967); South Pacific (Rarotonga-1985); South East 
Asia (Bangkok-1995); Africa (Pelindaba-1996); and Central Asia 
(Semipalatinsk-2006). Another four zones ban nuclear weapons by treaties 
or declarations: Mongolia declared its nuclear-weapon-free status in 1992; 
the 1959 Antarctic Treaty prohibits any military operations there; the 1967 
Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration 
and Use of Outer Space including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies 
prohibits placing nuclear weapons in orbit around Earth, installing or testing 
these weapons on the Moon and other celestial bodies as well as stationing 
these weapons in outer space in any other manner; and the 1971 Sea-Bed 
Treaty prohibits emplacement of nuclear weapons on an ocean floor or in 
the subsoil.10 Nuclear weapons are thus banned from space, the entire global 
seabed, the Antarctic, 99 percent of the southern hemisphere land area, and 
almost 60 percent of the global land mass – including some 114 states11 
(about 60 percent) that are home to 1.9 billion people.  

Article VII of the NPT provides for “the right of any group of states to 
conclude regional treaties in order to assure the total absence of nuclear 
weapons in their respective territories” – so that is the basic condition, no 
nuclear weapons on the territories of states in the zone. To attain formal 
status, a NWFZ requires recognition of such by the United Nations (UN) 
General Assembly, and within such zones the prohibition on possession is 
generally reinforced by prohibitions on deployment and use and is 
supported by a means to verify compliance. Prohibitions can include 
research, development, testing, acquisition, manufacture, possession, 
deployment, stockpiling, use, and/or control of nuclear weapons. Most of 
these, by the way, are included in the 2017 Treaty on the Prohibition of 
Nuclear Weapons (which will enter into force for the parties to the treaty 
once 50 states have ratified it). Some 186 non-nuclear weapon states 
(NNWS), whether or not they are in a NWFZ, are bound by these same 
prohibitions by virtue of being parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT). 

While the NPT does not specify the long list of prohibitions included in 
NWFZs, its provisions are broad and have been taken, in practice and by 
decisions at NPT Review Conferences, to essentially include the full range of 
prohibitions. There is a critical exception, in practice if not in law. Notably, 
five NNWS members of NATO host US tactical nuclear weapons on their 
soil and all five remain NNWS parties to the NPT, in apparent good 
standing. Article II of the NPT, however, prohibits NNWS from receiving 
nuclear weapons by “transfer from any transferor whatsoever” or from 
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manufacturing “or otherwise acquiring” nuclear weapons or other nuclear 
explosive devices (with research and development understood as part of the 
process of “otherwise acquiring” nuclear weapons). Accordingly, NPT 
review conferences regularly feature demands that NNWS in NATO remove 
US nuclear weapons from their territories. 

States within NWFZs generally seek assurances from nuclear-weapon 
states that they will not be attacked, targeted, or threatened by nuclear 
weapons. Protocols to the treaties are typically (though not in all cases) 
signed by the five nuclear-weapon states in the NPT (China, France, Russia, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States) respecting the NWFZs and 
providing the countries in a zone with such negative security assurances. 
Article III of the NPT mandates safeguards whose purpose is to prevent 
diversions of nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons. 
Additional provisions can include a prohibition on conventional attacks 
against nuclear facilities and on testing, the latter to be accomplished by 
having all states within the zone ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty12 
– a Treaty that has yet to enter into force due to the failure of certain 
nuclear-capable states to ratify it (including the United States and China, 
which have signed but not ratified; and North Korea, India, and Pakistan, 
which have neither signed nor ratified). Some NWFZs, for example the 
Rarotonga zone, include a prohibition on dumping nuclear waste – a serious 
issue within Russian Arctic waters, given the Cold War dumping, for 
example, of radioactive waste in the Kara Sea in the area of the Novaya 
Zemlya archipelago.13  

The Challenges of Arctic Denuclearization 

The basic characteristics and objectives of NWFZs are well established. 
The extent to which an Arctic NWFZ could meet those clear standards, and 
the relative priority that should be given to the pursuit of an Arctic NWFZ, 
is, of course, widely debated. The idea has obvious merit inasmuch as it 
contributes to the pursuit of global zero – a world without nuclear weapons 
– but legitimate questions arise regarding the extent to which a focus on the 
Arctic, a region that hosts a significant portion of the arsenal of one of the 
major nuclear-weapon states, advances or detracts from the progressive 
pursuit of a world without nuclear weapons. But before returning to such 
questions, it is important to review the challenges that confront the effort to 
establish the Arctic as a NWFZ. 
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Defining an Arctic Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone 
Proposals to establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone throughout the Arctic 

vary, but a first is the idea that a NWFZ could encompass only parts of the 
national territories of its members. Some propose a zone confined to all land, 
sea, and air territory, national and international, above the Arctic Circle, but 
not including the territories of those same states south of the Arctic Circle. 
Others propose that the zone include the entire national territories of all the 
Arctic NNWS, but only the Arctic territories of Russia and the United States. 
Another option would be to have the Arctic NWFZ boundaries follow those 
adopted by the Arctic Council for the Arctic Search and Rescue Agreement14 
(see Appendix).  

Each of these proposals would affect the major nuclear-weapons 
facilities of the Kola Peninsula. On the rather obvious assumption that 
Russia would not be inclined to denuclearize those facilities outside of 
broader global disarmament initiatives, an Arctic NWFZ would have to 
include special exemptions – for example, carving the Kola Peninsula out of 
the zone, while allowing the transit (some variation of innocent passage as 
opposed to patrols) of Russian SSBNs through parts of the zone on their way 
to and from their home bases.15 Such exemptions or exceptions would, of 
course, make it a highly discriminatory agreement – different rules for 
different states. A significant implication would be the prohibition of 
Russian SSBN patrols in the Barents Sea. 

The geography of the zone, which in all the proposals includes the 
international Arctic Ocean, also raises the question of whether Arctic states 
have the capacity or jurisdiction to decide on their own that nuclear weapons 
should be prohibited from the Arctic Ocean. They clearly do not have such a 
mandate, but that objective could still be achieved without necessarily 
requiring a global treaty. NNWS are obviously already oriented and legally 
bound not to deploy nuclear weapons anywhere, including the Arctic Ocean. 
Thus, nuclear-weapon states on their own could agree to a collective 
commitment not to deploy any of their nuclear weapons anywhere within 
the international waters of the Arctic.  

For non-nuclear-weapon states in the Arctic, the essential provisions 
associated with NWFZs are already in place. The six Arctic NNWS (of the 
eight Arctic Council member states) – Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, 
Sweden, and Finland – are prohibited by virtue of the NPT from researching, 
developing, testing, acquiring, manufacturing, possessing, stockpiling, 
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deploying, using, and/or controlling nuclear weapons, in the Arctic or 
anywhere else.  

Nuclear-Weapon States in a NWFZ? 
Proposals to create a NWFZ in the Arctic are obviously unique in 

considering the participation of states with nuclear weapons. Complicated 
exemptions for the United States and Russia on the basic point of a NWFZ – 
namely, that member states not possess nuclear weapons – would obviously 
push the envelope, but Professor Jan Prawitz16 of the Swedish Institute of 
International Affairs points out that there is an Arctic precedent for special 
demilitarization provisions applying to only part of a state. Norway’s 
Spitsbergen is demilitarized, even though the rest of Norway is not, implying 
that parts of the United States and Russia could be denuclearized, even 
though the rest of those countries would not be. 

Were Russia to remove all its SSBNs from the Arctic in support of an 
Arctic NWFZ, something that is, to understate the point, not imminent, and 
redeploy them in the Pacific, that would not be a welcome development for 
Japan or China – nor the United States, for that matter. Tom Axworthy,17 a 
Senior Fellow with the Munk School of Global Affairs, University of 
Toronto, emphasizes the point: “the goal,” he says, “is not to create a ‘zone of 
peace’ free from nuclear weapons in the Arctic and then have a build-up of 
nuclear weapons right on its border. That would defeat what the zone is 
trying to achieve.” He refers to what Prawitz18 calls the need for the 
“thinning out” of nuclear weapons in the territories just outside the zone as 
well. In other words, any reduction or removal of nuclear weapons from the 
Arctic would best be part of a move to reduce weapons globally, rather than 
just being a decision to redeploy them elsewhere, possibly in more 
vulnerable and/or provocative locations than the Arctic. 

Negative Security Assurances (NSAs) 
A prominent feature of nuclear-weapon-free-zone agreements are 

pledges by nuclear-weapon states that they will not use or threaten to use 
nuclear weapons against NWFZ member states. These pledges accord with 
general negative security assurances – pledges not to use or threaten to use 
nuclear weapons against any non-nuclear-weapon state that is in compliance 
with its obligations under the NPT (formalized by all NPT nuclear-weapon 
states through UN Security Council Resolution 984 of 1995).  

These assurances are routinely qualified to allow the threat of nuclear 
use against non-nuclear-weapon states under special circumstances such as 
an attack by a non-nuclear-weapon state in cooperation with a nuclear-
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weapon state. The Pentagon’s 2018 Nuclear Posture Review reaffirms these 
negative security assurances, with the qualification that nuclear-weapons use 
against non-nuclear-weapon states would be available in response to 
“significant non-nuclear strategic attacks” on the United States or its allies or 
partners.19  

But in the case of a NWFZ that included nuclear-weapon states, negative 
security assurances would clearly have little practical meaning. In the case of 
the Arctic, not only are there nuclear weapons present, as are the forces of 
two nuclear-weapon states, but four Arctic states are members of an alliance 
that explicitly defines itself as a nuclear alliance. The United States and 
Russia are not about to provide mutual negative security assurances, and 
Russia is not about to give such assurances to states within NATO. 
Theoretically, an Arctic NWFZ could include an undertaking to exclude the 
geographic Arctic within the zone from the target lists of nuclear-weapon 
states (those within and those not in the zone), but that would be unlikely to 
extend to entire states and their territories beyond the Arctic. Any 
arrangement along such lines would obviously bend the traditional meaning 
of NSAs, but an NWFZ that includes NWS would itself be a major departure 
from the traditional NWFZ.  

There is a precedent for states under an alliance nuclear umbrella to be 
accepted into NWFZs – notably, Australia within the Rarotonga Treaty zone 
and states of the Central Asia Zone. Australia is in alliance with a NWS 
under the Australia, New Zealand, United States Security Treaty (ANZUS), 
and three Central Asian NWFZ states (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and 
Tajikistan) are similarly allied to a NWS (Russia) under the Collective 
Security Treaty Organization. Nevertheless, in May 2014, the United States, 
the United Kingdom, France, China, and Russia signed the zone’s NSA 
protocol.20  

Freedom of the Seas 
NWFZs are clearly defined by geography, but international waters 

adjacent to but not under the legal jurisdiction of NWFZ member states are 
not automatically covered, and even the 12-mile territorial waters that fall 
under the sovereignty of NWFZ states are subject to “innocent passage” – 
meaning the right of vessels of other states to transit through waters in these 
zones directly and openly, provided there is no prejudice to the security of 
the state whose waters are being transited (Article 87 of the UN Convention 
on the Law of the Sea [UNCLOS] guaranteeing freedom of the high seas).21  
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Prawitz22 points out that “among existing Nuclear Weapon Free Zones, 
the Antarctic Treaty and the Rarotonga Treaty (South Pacific) include 
specific provisions that treaty obligations will not infringe upon freedom of 
the seas within the zone perimeter. The Tlatelolco Treaty defines the zonal 
area as including substantial parts of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, but 
nuclear weapon states parties to the security assurances guarantee protocol 
have made statements of interpretation to the effect that they will not be 
restricted as regards freedom of the seas in those areas.” The Canadian 
Pugwash proposal as elaborated by Professor Adele Buckley23 counsels 
flexibility: “At least in early stages of an NWFZ, it is possible the United 
Nations’ right of innocent passage could apply to Russia and/or American 
submarines that may transit the Arctic, but commit not to patrol there.” 

Ramesh Thakur24 in his volume on nuclear-weapon-free zones notes 
that, while NWFZs “should have clearly defined and recognized 
boundaries,” various options exist. While all states have the right under 
UNCLOS to enter and use international waterways, Thakur points out that 
“a group of states can agree among themselves to impose restrictions on 
their own activities, but not on that of others – although they can invite 
other states to sign relevant protocols containing similar restrictions.” 

Professor Hamel-Green25 notes that  
while nuclear weapon states may seek to insist on their full rights 
under [UNC]LOS, there is nothing to prevent their agreeing, 
through binding protocols, to respect specific maritime zones as 
denuclearized areas and waive their normal rights under the 
[UNC]LOS. The nuclear weapon states frequently unilaterally 
declare ‘exclusion zones’ in open waters for the purpose of missile 
testing and continue to observe the ban on nuclear weapons in the 
open waters of the Antarctic Treaty. The possibility of 
denuclearization is enhanced by the reciprocal undertakings of 
the US and Russia not to deploy tactical nuclear weapons on 
ships….  

Verification 
The international community already has an impressive array of 

verification mechanisms in place through the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) for confirming NNWS compliance with their obligations 
under the NPT. But there remain questions regarding the extent to which 
zone-specific verification mechanisms need to be constructed. For example, 
do individual states declaring their own territories to be nuclear-weapon-free 
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(as part of a NWFZ) need to mount their own national verification capacity 
to detect submerged submarines within their waters? And if the Arctic 
Ocean were to be declared nuclear-weapon-free, by virtue of NWS 
commitments not to deploy there, what would be the verification 
requirements and where would responsibility for them be lodged?  

Verification is obviously essential to building basic confidence that a 
NWFZ is in fact what it claims to be, but the focus of verification should 
clearly be on those areas not covered by other verification and monitoring 
arrangements, notably those with the IAEA. Since all states that would be in 
an Arctic NWFZ are members of the NPT, the basic verification 
mechanisms for detecting diversion from peaceful uses are already in place. 
Other collective verification efforts, such as confirming the non-presence of 
nuclear-weapon submarines within or transiting through the zone, might be 
undertaken cooperatively through a dedicated regional agency. Thakur 
points to strong precedents for zone-based mechanisms to monitor 
compliance. A minimum requirement is full-scope safeguards under the 
IAEA, but existing NWFZs have augmented this with dedicated 
organizations or secretariats that include responsibilities for verifying 
compliance. The Tlatelolco secretariat has the authority to call special 
meetings in the event of emerging concerns, but has delegated to the IAEA 
its powers to conduct special inspections of suspicious activities. The 
Pelindaba Treaty establishes a 12-member commission to oversee 
compliance, which can request IAEA inspections that include 
representatives from the commission. The Bangkok NWFZ empowers the 
zone’s executive committee to convene a special meeting of members in the 
event of a breach of its protocols by a nuclear-weapon state. The treaties also 
variously include provisions for referring issues to regional bodies, to the 
UN General Assembly, the UN Security Council, or the International Court 
of Justice.26 

The Legal Framework 
Jan Prawitz27 has set out a clear legal framework for an Arctic NWFZ. 

He proposes an umbrella treaty to which several protocols would be added. 
The umbrella agreement would “specify the objectives and general purposes 
of the zone regime, its geographical scope and core parties,” as well as basic 
verification provisions and “complaints procedures, entry into force 
requirements, duration and withdrawal.” 

A protocol signed by the six NNWS members of the zone would specify 
their obligations under the treaty. A second protocol signed by the two NWS 
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members “would specify their obligations as agreed between them and 
endorsed by the six core NNWSs.” The assumption here seems quite 
properly to be that, given the unusual circumstances of having nuclear-
weapon states within a nuclear-weapon-free zone, it would be necessary for 
the two states to come to bilateral agreements on arrangements for 
managing their Arctic operations and facilities in the context of their overall 
strategic postures. Provisions for Russian nuclear forces on the Kola 
Peninsula, for BMD installations in Alaska and Greenland, and for anti-
submarine deployments/operations would be among the issues to be 
resolved.  

A separate protocol would commit all five NWS recognized as such in 
the NPT, and perhaps also the three other states with confirmed nuclear 
arsenals but not technically bound by the NPT (India, Israel, and Pakistan), 
to provide negative security assurances – a commitment not to use or 
threaten to use nuclear weapons against any targets within the zone – as well 
as a commitment not to launch such weapons from anywhere in the zone. 
All states with nuclear weapons would include in the protocol a commitment 
not to deploy or operate nuclear-weapons systems anywhere within the 
zone, including, of course, the international spaces within the zone. 

An Arctic Security Community 

The most basic characteristic of a security zone that has matured into a 
cooperative security community – that is, a genuine community of 
independent states within a defined region – is that there exists a reliable 
expectation that the states within that regional community will not resort to 
war to prosecute their disputes. Put another way, such a “pluralistic security 
community … [is] a transnational region comprised of sovereign states 
whose people maintain dependable expectations of peaceful change.”28 And, 
in fact, that is already a widely affirmed expectation, even if not a guarantee, 
for the Arctic region. The Ilulissat Declaration,29 reaffirmed in 2018, is a 
commitment by Arctic states to settle disputes by peaceful means in 
accordance with international law in general and the Law of the Sea in 
particular. 

Despite today’s obvious NATO-Russian tensions, the Arctic, where 
NATO states and Russia are both prominent presences, remains a region of 
relative geopolitical calm, with all sides still credibly denying the presence of 
active military threats and insisting that regional conflicts will be resolved 
through cooperation and international law. It is a welcome and genuine 
regional reality that seems deeply incongruous with the concentration in the 
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Arctic of submarines bearing nuclear-armed intercontinental-range ballistic 
missiles, but for now at least, the absence of state-to-state and Arctic-specific 
military threats is not a case of wishful thinking. It is the considered 
judgement of both the Kremlin and the current US Government. While 
Russian Arctic security policies emphasize the refurbishment of its northern 
military and a growing role for it in protecting national interests in the 
region, those policies are also replete with commitments to maintaining 
stability and military cooperation toward that end.30 American authorities 
also continue to affirm the absence of Arctic-specific military threats. The 
US Government Accountability Office,31 having reviewed the Pentagon’s 
assessment of the Arctic threat level, concluded with the Pentagon that the 
threat “remains low” and that the US Department of Defense has the 
capabilities that are required to carry out the current Arctic Strategy (those 
capabilities are limited and commensurate with the low threat levels). That 
strategy, established in 2016, is to pursue “two overarching objectives: to (1) 
ensure security, support safety, and promote defense cooperation and (2) 
prepare to respond to a wide range of challenges and contingencies to 
maintain stability in the region.” Those two objectives are made realistic, 
says the GAO,32 by the “low level of military threat in the Arctic” and by “the 
stated commitment of the Arctic nations to work within a common 
framework of diplomatic engagement.” 

Cooperation 
Arctic cooperation is well established. Geography, harsh conditions, and 

shared interests have made political, economic, and military cooperation a 
staple of the international Arctic. As Finnish Member of Parliament Katri 
Kulmuni put it, “if we want to save the Arctic, we need the Arctic countries 
to cooperate.”33 Canadian academic Heather Exner-Pirot34 reminds us of the 
plethora of organizations and international agreements that already 
contribute to Arctic governance. Sub-regional government-to-government 
cooperation occurs through groupings like the Barents Euro-Arctic Council 
and the West Nordic Council. Indigenous communities come together 
through organizations like the Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) and the 
Saami Council. International agreements like the Law of the Sea and the 
International Maritime Organization and, more recently, the Agreement to 
Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the Central Arctic Ocean, are 
especially important to Arctic governance. Arctic public safety and security 
agreements include the 2011 Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical 
and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic and the 2013 Agreement on 
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Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response in the 
Arctic. The Arctic Coast Guard Forum was established in 2015, with all eight 
Arctic Council states part of the arrangement. 

Arctic states have a high expectation that regional conflicts and disputes 
will be mediated by means other than military confrontation. But the Arctic 
does not as clearly reflect another crucially important characteristic of a 
security community: “the absence of a competitive military build-up or arms 
race involving [its] members.”35 There is no denying that states in the region 
are virtually all building up, or declaring a strong intention to build, their 
conventional military capacities within the region, but it is still not 
definitively clear whether this “remilitarization” is becoming a “competitive 
military build-up” that undermines the growing expectation that change will 
be peaceful, or whether it actually facilitates increased security and public 
safety cooperation. Much of current military expansion is aimed at building 
domestic and cross-border support to civil authorities in search and rescue, 
emergency response, monitoring regional activity, and in ensuring 
compliance with national and international regulations. While nuclear 
weapons in the Arctic are clearly not the focus of a regional arms race – and 
global numbers have also been declining – it is nevertheless hard to deny 
competitive elements in the deployments of nuclear weapons and related 
systems in the Arctic.  

All five Arctic Ocean states (Canada, Greenland/Denmark, Norway, 
Russia, and the United States) nevertheless now see cooperation and the 
stability it can bring as being in their interests, but in the absence of any 
overarching institutional or established security architecture or framework 
with the mandate and capacity to consolidate and entrench an overall 
climate of cooperation, this inclination has a fragile foundation.  

Whether the progressive denuclearization of the Arctic is more likely to 
be a product of, or a primary means toward, a world without nuclear 
weapons, will continue to be debated, but in the meantime the Arctic still 
affords important opportunities for initiatives that could help shape an 
international climate of security cooperation that in turn will be more 
conducive to reducing the role of nuclear weapons in the security policies 
and planning of Arctic nuclear-armed states. 

Limiting Attack Submarine Operations 
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists notes that Russia is moving to 

concentrate its sea-based warheads on fewer missiles – in other words, more 
MIRVed (multiple, independently targeted, re-entry vehicles) submarine-
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based missiles.36 That is a destabilizing configuration inasmuch as it makes 
strategic missile submarines higher value first-strike targets. One persuasive 
means of precluding first-strike options and planning would be through 
mutual US/Russian agreements to forgo sending attack submarines (SSNs) 
into each other’s SSBN operational bastions.  

Russia’s SSNs are not really in a position to routinely track and target 
American ballistic missile-carrying submarines on widely dispersed patrols 
in the open waters of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Russian SSBNs, on the 
other hand, are largely confined to strategic bastions and thus are more 
vulnerable to aggressive anti-submarine activity – suggesting that stability 
would be enhanced if the United States were to formally commit to keeping 
its attack submarines out of Russia’s primary areas of SSBN operation. Three 
familiar but key measures would go a long way toward substantially reducing 
sea-based risks in general and would certainly apply to the Arctic in 
particular: that the United States and Russia both reduce the launch 
readiness of their submarine-based ballistic missiles, that they both refrain 
from deploying their SSBNs close to each other’s territories, and that they 
agree not to track and thus threaten each other’s SSBNs with attack 
submarines in agreed exclusion areas for attack submarines.  

One feature of the 1987 Murmansk Initiative of then Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev was a proposal to preclude Western anti-submarine 
warfare operations against the Soviets in the home waters of the Soviet 
Northern and Baltic fleets.37 Well before the Gorbachev idea of ASW-free 
zones had been floated, Canadian analyst Ron Purver38 argued that although 
the feasibility of putting limits on ASW activities was declining (1983 was, 
after all, the early Reagan era), the wisdom and desirability of such measures 
was increasing. As land-based missiles in fixed locations became more 
vulnerable to pre-emptive attack, the deployment of sea-based strategic 
nuclear missiles would, within the deterrence paradigm, be a stabilizing 
presence as survivable second-strike or retaliatory forces. That in turn meant 
that, if the rationale for SSBNs was their relative invulnerability, it would be 
counterproductive to try to render them vulnerable through ASW efforts.  

Hence, analysts like Purver urged the pursuit of measures to limit 
destabilizing strategic ASW as a serious arms control and risk reduction 
objective. Proposals involved agreements to curtail the tracking of SSBNs 
and the establishment of SSBN sanctuaries or ASW-free zones. Such zones 
were proposed for the Gulf of Alaska, the Sea of Okhotsk, and the Barents 
Sea, and as Purver pointed out, these zones were all within what were 
essentially coastal defence areas and thus capable of being patrolled and 
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protected by their respective defence forces, including tactical ASW forces. 
There were also proposals for negotiated limits on ASW vehicles, the idea 
being that if attack subs were kept to no more than two or three times an 
adversary’s SSBNs, it would be impossible to track all SSBNs simultaneously. 
For the same reasons, there were also proposals to confine seabed detection 
devices to areas near national waters and coasts. 

A report by Anatoli Diakov and Frank von Hippel39 proposed again that 
Russia agree to confine its northern SSBN fleet to the Arctic and that the 
United States agree to keep its attack submarines out of the Russian side of 
the Arctic. Promoting the Arctic as an area from which attack submarines 
are excluded or in which their operations are substantially curtailed is not 
explicitly an Arctic denuclearization measure, but as a realistic risk-
reduction measure, it would serve as an important confidence-building 
development, which would in turn be supportive of nuclear disarmament 
broadly.  

It is important to acknowledge the unfortunate reality that the current 
trend points in the opposite direction, but the pleas for nuclear sanity persist, 
even in the face of US and Russian determination to build up their respective 
anti-submarine warfare and ballistic missile defence capacities, while also 
moving to more accurate offensive ballistic missiles. In early November 
2018, a US official told a submarine symposium that “the handcuffs are off 
now” – by which he meant that under a new Administration the Navy is now 
free to pursue more intensified levels of strategic ASW. He referred to the 
United States as being back “in a great power competition now,” in which no 
adversary will “get a free ticket.”40 A particular initiative involves the 
development of more lethal torpedoes with which to threaten SSBNs. 

The logic of their own deterrence requirements should drive the United 
States and Russia to welcome strategic ASW-free zones – that is, zones in 
which their own ballistic missile-carrying submarines would be free of 
threats of pre-emptive attacks from anti-submarine warfare subs (aided by 
ASW aircraft). And, given the prominent presence of Russian SSBN forces in 
the eastern Arctic, the Arctic is a logical location for at least a Russian ASW-
free zone.  

Preserving the Non-Militarized Surface of the Central Arctic Ocean 
Historically, climate and geography have reliably combined to ensure 

the non-militarization of the surface of the central Arctic Ocean, but that 
salutary service will not be available much longer. Climate change and 
growing accessibility mean that preserving the status quo will depend on the 
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international community agreeing to accomplish politically what climate 
and geography can no longer deliver.41 The idea of prolonging indefinitely 
the non-militarization of the surface waters of the High Arctic has the great 
advantage of simply preserving what already exists. Just as the Seabed Treaty 
preserved the status quo in preventing the deployment of nuclear weapons 
on the seabed, and just as NWFZs to date have largely preserved the status 
quo by prohibiting nuclear weapons in places from which they were already 
absent,42 demilitarizing the surface of the Arctic Ocean preserves what is 
already a fortuitous reality. Formal demilitarization in the Arctic has at least 
one precedent. In 1920, the Svalbard Treaty demilitarized that archipelago, 
and all Arctic states have ratified the treaty.43 The European Parliament has 
called for a protected area around the North Pole,44 evidence of further 
political support for preserving the demilitarized state of the Arctic Ocean 
ice and surface waters.  

If states agreed to forgo military operations on the surface of the central 
Arctic Ocean, that would complement the non-militarized seabed, and leave 
only the demilitarization of the sub-surface of the central Arctic Ocean. This 
latter demilitarization clearly awaits further progress in global reductions in 
nuclear weapons and the reinvention of strategic relations in the High North 
and beyond. 

Building Support for Progressive Denuclearization 

Popular support for an Arctic NWFZ may not be top of mind in the 
context of the many daunting challenges facing the region, but it remains 
thoroughly embedded in most Arctic states. Civil society groups are key to 
sustaining that support by virtue of having, over the years, presented credible 
proposals for the region’s progressive denuclearization. Indigenous peoples 
of the region have been an essential part of the process. The 1977 ICC 
resolution on “peaceful and safe uses of the Arctic Circumpolar Zone” called 
for demilitarization; a commitment to “peaceful and environmentally safe 
purposes” for the Arctic; a prohibition on military bases and fortifications; a 
ban on testing and the disposition of chemical, biological, or nuclear 
materials in the Arctic; and “a moratorium … on emplacement of nuclear 
weapons.” A 1983 ICC resolution on “a Nuclear Free Zone in the Arctic” 
repeated the call for the Arctic to be used only for “peaceful and 
environmentally safe” purposes and called for a prohibition on “testing of 
nuclear devices in the arctic or subarctic,” as well as a ban on nuclear dump-
sites. A 1998 ICC resolution on the “clean-up of military sites” called on the 
governments of the United States, Russia, Canada, and Denmark to clean up 
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military sites and called “upon the governments of the Arctic countries and 
the world to designate the Arctic a military-free zone to make sure that 
reckless and harmful activities are never repeated in the Inuit homeland.”45  

Continued leadership from communities in the North will be essential 
for advancing the agenda of a peaceful, environmentally sustainable, and 
nuclear-free Arctic, and for emphasizing that the most urgent and 
immediately relevant security imperatives in the Arctic are not fostered by 
strategic competition or even military preparedness. Instead, they have to do 
with the sustainable well-being of the people of that region in a time of 
profound economic and environmental change and social dislocation. Of 
course, one essential ingredient of the pursuit of human security is regional 
stability. Peace and stability within and between the states of the region are 
part of the foundation of local well-being, and while the Arctic has been and 
still is a zone of cooperation, maintaining that requires close attention to 
issues like a timely and effective responsiveness to emergencies, as well as the 
capacity to ensure compliance with environmental, fishing, and other 
common standards, regulations, and local laws.  

In the context of emphasizing measures with positive long-term security 
impacts and benefits – namely, pursuing deepened cooperation in support of 
public safety, exploring meaningful restrictions on the operations of attack 
submarines in the Arctic, preserving the demilitarization that already 
characterizes the ice and surface waters of the central Arctic Ocean, and 
promoting shared domain awareness in the region – it is appropriate to 
continue to debate, define, and declaim the goal of a nuclear-weapon-free 
Arctic. But, rather than proposing an Arctic NWFZ that would try to 
accommodate the particular circumstance of the still provocatively armed 
United States and Russia – accommodations that would necessarily be at 
odds with the most basic characteristics of such zones (the absolute non-
possession of nuclear weapons by all states in the zone) – it may be more 
credible and effective to pursue the progressive denuclearization of the 
Arctic without trying to invent a hybrid NWFZ status.  

It thus makes sense to first challenge the region’s non-nuclear-weapon 
states to promote and formalize the de facto denuclearization of their 
jurisdictions. That effort could adhere to the prevailing NWFZ model, 
namely, politically and legally reinforcing the denuclearized status quo of 
non-nuclear-weapon states parties to the NPT. Explorations toward a 
Canada/Nordic NWFZ46 would present opportunities to sort out negative 
security assurance arrangements in a zone that includes NATO members – 
that is, states without weapons on their territories but, in the case of Canada 
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and Norway, still committed to a nuclear alliance. A Nordic NWFZ has been 
discussed for some time, with learnings available from the 1984-85 study by 
a bi-partisan commission and the 1987-91 exploration by a Nordic Senior 
Officials Group.47 

Canadian academic and Arctic expert Michael Byers48 makes the useful 
point that sub-state entities like Nunavut49 or Greenland also have a role to 
play and could simply declare themselves to be nuclear-weapon-free, the way 
some cities have, in anticipation of a future time when an Arctic NWFZ 
becomes a serious item on the international security agenda.  

The pursuit of progressive denuclearization must take place in an Arctic 
that hosts an extraordinary confluence of geostrategic pressures. The 
challenges of the region’s environmental fragility and changing climate 
intersect with the human-rights imperatives of its Indigenous people. 
Territorial claims drive the evolutionary application of the Law of the Sea. 
Traditional strategic rivals are now prodded by pragmatism and mutual self-
interest to cooperate in the Arctic. At the same time, increased marine 
transport and newly accessible frontiers generate new pressures to increase 
military presence and capacity. And, of course, a concentration of nuclear 
weapons still hangs in Damoclean warning over the top of the world.  

Former UN Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs Jayantha 
Dhanapala50 has observed that, just as the Arctic is believed to have once 
formed a land bridge for the earliest human migration from Asia to the 
Americas, today it promises to build new and paradigm-shifting bridges 
across geostrategic divides and between continents. The potential for 
bringing nations and peoples together for peace and development is 
boundless, but so too is the potential for conflict.  

The resurgent military activity is real. The years immediately following 
the Cold War saw a sharp decline followed by a lull in military/strategic 
attention to the Arctic, but now the region hosts increased nuclear 
submarine and bomber patrols, ballistic missile defence installations, and the 
build-up of conventional military capacity. Indigenous populations are 
taking wary note; strategic relations between the old Cold War rivals that 
now must share the Arctic cannot escape being jolted by far-off events; and 
some contemplate (while others fear) a growing security role for NATO in 
the Arctic. Russia is certainly expanding its military infrastructure in the 
region, with observers divided51 on whether the objective is primarily 
improved management and emergency response capacity related especially 
to the Northern Sea Route, or whether Moscow once again views the Arctic 
primarily through the lens of geopolitical competition. 
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The presence of nuclear arsenals and countermeasures in the region 
adds a dramatic element of both danger and urgency to shaping the future 
Arctic, and the idea of converting the Arctic into a zone without nuclear 
weapons has been a feature of both Cold War and post-Cold War hopes for 
solidifying the Arctic as a region of cooperation rather than conflict. 
However logical and compelling cooperation and denuclearization clearly 
are, the route to an Arctic nuclear-weapon-free zone will not be easy or 
quick; such a goal is unlikely to be achieved separately from major progress 
in the larger global pursuit of nuclear disarmament. The prospects are that 
Russia’s Arctic nuclear arsenal will continue to parallel nuclear-weapons 
trends globally. As overall numbers decline, so will the number of warheads 
in the Arctic – and if the New START Treaty is not extended beyond its 
February 2021 expiry, the trend could reverse, and the Arctic would not be 
unaffected.  

In the meantime, challenges like ballistic missile defence and NATO’s 
superiority in conventional forces and persistent press eastward mean that 
even if New START is extended, “prospects for launching in the near future 
the next round of bilateral talks on future nuclear cuts are dim.” That is the 
judgement of Russian academic Vladimir Rybachenkov,52 who not 
surprisingly concludes that the chances for movement toward an Arctic 
NWFZ “remain substantially reduced.” He notes, perhaps warns, that 
Russian consideration of an Arctic NWFZ is inextricably linked to the global 
dynamics of nuclear disarmament. 

In summary, the Arctic de-nuclearization agenda is clear: reduce nuclear 
risks and the role of nuclear weapons in the security policies of the United 
States and Russia by agreeing to make the Arctic an attack submarine 
exclusion zone; preserve the existing non-militarization of the surface of the 
Arctic Ocean through a formal treaty; create an Arctic institution with the 
mandate to pursue an ongoing security dialogue among Arctic states; devote 
priority diplomatic energy to fostering global strategic relations that will be 
conducive to further reductions in nuclear arsenals, including in the Arctic; 
and encourage NNWS in the Arctic to formalize and entrench their de facto 
status as a zone free of nuclear weapons. 
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Re-visiting Missile Defence 
Cooperation 

January 8, 2015 
 
Recent reporting on Russia’s new military doctrine accorded banner 
coverage to the Kremlin’s designation of NATO as its “number one 
threat,”1 but very few news stories acknowledged the new doctrine’s 
statement of Russian openness to cooperation on missile defence.2 Arctic 
missile defence installations may not figure prominently in the current 
deep strains in NATO/Russian relations, but East/West relations are 
unlikely to reach any sustainable equilibrium without some resolution of 
the missile defence question generally, so any opening on that front 
deserves attention. 

 
American and NATO ballistic missile defence (BMD) programs have 

from their earliest days bedevilled relations with Russia. As a diminished 
military power, Russia assigns high strategic importance to its nuclear 
deterrent and looks warily upon any development that it thinks might 
undermine its nuclear retaliatory capability. The fact that no American or 
NATO BMD system has either the technical competence or the sheer 
numbers to pose any credible threat to Russia’s deterrent is not really the 
point. Left unchecked, argue President Vladimir Putin and his generals, 
western BMD could at some point be rapidly expanded to the point that it 
would become a threat. At the very least, American/NATO BMD does not 
put Moscow into a mood to contemplate further cuts to its nuclear arsenal.  

Indeed, in their year-end musings, Russian military leaders have been 
declaring that rebuilding strategic nuclear forces – submarines, 
intercontinental missiles, long-range strategic bombers – will be a priority in 
2015,3 and they have also been touting Russia’s own development of missile 
defence systems analogous to the US/NATO Terminal High Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD) system and the North American US ground-based 
midcourse defence system with its Arctic-based interceptors.4 

Just as BMD has from its earliest origins raised concerns about its 
destabilizing effects, it has all along also been accompanied by ideas and 
proposals for Russian/United States cooperation on missile defence as a way 

9 
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of mitigating those effects. Even Ronald Reagan’s 1980s Strategic Defense 
Initiative included a general offer to work with the then Soviet Union for a 
joint system.5 The Russian news agency TASS describes the current Russian 
offer to cooperate as a willingness to include, as part of its deterrent and 
conflict prevention strategies, the “creation of mechanisms of mutually 
beneficial bilateral and multilateral cooperation in counteracting possible 
missile threats, including, if necessary, creation of joint missile defense 
systems if Russia has equal participation in these projects.”6 Pledges of 
cooperation set aside the more fundamental question of whether BMD can 
ever be made to work, but such pledges are intended to, and do, address the 
political problem of strategic destabilization.  

The premise of US/NATO/Russian cooperation on missile defence is the 
joint development and management of a non-discriminatory system that 
would be tasked with providing protection from rogue state missile launches, 
without affecting US/NATO/Russian strategic forces and their mutual 
deterrence posture. Of course, it is especially important to remember that the 
focus on the so-called rogue state missile threat involves the expenditure of 
indecent sums of money, all borrowed, on a defence system that remains 
more theoretical than practical against a threat that too is much more 
theoretical than actual. 

As it turns out, the repeated declarations of openness to cooperation 
have also been more theory than practice. Most recently, the US Ambassador 
to Russia, Michael McFaul, has said cooperation in missile defence is still 
possible with Russia.7 The NATO summit in Lisbon in 2010 invited missile 
defence participation from Russia. In 2011 Putin created a working group 
within the Kremlin to foster missile defence cooperation with NATO, and in 
2012 he appointed a special envoy for missile defence discussions with 
NATO. But in late 2013 both were rescinded, while cooperation with Belarus 
and Kazakhstan on air defence and missile defence were upgraded.8 

The two sides have rather different views of what cooperation means. 
Russia envisions the establishment of two systems that would be joined 
together by a unified command and control centre. NATO rejects this model 
on the grounds that it would be transferring part of its responsibility for 
protecting elements of NATO territory to a state that is not within NATO. 
Hence, NATO envisions cooperation as including shared intelligence and 
early warning data and other elements of the system’s infrastructure while 
maintaining separate chains of command on the operational side. NATO 
argues that such an arrangement would leave NATO and Russia each in 
charge of operations for their own territory.  
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Russia has also consistently asked for legal commitments from the US 
and NATO that their BMD operations would not be directed toward Russian 
strategic deterrent forces, which the US and NATO have just as consistently 
rejected, offering instead political rather than legally binding guarantees.9  

Given all of these differences and the realities of current relations, it 
would take a very high calibre of optimism to define this as a moment of 
opportunity for renewed cooperation, even at the most minimal levels of 
cooperation that could help to avoid the most obvious and brazen 
provocations of strategic missile defence. But perhaps the two Russian and 
American statements – the new doctrine’s openness to cooperation and the 
American Ambassador’s affirmation that cooperation is still possible – can at 
least be taken as evidence that predictions of the death of cooperation are 
still premature. 

In the meantime, missile defence ambitions and programs seem to be in 
an all-systems-go mode, in Russia as in the US and NATO. Further 
deployments in the Arctic region are still on the American books, with plans 
to add 14 new interceptors in Alaska, bringing the total to 40 from 26 (and 
with another four in California). 

As we have argued here before,10 US-Russian and US-Chinese11 tensions 
over BMD do not make it easier for them to cooperate in other contexts, 
such as Syria and Ukraine, and it would be unrealistic to assume that BMD-
generated disagreements do not also at some level undermine cooperation in 
the Arctic. Direct linkages are unlikely and would not be helpful, but, as a 
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson told reporters in Beijing in response 
to the announcements that additional interceptors were to be deployed in 
Alaska: “Strengthening anti-missile deployments and military alliances can 
only deepen antagonism and will be of no help to solving problems.”12 He 
was not referring to the Arctic, of course, but there is no reason to believe 
that the Arctic would somehow be exempt from the effects of such 
antagonisms.  

The pursuit of security cooperation in the Arctic is at the very least not 
bolstered by current BMD dynamics. It is impossible to expect full 
cooperation within the context of an Arctic security community when those 
same states are at loggerheads on other issues in other regions of the globe 
(especially when much of the hardware at the heart of those disagreements – 
interceptors in Alaska, radars in Alaska and Greenland, and nuclear weapons 
in Russia – are based in the Arctic). 
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The “Rogue” Missile Threat: Getting 
from BMD to NPT  
 
 

December 15, 2015 
 
Canadians might soon be asking just where George W. Bush is when we 
really need him. He used to be a key antidote to Canadian temptations to 
embrace North American ballistic missile defence (BMD). Canada’s 2005 
rejection of BMD was driven largely by anticipated public reaction to 
Canada signing on to a system championed by a Bush Administration 
that was, to understate it, little loved in Canada and that had especially 
offended disarmament advocates with its trashing of the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile (ABM) Treaty1 and its hostility toward arms control generally. 
Now, however, with the Bush effect waning, the allure of a Canadian 
BMD role seems to be waxing. So, well into the final quarter of the still 
appreciated Administration of Barack Obama, and with a new and less 
polarizing but Washington-friendly government in Ottawa, BMD 
supporters in Canada see a new opportunity to pursue BMD involvement 
without generating a major backlash. What has not changed, though, is 
the basic reality that, even if its technology improves, BMD will not solve 
the rogue state missile problem. That is because the North Korean missile 
threat is finally a non-proliferation, not a defence, challenge.  

 
Canada’s Reviving BMD Ambitions  

In May of 2014 two former Canadian Liberal Defence Ministers told an 
Ottawa Senate Committee that it was getting to be the right time for Canada 
to finally join BMD. They argued that if the US pursues continental systems 
that affect Canadian security – they put it more positively as “the 
development of … systems that are designed to protect North America as a 
whole” – Canada is better off participating.2 In June 2014 Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper told the Group of Seven gathering in Brussels that while 
Canada had not changed its position on BMD – that is, it was still not buying 
into the North American edition of BMD – his government was aware of 

10 
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changing circumstances and regularly considered whether a change on BMD 
might serve Canadian security interests.3 

Also in June, the Senate Committee on National Security and Defence 
issued a report directly focused on “Canada and Ballistic Missile Defence.” 
To no one’s surprise, it was “unanimous in recommending that the 
Government of Canada enter into an agreement with the United States to 
participate as a partner in ballistic missile defence.”4 

In August of 2015, Mr. Harper again indicated some openness to 
Canada joining the US in continental BMD if the Conservatives were re-
elected to government, but he insisted that he “would only give the green 
light to ballistic missile defence if [the government] felt Canada’s security 
was in jeopardy.”5  

The Ottawa Citizen reported in September 2015 that Canada, with some 
encouragement from the Pentagon, was beginning to explore replacing the 
radars of the Arctic-based North Warning System (NWS) with “continental 
surveillance radars” that would track ships and aircraft, but also ballistic 
missiles6 – suggesting a direct Canadian role in BMD, first in researching the 
feasibility of enhanced air and space surveillance facilities in the Canadian 
North, and later in BMD-related deployments on Canadian territory. The 
Department of National Defence (DND) anticipates that existing NWS 
radars will require replacement in about a decade and research is now being 
undertaken through Defence Research and Development Canada on new 
multi-purpose radars.  

Most recently, a report by the University of Ottawa’s Centre for 
International Policy Studies, authored by a working group of academics and 
former officials, has encouraged the new Liberal Government to reconsider 
Canada’s hitherto rejection of BMD. The paper recommends that Canada 
“seek to formally join the United States’ ballistic missile defence system” and 
to locate the command and control within NORAD in order to enhance the 
status of NORAD and to try to ensure its future.7 At the launch event for the 
report, the authors argued that “it’s better to be inside the room than outside 
the room when others make decisions about our security.” The point was 
also made that since all other NATO partners are in a BMD system of some 
kind – the Europeans supporting the NATO BMD – Canada should be part 
of the North American version.  

Where Aspirations Trump Competence  
Tellingly, the case for Canada joining BMD is rarely argued on the 

merits of the system. The Senate Committee report in fact briefly 
acknowledges that the effectiveness of strategic range or mid-course 
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interception BMD is still very much in question. The Senate report recalls 
one expert witness confirming that the “most problematic” element of 
America’s worldwide system is the strategic-range BMD – the part designed 
to intercept intercontinental missiles in mid-course (in space, after the 
warhead has separated from the missile) while en route to North America. 
The radar system, the expert told the Committee, needs to be upgraded and 
the “kill-vehicle” (the interceptor payload that is intended to collide with the 
incoming warhead) needs to be redesigned. US Lieutenant General (retired) 
Robert Gard, Chairman of the Center for Arms Control and Non-
Proliferation in Washington and a BMD critic, told the Senate that the 
current “kill vehicle” is incapable of discriminating between an incoming 
warhead and the decoys that would accompany it, adding that “without this 
discrimination capability, the system will never offer reliable protection.”  

Even Pentagon missile defence advocates, in their most optimistic 
assessments of the system’s prowess, cannot avoid acknowledging the 
inadequacies of the radars and kill vehicles.8  

Philip Coyle, another well-known US critic of BMD and former 
Assistant Secretary of Defense and Director of Operational Test and 
Evaluation at the Pentagon, gave evidence of the growing rate of failure in 
the US BMD test program. Since 1999, he said in March 2014, half of the 
tests had been deemed successful, but since 2002 that record had fallen to 
one-third, and since 2008 only one of the four flight tests managed to hit its 
target – furthermore, none of the tests were conducted under real world 
conditions.  

But ballistic missile defence aspirations have long trumped the system’s 
actual competence. So when Canadians promote joining BMD, they tend not 
to argue that it actually works as advertised, but focus instead on US-
Canadian relations and on gaining access to this section of the continental 
security table. Prime Minister Harper at least insisted that any Canadian 
decision on BMD would be based on a perceived need to reduce 
vulnerability – a context in which it is possible to debate the nature and 
extent of the vulnerability (the threat) and, especially, the extent to which 
BMD could realistically reduce that vulnerability.  

BMD and Managing Canada-US Security Relations  
But the brief reference to BMD in the University of Ottawa study, the 

most recent call for Canada to join BMD, makes no reference to Canadian 
security needs, focusing instead on the importance of getting a seat at the 
BMD table.  
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That focus seems to ignore the many Canada-US security tables at which 
Canada is already present – NORAD, the Military Cooperation Committee, 
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, the 80 treaty-level agreements, the 
more than 250 memoranda of understanding, and the 145 bilateral forums 
on defence issues between the two countries.9 

Former Canadian Defence Minister Bill Graham told the Senate 
Committee that “participating in BMD would help preserve NORAD and 
Canada’s overall security relationship with the United States.” But it does 
seem odd to insist that NORAD’s long-term preservation is linked to its 
peripheral role in BMD, when the actual day-to-day work of NORAD 
operations is all about air defence. Monitoring the approaches to North 
American air space, as well as monitoring internal air space to guard against 
and respond to the kinds of hijackings that were featured in 9/11, is the core 
task of NORAD. It is an essential task valued by both countries – and 
presumably it is the relevance and importance of its core task that will 
preserve NORAD in the long run. Detection of ballistic missiles is nominally 
a NORAD function, but it is based entirely on US assets without NORAD 
being central to it.  

There is logic in the claim that, without joining BMD, Canada remains 
absent from the table at which it is decided precisely how attempted 
interceptions are to be managed in the face of direct attack, but that hardly 
means that BMD is critical to Canada’s overall security relationship with the 
United States. There is clearly not a paucity of tables at which Canada can 
discuss the many facets of the Canada-US security relationship, including 
BMD.  

The larger Canadian objective ought to be to bring BMD to a larger table 
at which cooperative, not competitive, development might become the 
model. A Canadian seat at any table with just two chairs, when the other one 
is occupied by a singular global power, does not necessarily afford Canada a 
lot of influence. Had Canada been at an explicitly American BMD table this 
past decade, how would the program’s development have changed? Would 
Canadians have been safer? Canada has traditionally understood that as 
important as bilateral security forums with the United States are, they alone 
will not adequately serve Canada’s interests – it also takes a range of 
multilateral tables that allow for cooperation with other like-minded states to 
pursue common interests and to collectively constrain the powerful in the 
exercise of their presumed prerogatives. Through multilateral forums there 
is an opportunity to influence the environment in which the North 
American security table is set – in this case, to create a greater sense of 
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urgency in support of global nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament 
objectives over alliance-based defences as a means of responding to the 
North Korean threat.  

BMD and the Strategic Environment  
The strategic environment in which North American ballistic missile 

defence is pursued is now, in the words of former US Defense Secretary 
William Perry, on the “brink of a new nuclear arms race.”10 The risk of such 
a race reflects the obviously deteriorating relationship between the US and 
Russia,11 and there is no denying that BMD is one contributing factor to that 
deterioration.  

It is true, as was argued before the Senate Committee, that mid-course 
BMD as now configured does not pose an actual threat to Russian and 
Chinese deterrent forces, as they claim it does. As currently deployed, 
strategic BMD offers a potential capability against an isolated attack from a 
rogue state that, so far, also remains a potential, not an actual, threat, or from 
an accidental launch from an established nuclear arsenal.  

At the same time, Russia makes the understandable counterargument 
that if BMD technology were to become reliable, the Americans could 
abandon the limits put on current deployments and move instead to rapidly 
build up their interception forces to the point that they could challenge the 
Russian deterrent. For China, with its much smaller force of strategic-range 
missiles, that point is even more compelling. And thus, if China’s leaders 
became convinced that the US missile defence system could be quickly 
expanded to neutralize their deterrent, they might well move to expand their 
offensive forces – setting off a classic defence-offence arms race.12 Russia also 
argues that the regional ballistic missile defence systems that deploy US 
interceptors in Europe and North Asian waters leave it little choice but to 
pursue substantial modernization of its deterrent forces – including the 
development of new missiles, bombers, and submarines.  

Russia has sought other measures to reduce the risks they see in US 
BMD: notably “legal guarantees that [US] interceptors will not target 
Russia’s strategic missiles,” similar assurances that European missile defence 
will not neutralize Russia’s deterrent, and joint NATO/Russian control over 
the launch of interceptors (all of which are said by the US, after all, to be 
focused only on North Korea’s potential missile attacks, protection from 
which should be a shared Russian/NATO interest). The US has rejected all 
such proposals.13 
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There is little doubt that ballistic missile defence in both its strategic and 
regional modes (the systems that go beyond war theatre defences against 
conventionally-armed short-range missiles) makes nuclear arms control 
politically more difficult. As a Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists analysis 
concludes, “an open-ended US commitment to ballistic missile defence will 
hinder the global disarmament process and perhaps even trigger a renewed 
nuclear arms race.”14 The Committee acknowledges this danger, but still 
concludes that, “while it is true that the sensitivities of Russia and China 
regarding BMD should be taken into account, development of missile 
defences against rogue states is too pressing a matter to be held hostage to 
these two countries.”  

That amounts to a truly astonishing trade-off. The senators actually 
seem to be insisting that relations with Russia, one of the two largest nuclear 
powers (and an Arctic partner), and with China, the nuclear power with the 
most potential (the greatest risk) for rapidly expanding its nuclear arsenal in 
response to a further deterioration of the strategic environment, are worth 
sacrificing for a BMD response to a still far from mature threat with still far 
from mature technology. At least one witness, Colin Robertson, thought it 
sensible to try to mitigate the negative impact on relations with Russia by 
inviting the Kremlin to be part of a collective BMD effort. Canada and the 
US are both partners with Russia in the Arctic and should want to respect 
the spirit of the Ilulissat Declaration, which insists that the Arctic is not a 
competitive military environment but one in which maritime domain 
awareness, search and rescue, and emergency response operations all benefit 
from regional cooperation. The only way to mitigate the negative political 
impact of BMD deployments on the strategic environment is for there to be 
legally binding limits on missile defence deployments, and for missile 
defence programs that do go forward to become overtly cooperative efforts, 
from research and development to deployment, with Russia and China at 
least at any ballistic missile defence table that Canada might join.  

The senators did not take up the suggestion of cooperation with Russia, 
but the new Government of Canada should insist that the coming upgrade of 
the North Warning System (NWS), an Arctic-based project, should reflect 
the letter as well as the spirit of Ilulissat. The NWS is a string of radars from 
Alaska, across Canada’s north to Labrador, that could be conceived as part of 
a pan-Arctic, rather than just a North American, enterprise to enhance 
mutual situation awareness and cooperation in the region.  
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North Korea: A Non-Proliferation, Not Defence, Problem  
The Senate Committee report gives prominent, and appropriate, 

emphasis to the emerging North Korean nuclear-armed missile threat. It 
cites North Korea’s persistent efforts to develop an intercontinental-range 
ballistic missile, its work on nuclear warhead miniaturization, and its 
disruptive actions within the North Asia region: “North Korea has 
demonstrated a willingness to defy UN Security Council resolutions, to 
attack its neighbors, to threaten to attack North America, and to develop a 
means to make good on its threats using nuclear-armed ballistic missiles.”  

On Iran, the Senate Committee is less certain about the threat, 
concluding that “possibly” Iran’s “capability and intent are combining to 
form a threat to Canada and the United States that today cannot be as readily 
dismissed as in 2005.” In fact, the Iranian threat has declined markedly since 
2005. The Senate report was written in 2014 before the July 2015 Iran 
nuclear deal, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, but by then prospects 
for preventing a direct Iranian nuclear threat were actually much further 
advanced than they were in 2005.  

While the extent and imminence of the North Korean threat are 
frequently overstated, it is still safe to assume that most Canadians would 
welcome a capacity to intercept and destroy any incoming missile that North 
Korea might choose to send our way (should it actually acquire that 
capacity). And few would insist that Canada should not lend a helping hand 
in developing such a defence if it possibly could. But it does not follow that 
pursuing such a capacity ought therefore to become the priority. At this 
moment the North Korean threat is potential, not imminent, and there are 
other much more important and durable responses to that potential threat 
that should have priority.  

North Korea is first and foremost a proliferation challenge, not a defence 
problem. There is little doubt that North Korea, if left to its own devices, will 
continue pursuing the development of an intercontinental-range ballistic 
missile capable of delivering a nuclear warhead that could become a more 
imminent threat. But why leave Pyongyang to its own devices? It remains in 
flagrant violation of its Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) obligations 
(the fact it has withdrawn from the treaty does not absolve it from the 
violations committed while still a member) and in violation of firm 
commitments it made in earlier rounds of the Six-Party talks (namely, to end 
its nuclear weapons program and to rejoin the NPT).15 

Canada needs to reassert the importance of responding to rogue state 
nuclear-armed missile threats through the NPT and its International Atomic 
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Energy Agency verification mechanisms. Indeed, the non-proliferation 
architecture linked to the NPT, a proven focus of non-proliferation and 
prevention strategies (of its 185 non-nuclear-weapon state members, North 
Korea is the only one that has violated the treaty to the extent of acquiring a 
nuclear weapon), needs to become the top priority for addressing the North 
Korean challenge. Another important and established avenue that obviously 
needs to be maintained is preventing the spread of medium- and strategic-
range ballistic missile technologies through the Missile Technology Control 
Regime.  

But the key is nuclear non-proliferation – preventing the spread of 
nuclear weapons and reversing the spread where it has already happened. 
And the good news is that it is proving to be a very successful strategy – Iran 
being the case in point. Iran remains a challenge, and it is still developing its 
ballistic missile capabilities, but it has been the international community’s 
focused program that has been able to ensure that Iran does not now pursue 
and will not acquire a nuclear weapon. At the moment that prevention 
strategy is on a positive trajectory and there is now no Iranian nuclear 
missile threat to Europe or North America, and there will not be one in the 
foreseeable future. It is thus no longer possible to credibly argue that either 
European or North American missile defence are warranted by the Iranian 
threat.  

The imperative now is to vigorously apply the same strategy to North 
Korea. As already noted, North Korea stands in direct violation of the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and commitments made under the Six-
Party talks. Why are these violations not the focus of heightened diplomacy? 
The Six-Party talks16 need to be renewed and North Korea needs to be 
brought back into compliance with the NPT. It is right to call these major 
challenges, but allowing the emerging North Korean nuclear missile threat to 
stand and mature, with BMD our primary, or only, response, would be a 
failure of catastrophic proportions. In such an eventuality, global powers 
with the means, along with a few of their choice friends, might mount a 
credible, though far from certain, defence against Pyongyang’s missiles, 
while the rest of the world stayed unprotected and left to watch as 
proliferation pressures mounted and other rogue, and not so rogue, states 
sought to follow North Korea’s example.  

It is not an overstatement to say that if our response to North Korea 
remains focused on ballistic missile defence, rather than on dismantling its 
nuclear weapons and weapons program, nuclear disarmament will have been 
dealt a fatal blow. What appetite for nuclear disarmament will there be 
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among the established nuclear powers (there are now eight of them17) if the 
international community comes to accept indefinitely a nuclear-armed 
North Korea? If our collective response to a threatening North Korea is 
confined to BMD systems, no matter how effective they might yet become, 
the cost will be a shattering loss of confidence in the global non-proliferation 
system. If the non-proliferation system cannot effectively deal with a state as 
poor, dysfunctional, and marginalized as North Korea, who will be prepared 
to rely on it? 

The emerging North Korean threat must be pursued with diligence and 
urgency, but what is at stake cannot be rescued by trying to build a bigger 
and better ballistic missile defence system. Ignoring diplomacy, or making it 
a secondary effort, is already acquiescing to a permanently nuclearized, 
hence unstable and vulnerable, international order. Ballistic missile defence 
is not a rational response to the nuclear threat from potential rogue states. 
Prevention is the only rational response.  

Canada has a vital role to play in collaboration with other like-minded 
states, both in promoting limits on missile defence in the interests of nuclear 
disarmament and strategic stability, and in implementing non-proliferation 
and prevention strategies against rogue nuclear powers. That is where the 
energy and ambition of the new government in Ottawa needs to be directed.  
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Cruise Missiles: When Defence Is Not 
an Option 

March 28, 2018 
 

Cruise missiles recently made the front pages when President Vladimir 
Putin marshalled impressive audiovisuals to hype Russian strides in 
developing new and sinister military technologies. Cruise missiles were 
included but concerns regarding them did not just arrive with his speech. 
They have figured prominently, for just one example, in the current 
Canadian and American intention to replace the Arctic-based North 
Warning System.1 Cruise missiles pose a two-fold challenge: the 
unavoidable reality that there is no credible defence against long-range 
nuclear-armed cruise missiles; and the related and equally inescapable 
reality that the only way to manage them in the long term is through 
internationally negotiated control agreements. The latter challenge is 
obviously made all the more daunting by a current political climate that is 
less than conducive to anything quite that rational.  
 
The Threat 

Cruise missiles first made their mark in World War II, and they are still 
spawning new bouts of anxiety. They are still essentially pilotless, air-
breathing, flying bombs, but the V-1 buzz bombs of the German Luftwaffe 
have given way to variants that can carry nuclear weapons, fly largely 
undetectable2 for thousands of kilometres, and then strike within feet of the 
intended target. They can be launched virtually from anywhere – from land, 
surface ships, submarines, or aircraft. And now military planners are 
pursuing models intended to reach supersonic and hypersonic speeds. Mr. 
Putin has promised a nuclear-powered, indefinite-range version capable of 
out-manoeuvring any US defences,3 while President Donald Trump has also 
proposed a new nuclear-armed cruise missile to support a nuclear posture 
that is shifting toward more “flexible” nuclear options.4 

Russia’s Arctic exercises around the Kola Peninsula and the Barents Sea 
last fall featured multiple cruise missile firings from surface ships, 

11 
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submarines, and land launchers.5 The American Coast Guard is reportedly 
mulling plans to include cruise missile launchers on a proposed fleet of three 
heavy icebreakers.6  

And cruise missiles also figure into American charges that Russia is in 
violation of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, a bilateral 
US-USSR treaty which entered into force in 1988 and banned all land-based 
missiles, including ground-launched cruise missiles, with a range between 
500 and 5,500 kms. A 2014 report by the Obama Administration concluded 
that Russia was in violation of its obligations under the INF,7 and the 2018 
Nuclear Posture Review charges that Russia is engaged in the “production, 
possession, and flight testing of a ground-launched cruise missile” within the 
prohibited range.8 Russia in turn makes the credible claim that the US 
launcher system for the NATO ballistic missile defence system, deployed in 
Romania, and soon in Poland, also has the capacity to launch missiles within 
the range banned by the INF Treaty.9 These claims and counter-claims put 
the Treaty in jeopardy, and, as the Brooking Institution’s Steven Pifer argues, 
if the INF differences are not resolved and the Treaty preserved, the 
prospects for renewal of the New START Treaty in 2021 become 
increasingly bleak [the US withdrew from the INF in 2019].10 

Basic cruise missile technology (complicated guidance systems and 
necessarily small propulsion plants) is also spreading - although, for now, 
relatively few states have deployed them. According to the 2017 report of the 
Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence Ballistic Missile Analysis Committee, the 
US, Russia, China, and Iran have the capacity to deploy long-range cruise 
missiles. These same countries, plus France, Germany, Sweden, Spain, South 
Korea, India, Israel, Pakistan, Taiwan, the United Arab Emirates, and the 
UK, all have the capacity to launch short-range (roughly up to 400 kms) 
versions.11  

Homeland Defence Is Not an Option 

In the 2016 North American Vigilant Shield exercise, involving 
Canadian and American forces through NORAD, participating US National 
Guard forces operated out of Canadian Forces Base North Bay and 
reportedly used Boeing Avenger surface-to-air missiles intended to shoot 
down cruise missiles at short range.12 But that is not evidence of any effective 
homeland defence against cruise missiles.  

Long-range cruise missiles do pose a serious threat, meaning they are 
one more threat against which there is no credible defence. The only feasible 
defence against cruise missiles is point defence – that is, specific locations 
can be identified for protection through the installation of concentrated air-
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defence systems. In localized battlefield operations, damage limitation efforts 
against conventionally-armed cruise missiles are feasible. Nationally, there 
can be selective points chosen for defence, and currently the US has chosen 
to deploy such systems around Washington, D.C.13  

Some propose that key ports be added to the list of protected points – 
but the protection of ports is not just a matter of localized air defence 
systems. Defence also depends heavily on intelligence and detection 
technologies to identify which of the millions of containers that enter North 
American ports each year might have warheads or other explosives, or even 
cruise missiles,14 on board. 

None of that constitutes continental defence, and in the case of nuclear-
armed cruise missiles, damage limitation efforts have little meaning when 
failure to intercept even one attacker would mean devastating catastrophe. 
Given that cruise missiles, launched offshore from aircraft, ships, or 
submarines, could come from just about anywhere, and given that their 
target destinations could also be just about anywhere, continent-wide 
defence is impossible. Even if approaches to Canadian and North American 
coasts along the full length of the continent could be effectively monitored, 
there simply is no possibility of deploying interceptor aircraft or anti-aircraft 
systems broadly enough to mount a credible defence.  

Recognition that broad defence against cruise missiles is in fact not 
possible has led some analysts to assert (or fantasize about) the possibility of 
mounting a defence that focuses on the “archer” rather than the “arrow.” In 
this scenario, the arrows are obviously the cruise missiles and the archers are 
the platforms from which they would be launched – e.g. an adversary’s ships, 
submarines, or strategic bombers. There being no credible defence against 
arrows after they have been launched (besides potentially coming from just 
about anywhere, cruise missiles are small, employ stealth technologies, and 
fly at very low altitudes, making reliable detection impractical), the thought 
is that their launch platform (the archers) could be destroyed before any 
cruise missile arrows were launched.15 

In other words, the proposed solution is pre-emptive attack, but pre-
emption as a defence posture amounts to a dangerously destabilizing conflict 
escalation strategy. The more an adversary understands that its opponent is 
betting on pre-emption, the more it is itself incentivised to launch even 
earlier surprise attacks. In the midst of any deep political crisis, the last thing 
antagonist states should want is a strategy that has both sides concluding that 
there is advantage to be gained from the early resort to military attacks – 
even a nuclear attack. 
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Comprehensive homeland defence against cruise missiles is simply not 
possible, and it will not be made more feasible by a new North Warning 
System that improves cruise missile detection capabilities. Improved domain 
awareness is always important; however, it does not translate into improved 
interception, and this is not the first time contemporary defence planners 
have faced a daunting and intractably threatening weapon system it can 
detect and track, but for which it has no defence. Indeed, that defines the 
nuclear age. There is no protection from nuclear attack – the only defence is 
the promise to meet apocalyptic destruction with more of the same in return. 
Defence is not possible, and for the most part, and wisely so, is not even 
attempted – a wisdom that was for a time enshrined in the ABM Treaty, the 
US-Russian agreement, abrogated by the George W. Bush Administration, to 
limit missile defence to selected point-defence sites and put severe limits on 
efforts to even try to develop defensive capabilities against ICBMs. 

Despite long and costly efforts, meaningful defence against strategic-
range nuclear ballistic missiles remains a fantasy. The point, in the cruise 
missile context, is that, though improved surveillance and early warning are 
important in their own right, they will not solve the cruise missile problem.  

The Arms Control Imperative 

Given the current climate in Washington, it is no longer surprising, 
though it is still decidedly short-sighted, that cruise missile fears have to date 
generated little official exploration of more realistic and less dangerous ways 
to confront a very real threat.  

The strategic-range threat (strategic air- or sea-based launchers 
combined with long-range nuclear-armed cruise missiles), like the nuclear 
threat generally, is in the first instance “managed,” not through defence, but 
by the threat of catastrophic counter-attack. There will be no escaping the 
MAD (mutually assured destruction) dynamic of the nuclear age as long as 
the madness of nuclear weapons endures. But keeping nuclear attack 
disincentives in place itself requires diplomacy (a truth one fervently hopes 
the Trump Administration will discover before it is too late). That includes 
not only the need for deft crisis diplomacy, it requires perpetual care to avoid 
descending into the horrific circumstances of nuclear-use incentives, in 
which any nuclear state might come to conclude that initiating nuclear use 
could be to its advantage. Diplomacy is also and especially essential to 
building a grand global coalition/movement to politically challenge the 
nuclear powers and to impose serious political costs on their continued 
nuclear intransigence (which is what makes the failure of states like Canada 
to support that disarmament movement when it produced the Treaty on the 
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Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons such an abandonment of responsibility). 
And arms control diplomacy and negotiations are obviously essential for 
working out the details of mutual and verifiable restraints or prohibitions on 
the weapons themselves – including cruise missiles.  

Cruise missiles are only marginally subject to effective arms control. As 
already noted, there is the prohibition of mid-range, land-launched cruise 
missiles through the INF Treaty. The central contemporary strategic arms 
control agreement, the New START Treaty of 2010, also imposes indirect 
limits on nuclear-armed cruise missiles inasmuch as it restricts the US and 
Russia each to a maximum of 1,550 deployed nuclear warheads on a 
maximum of 800 delivery vehicles (of which only 700 can be deployed at any 
one time). Cruise missiles are not counted as delivery vehicles in this 
formulation; instead, they are counted as warheads carried by aircraft, and 
one notable feature of the Treaty is that it counts each strategic bomber as 
carrying only one nuclear warhead, even though one bomber might carry as 
many as 20 nuclear-armed air-launched cruise missiles. Nuclear-armed 
cruise missiles have not been deployed at sea since 1991 as a result of the 
Presidential Nuclear Initiatives undertaken by US President George H.W. 
Bush and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev. President Putin has however 
made a point of declaring that Russian sea-launched cruise missiles used in 
Syria could carry nuclear warheads.16 

Controlling nuclear-armed cruise missiles remains a major challenge, 
and it is clear that any successor treaty to New START will have to finally 
deal with cruise missiles as delivery vehicles subject to legally binding limits. 

The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) represents a political 
commitment among the 35 participating states (which include Canada, the 
US, and Russia, with China not formally in the group but having declared it 
will not help other countries acquire missiles capable of delivering nuclear 
weapons)17 to impose limits on the spread of missile technologies, including 
cruise missiles. The original focus of the MTCR was to curtail the spread of 
missiles designed to deliver weapons of mass destruction, without impeding 
space programs. There is thus a commitment not to transfer to another state 
any unmanned delivery systems (including cruise missiles) that can carry a 
payload of 500 kilograms more than 300 kms or deliver any type of weapon 
of mass destruction.18 This is a politically agreed arrangement, rather than a 
legally binding treaty, and critics charge that in large measure it is a matter of 
the missile “have” states trying to keep the “have not” states from joining 
their exclusive club. The MTCR is nevertheless an important non-
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proliferation measure, but one that will not be sustained without its 
maturation into a legal obligation that applies equally to all states.  

Former US Defense Secretary William Perry, now an effective and 
committed disarmament advocate, has led opposition to a US Air Force 
proposal for a new nuclear-armed cruise missile, the Long Range Stand Off 
Weapon (referred to as the LRSO). Even some supporters of nuclear 
“modernization” question the need for the LRSO, arguing that the US 
already has nuclear-armed cruise missiles and bomber aircraft that are 
sufficiently stealthy to frustrate Russian or other air defence systems – in 
other words, they regard the LRSO as expensively redundant. Others 
advocate developing it with the possibility of trading it away, for example, in 
exchange for full Russian compliance with and continuation in the INF 
Treaty.19 Arms control advocates offer two main arguments against the 
LRSO and nuclear-armed cruise missiles generally: first, they are dual-use 
and can deliver either nuclear or conventional warheads – an ambiguity that 
could lead to mistaken escalation to all-out nuclear exchanges in response to 
a misidentified conventional attack; second, cruise missiles are designed to 
deliver lower-yield nuclear warheads, lowering the use threshold – because 
there cannot be any realistic expectation that a low-yield nuclear attack 
would not escalate to high-yield nuclear attacks.20 As the NATO Secretary-
General told the Wall Street Journal in 2016, “No one should think it is 
possible to use nuclear weapons in a limited way as part of a conventional 
conflict.”21  

To date, only Russia, the US, and France are in declared possession of 
nuclear-armed cruise missiles,22 although the US insists that China has 
nuclear-capable cruise missiles.23 The limited employment of nuclear-armed 
cruise missiles offers an unusual opportunity to halt their expansion and 
work toward their elimination, as the respected Dutch international affairs 
institute, Clingendael, argues: 

Eliminating nuclear-armed cruise missiles — multilaterally, 
bilaterally, or unilaterally — may seem a relatively small step to 
reducing the risks of intentional and inadvertent nuclear weapons 
use in the world, but it is an achievable step with immediate and 
obvious benefits. It would not only decrease the risks of use, 
miscalculations, and nuclear escalation, but would also show 
willingness to work on serious steps towards nuclear 
disarmament. This is especially important today, when many 
non-nuclear weapon states increasingly criticize the nuclear 
weapon states for not fulfilling their nuclear disarmament 
commitments made in the Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968, 
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which may be damaging the fundamentals of the international 
nuclear arms control system. From this perspective, pivoting away 
from nuclear-armed cruise missiles is not only a concrete risk-
reduction measure, it is also a symbolic step contributing to the 
strength of global nuclear arms control systems.24 

 

Arms control advocates have also made the eminently sensible proposal 
that the US, Russia, and China get together to ban further testing of 
hypersonic weapons (some variants envisioned as air-breathing missiles, like 
cruise missiles) before they can become operational. They argue there is only 
one military role for such systems, and that is to launch surprise first strikes 
against an adversary’s key strategic assets – in other words, they would 
embody a highly destabilizing strategy of pre-emption that would generate 
escalating incentives to use nuclear weapons before they could be destroyed 
in a surprise attack. As the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists has put it, 
banning these weapons before they are fully developed “stands out as an easy 
and highly significant opportunity to resist an onslaught of destabilizing 
weapons technology.”25 

These are all arms control imperatives of significant importance and 
urgency. The most immediate urgency is the need to ensure the survival of 
the INF and New START Treaties. Both impose some limits on cruise 
missiles, particularly nuclear-armed cruise missiles. But that is only a start – 
intensified arms control diplomacy, despite the current realities in 
Washington and Moscow, remains the most promising response to the 
cruise missile threat. That threat is real, but it can be mitigated – not by 
devising fanciful defences but by pursuing serious arms control. 
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Arctic Security and the Canadian 
Defence Policy Statement of 2017 

August 31, 2017 
 

The Government’s long-awaited defence policy statement, which arrived 
last spring, sensibly portrays Arctic security challenges as rooted largely 
in significant public safety challenges rather than in traditional, or 
primarily military, challenges to the defence of Canada. The Arctic 
operations of the Canadian Armed Forces thus focus on aiding civilian 
authorities, rather than on deterring or responding to state-based security 
threats. One essential dimension of sustainable Arctic security that does 
not receive adequate attention is the imperative, and the opportunity, to 
consciously shape the northern circumpolar arena into a durable regional 
security community by building on and reinforcing the current and 
fortunate absence of any state actors bent on militarily harming other 
Arctic states. 
 

Especially since the famous 1987 Murmansk speech of Mikhail 
Gorbachev,1 international discourse on Arctic security has tended toward an 
exceptionalist framework. The assumption, or at least the hope, has been 
that the North’s geographic isolation and unique climate support its political 
isolation and largely shield it from the tensions and competition that 
dominate other regions of major power presence. The harsh conditions and 
unique circumstances of the Arctic have driven cooperation, it is argued, 
regardless of events and conflicts elsewhere. Russian President Vladimir 
Putin made the point in 2010 that cooperation is not only desirable but 
necessary in the Arctic: “If you stand alone you can’t survive in the Arctic.”2 
More recently he told a Russian conference that it is essential to “maintain 
the Arctic as a space of peace, stability and mutual cooperation.”3 The 
former Canadian Chief of Defence Staff, General Walter Natynczyk, 
discounted the prospects for military competition or conflict in the Arctic by 
famously saying that “if someone were to invade the Canadian Arctic, [the] 
first task would be to rescue them.”4 

Of course, this beneficent Arctic exceptionalism is not universally 
assumed, and it is not surprising that Finns have been among those inclined 

12 
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to challenge the paradigm. In 2015 the Finnish Institute for International 
Affairs published what it called “critical reflections on Arctic 
exceptionalism,”5 arguing in effect that what happens in Ukraine does not 
stay in Ukraine – that events in other parts of the world do spill over into the 
Arctic neighbourhood. The paper argues that “before the crisis in Ukraine, 
the increase in Russian Arctic [military] capabilities was widely interpreted 
as legitimate state behaviour to monitor and secure the opening of a new 
7,000- kilometre-long border region and strategic assets therein, and to 
support civilian activities in a harsh environment,” but after Russia’s action 
in Ukraine, “increased Russian capability and activity in the Arctic has been 
read, again, as a sign of aggressive and threatening behaviour in a conflictual 
geopolitical situation.” The authors do not categorically deny all Arctic 
uniqueness, but they warn that it is more susceptible to external dynamics 
than is sometimes assumed. 

The important implication of a non-exceptionalist Arctic is that 
preserving the Arctic’s current stability must become a much more 
deliberate political objective – that it certainly can no longer be left to 
geography and climate. For now, it is still true that, despite the soured 
relations between Russia and the West, the inclination to cooperate in the 
Arctic remains strong.6 While some military/security contacts with Russia in 
the Arctic have certainly been curtailed, the Ilulissat Declaration of 2008 still 
essentially stands as a basic principle, and the Arctic Coast Guard Forum 
and the search and rescue (SAR) and oil spill agreements continue to be the 
focus of implementation efforts.  

However, no one seems to have told Canadian senators, who released two 
new reports through the Canadian Senate Defence Committee7 just ahead of 
the government’s defence policy statement.8 They contain little talk of a 
cooperative Arctic spirit and offer their own distinct takes on Arctic 
exceptionalism. One minor, but telling, example of the latter comes with the 
senators’ routine distinction between the Arctic and the rest of Canada and 
North America. There is frequent use of phrases like “…Canadian 
sovereignty, including in the Arctic,” or the “defence of Canada, North 
America and the Arctic” (emphasis added) – as if Canadian sovereignty or 
the defence of Canada do not include the Arctic unless it is specifically 
mentioned. It would be passing strange if the Senate reports had made the 
same distinct references to other regions (for example, had they referred to 
the “defence of Canada, and the Maritimes,” or “Canadian sovereignty, 
including the West”). One suspects that the Arctic is separately invoked 
mainly to appeal to the romance of the High North in an effort to bolster the 
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Senate’s relentless campaigning for increased defence spending. It is a 
fundraising effort that drives the Senate to make a special case for Arctic 
vulnerability, and more generally to reject the notion that the Arctic is, or 
can be, more shielded than other regions from the vagaries of a competitive 
international environment.  

So the senators appeal to a kind of reverse-exceptionalism, seeing the 
Arctic not as isolated from tensions elsewhere, but as itself a source of 
tension. There are repeated references to “resurgent Russian military activity 
close to Canadian airspace in the North,” and an approving quote from one 
witness claiming those Russian aircraft to be “the real menace to Canadian 
sovereignty in the North.”9 Other references are to “increased Russian 
activity around North America,”10 all supplemented by repeated references 
to Russian aggression and military activism generally. 

This energetic wariness of Russia was certainly also part of the 2016 
report of the House of Commons Standing Committee on National Defence 
(NDDN).11 And while officials, in this case the Assistant Chief of Defence 
Intelligence, assured the committee “that Russia is at the top of our list in 
terms of countries we watch carefully and monitor closely,”12 NORAD’s 
documentation of this airborne Russian “menace,” of Russian military 
aircraft in the region, paints a rather more subdued threat picture. 
According to NORAD’s 2016 testimony, “since 2007, NORAD jet fighters 
have conducted, on average, five intercepts per year of Russian military 
aircraft in the American or Canadian ADIZ [air defence identification zone]. 
The peak year was 2014 when ten intercepts were made.” The report says 
most of these interceptions occurred in the Arctic, “north of Inuvik,” but 
does not specify how many were carried out by Canadian aircraft. But the 
report emphasizes that “none of these Russian aircraft have ever penetrated 
into American or Canadian airspace, nor demonstrated any hostile 
intentions” (emphasis added). The Russian aircraft have a right to operate in 
international airspace, and the purpose of identification zones is to identify 
aircraft nearing North America while they are still in international air space, 
where they can be engaged regarding intentions and flight plans.13 And, it is 
important to note that, except for the few Russian military aircraft on 
training and patrol flights in international air space, all aircraft in 
approaches to Canadian territory are civilian. 

The same Committee heard extensive evidence of the growing cruise 
missile threat, and one witness concluded that “the Arctic would be a good 
location to establish cruise missile detection and interception sites, in light of 
the fact that Russian long-range military aircraft and submarines capable of 
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launching cruise missiles regularly operate in that region.”14 It is an issue 
that will necessarily be a prominent element of the coming debate over 
renewal of the North Warning System. 

The New Defence Statement and the Arctic 

The Russia-related alarms raised by officials, analysts, and 
Parliamentarians through the Senate and House of Commons reports were 
not carried over into the government’s new defence policy statement.15 It has 
only three references to Russia, and only one of those is linked to the Arctic, 
though even it does not suggest a threatening posture within or toward the 
Arctic itself. Instead, it notes a NATO concern that Russia is once again 
expanding its capacity to project force from the Arctic into the North 
Atlantic.16 The statement does not treat Russia as benign. It points to the 
“illegal annexation of Crimea,” notes Russia’s “willingness to test the 
international security environment,” and acknowledges the return of “a 
degree of major power competition … to the international system.”17 
Notably, the government defence policy statement makes no reference to the 
Russian bomber threat.  

While the West understandably watches Russian military developments 
in the Arctic, it would also be useful to pay some attention to Russia’s own 
perceptions of threat related to the Arctic. Two Russian academics have 
offered a current and measured assessment of Russian threat perceptions in 
a 2017 paper published in the journal European Security.18 It should not 
come as a surprise that Russia shares many of the security concerns raised by 
other Arctic states. The Russians have also become more focused on soft or 
non-state security issues linked to climate change, growing competition over 
natural resources, and the protection and management of sea routes. The 
Russian military in the north is tasked with environmental cleanup, search 
and rescue, support for oil spill cleanup, monitoring poaching, and 
combatting smuggling and illegal migration. The authors describe military 
developments that include the build-up of naval bases along its Northern Sea 
Route and the deployment of dual-use equipment and the performance of 
dual-purpose operations that involve search and rescue, monitoring civilian 
maritime and air traffic, navigation regulation, emergency response, and 
Arctic research.  

At the same time, the authors acknowledge that geography has made the 
Arctic and the Kola Peninsula in particular a key military bastion hosting 
nuclear submarine forces, a large conventional fleet, anti-submarine aircraft, 
air defence units, and so on. And fleet modernization, nuclear and 
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conventional, adds to that prominence. But much of that military 
concentration is focused, not on the Arctic as much as on the rest of the 
world. Russia’s threat profile mirrors that of the West in that NATO has 
remained a perceived threat due to its expansion eastward, and that sense of 
threat grew following NATO’s build-up in response to Russian action in 
Ukraine. In addition, Russia is also said to worry about US intentions in the 
Arctic and its power projection possibilities. 

The new Canadian defence policy does not envision any significant 
changes in the Arctic security environment – either in threat perceptions or 
in defence requirements. While the focus is on improving the Canadian 
Forces’ domain awareness and operational capacity in the Arctic, no new 
policy directions are identified, and the Arctic is not portrayed as a place 
where sovereignty is fragile and in constant need of being shored up.19 For 
the Arctic, it is not really a “new” Canadian defence policy. The basic themes 
of Canadian defence policy have been consistent over multiple decades and 
multiple Canadian governments, and the current government continues to 
highlight the traditional roles of defending Canada and North America (the 
latter in cooperation with the US), and contributing to international peace 
and security. 

The new policy statement, as well as the earlier Senate and House of 
Commons reports, include a number of Arctic-specific references. 

Threat Perceptions 
The government’s statement confirms the broad consensus that security 

threats relevant to the Arctic are not military, state-to-state, threats. While 
the Parliamentary reports20 include plenty of references to the challenges of 
an assertive Russia, the March 2016 testimony of the Assistant Chief of 
Defence Intelligence21 reflects the prevailing threat assumption when he says 
that the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) “do not see a state actor that has 
both the capability and the intent to harm Canada militarily.”22 

The House of Commons Committee warns that intentions can change 
quickly, that defence is about planning for the unexpected, and that 
“preparing for the worst case scenario” should include “the low probability 
of a full-scale attack against Canada or North America by a foreign state,”23 
but its list of serious security challenges in the Arctic focuses on non-military 
threats: “environmental concerns over air and maritime pollution; the effects 
of climate change and the melting of the polar ice in the Arctic region; 
increases in commercial aviation and shipping traffic; industrial exploitation 
of natural resources; infringements of Canadian sovereignty; search and 
rescue incidents; and various other security threats and concerns.”24 
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The government statement acknowledges, as already noted, that Russia’s 
large Kola Peninsula forces give it the ability to project force into the North 
Atlantic, but the statement does not equate that with a threat to Canadian 
territory or sovereignty. Defence analyst Adam Lajeunesse “welcome[s] the 
recognition that, while Russia’s Arctic forces may threaten other NATO 
regions, they do not pose an immediate danger to the Canadian North.”25  

To the extent that security needs are changing in the Arctic, the changes 
are of course linked largely to the increasing accessibility of the region. As 
“an important international crossroads where issues of climate change, 
international trade, and global security meet,” growing commercial interests, 
research, and tourism are coming to Canada’s northern territory. And that 
rise in activity is not linked to growing defence concerns, but to “increased 
safety and security demands related to search and rescue and natural or 
man-made disasters to which Canada must be ready to respond.”26 

Building Domain Awareness Capacity 
To meet those public safety demands, says the defence statement, Canada 

will have to pay increased attention to intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance capacity that is specifically tailored to the Arctic27 – in other 
words, to improved domain awareness. The government promises new 
surveillance aircraft, remotely piloted aircraft (drones), the Arctic and 
Offshore Patrol Ships now under construction, and additional satellite 
capacity toward that end.28 More effective land surveillance and links to 
Arctic communities are to come through the acquisition of “all-terrain 
vehicles, snowmobiles and larger tracked semi-amphibious utility vehicles 
optimized for use in the Arctic environment.”29 

The government statement announces an expansion of the Canadian Air 
Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) so that it covers the entire Canadian 
Arctic Archipelago. Notably, the North Warning System radars are not 
located at Canada’s northern frontier, leaving vast areas of Canadian 
territory in the archipelago beyond the reach of radar surveillance. The 
expanded ADIZ is intended to “increase awareness of the air traffic 
approaching and operating in Canada’s sovereign airspace in the Arctic.”30 
This move is not so much a response to Russian military aircraft training 
and patrolling in international airspace, but relates more specifically to 
civilian and commercial aircraft approaching Canadian air space. As the 
statement explains, “an ADIZ typically begins at the edge of sovereign 
airspace and extends outward into international airspace,” so aircraft within 
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those zones can be notified “that they may be intercepted if they do not 
notify Canadian authorities of their entry and exit through” it.31 

Aiding Civilian Authorities 
The preponderance of Arctic security threats “fall within the purview of 

civilian authorities responsible for law enforcement and public safety,” 
according to the House of Commons defence committee, and require “a 
whole-of-government response.” That makes the Canadian military a 
participant, but not the lead government department or agency, in 
responding to the primary security threats in the Arctic. The Canadian 
Armed Forces are described as performing a long list of roles in the North: 
“supporting law enforcement organizations in their ongoing efforts to 
counter criminal networks and their illicit smuggling of narcotics, weapons 
and humans, responding to search and rescue incidents, providing aid to the 
civil authorities in the event of natural or man-made disasters and other 
national emergencies, engaging in fisheries and pollution patrols, fighting 
cyber threats, contributing to counter-terrorism efforts, as well as 
conducting regular sovereignty, reconnaissance and surveillance patrols in 
the Arctic.”32 

Thus, the defence policy statement says the Canadian Forces will 
“maintain a robust capacity to respond to a range of domestic emergencies, 
including by providing military support to civilian organizations on national 
security and law enforcement matters when called upon, engaging in rapid 
disaster response, and contributing to effective search and rescue 
operations.”33 It too puts the focus on working with “whole-of-government 
partners” to support national security and public safety objectives and to 
engage with “Indigenous communities [that] are at the heart of Canada’s 
North.”34  

Operational Challenges in the Arctic 
Search and rescue in the Arctic “poses a complex challenge” due to size, 

climate, and geography. The House of Commons Committee heard that only 
four percent of Canadian search and rescue incidents occur in the North, but 
every one of them is complex. “Because search and rescue air assets are 
located south, where most of Canada’s population lives and most search and 
rescue incidents occur, every search and rescue operation in the Arctic 
becomes ‘expeditionary in nature’ because of the long distances to cover. It 
takes up to eight hours for a CC-130 Hercules aircraft based in Winnipeg, 
and 12 to 16 hours for a CH-149 Cormorant helicopter, to reach the high 
north.”35 
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The government defence statement also emphasizes the operational 
complexity of northern public safety measures. The Canadian Arctic 
includes “75 percent of the country’s national coastlines and 40 percent of its 
total land mass. The sheer expanse of Canada’s North, coupled with its ice-
filled seas, harsh climate, and more than 36,000 islands make for a 
challenging region to monitor – particularly as the North encompasses a 
significant portion of the air and maritime approaches to North America.”36 

DND’s Northern Capacity 
The government statement refers to “the Defence team’s extensive 

Northern footprint [which] includes more than 800 buildings at over 60 
sites,” and offers this summary:  

Joint Task Force North, headquartered in Yellowknife with 
detachments in Whitehorse and Iqaluit, anchors the Canadian 
Armed Forces’ Northern presence. The Canadian Armed Forces, 
including through NORAD, operates from a number of locations 
in the North, including in Inuvik, Yellowknife, Rankin Inlet, 
Iqaluit, and Goose Bay, which also help support the Northern 
deployment of fighter aircraft. The Canadian Armed Forces also 
shares a number of facilities with federal partners, including a 
state-of-the-art cold weather training facility at Resolute Bay, a 
signals intelligence facility at Canadian Armed Forces Station 
Alert - the northernmost permanently inhabited facility in the 
world - and a high Arctic weather station at Eureka. In addition, 
work is ongoing to complete the Nanisivik Naval Facility which 
will support operations of the new Arctic Offshore Patrol Ships, 
and other government maritime vessels.37  

The North Warning System (NWS), the chain of radar stations (without 
local staff) across the North, is nearing the end of its useful life, and DND 
says it is cooperating with the US “to seek an innovative technological 
solution to continental defence challenges including early warning.”38 

Building an Arctic Security Community 
The imperative to cooperate in the Arctic is clear. “To succeed in an 

unpredictable and complex security environment,” DND plans to “increase 
[its] presence in the Arctic over the long-term and work cooperatively with 
Arctic partners.”39 

However, in affirming Canada’s commitment “to exercising the full 
extent of its sovereignty,” the defence statement makes a point of saying it 
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will work in “close collaboration with select Arctic partners, including the 
United States, Norway and Denmark, to increase surveillance and 
monitoring of the broader Arctic region” (emphasis added).40 It goes on to 
promise “joint exercises with Arctic allies and partners and support [to] the 
strengthening of situational awareness and information sharing in the 
Arctic, including with NATO.”41 Intimations of ongoing limits to 
cooperation with Russia, on the one hand, and the more direct introduction 
of NATO into Arctic domain awareness operations, on the other, are in 
denial of the stark fact that international cooperation throughout the whole 
of the Arctic is not optional. The failure of the government’s new security 
policy to make an overt commitment to the broad but foundational objective 
of building a stable and sustainable pan-Arctic security community42 is a 
major omission. The government says “Canada must enhance its ability to 
operate in the North and work closely with allies and partners,”43 but the 
emphasis obviously needs to be on all the Arctic partners. By now it should 
be clear that pursuing mutuality and stability in a region that includes Russia 
should not focus security cooperation on NATO. 

While Canadian politicians can muster impressive levels of indignation 
when Russia’s long-range bombers venture near Canadian airspace on their 
routine training and patrol missions,44 defence officials and earlier prime 
ministers have nevertheless insisted that “Canada does not anticipate any 
military challenges in the Arctic,” and that “there is no likelihood of Arctic 
states going to war.”45 In August 2012 the Department of National Defence 
spokesperson put it this way: “Defence issues do not drive Arctic affairs.”46 
That begs the question of why explicitly collaborative “surveillance and 
monitoring of the broader Arctic region” cannot include all states in the 
region. The Russian academics Alexander Sergunin and Valery Konyshev47 
suggest that Russia is ready for increased Arctic cooperation among Arctic 
states in coordinating emergency assistance to civilian authorities, sharing 
information and lessons learned from anti-terrorist operations, holding 
technical workshops and skills development, exchanging observers, 
promoting mutual assistance in SAR and emergency response, and in 
sharing information on military policies and doctrines. 

A security community that can claim a “dependable expectation of 
peaceful change” relies on credible assurances from community members 
that they will not go to war with each other to settle their disputes, and in 
their 2008 Ilulissat Declaration, the five Arctic Ocean states affirmed as 
much when they said they would rely on the “extensive international legal 
framework [that] applies to the Arctic Ocean” for “the orderly settlement of 
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any possible overlapping claims.”48 And a second characteristic of a security 
community is the absence of an arms race – that is, the absence of a 
competitive military build-up among the members of the community. That 
does not necessarily mean the absence of any individual or unilateral 
national military expansion, but it does mean that such developments are 
not regarded as threatening to other members of the community and thus 
are not destabilizing.  

If “the attainment of a security community can … be tested operationally 
in terms of the absence of significant organized preparations for war or 
large-scale violence among its members,”49 the Arctic fails the test based on 
the strategic nuclear forces that are in and around the Arctic and certainly 
prepare for “largescale” violence. Furthermore, the Arctic is now militarizing 
enough to engender wariness, but some perspective is in order. Much of 
Arctic military development is linked to civilian requirements – building up 
a military infrastructure to help manage increased civilian activity. 
Nevertheless, demilitarization (for example, Article 26 of the UN Charter 
speaks of “maintain[ing] international peace and security with the least 
diversion for armaments of the world’s human and economic resources”) 
remains the vision – one certainly worth nurturing in the Arctic.50  

There are various measures that Canada and others could encourage the 
states of the region to undertake and thus to reinforce “expectations of 
peaceful change” and to mitigate “organized preparations for war”: 

- demonstrably configuring military deployments as defensive and, 
especially, linked to public safety; 

- resuming and expanding regular meetings of chiefs of defence staff 
to heighten understanding of each other’s military operations and 
intentions; 

- sharing military policies and doctrines among the Arctic states; 
- sharing information on anti-terrorist operations within the Arctic 

region; 
- exchanging observers and participants in northern exercises; 
- exploring the shared use of public safety assets like airlift and 

helicopters;  
- issuing regular and credible mutual declarations on the absence of 

military threats to sovereignty and territorial integrity;  
- actively exploring an appropriate forum for region-wide Arctic 

security consultations and coordination; and 
- insistence by the Arctic’s five NATO members, as Canada has in the 

past, that NATO not become operationally present in the Arctic.  
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Measures that eschew competitive military expansion and that encourage 
expectations of peaceful change will serve to entrench the Arctic as a security 
community, and that in turn will help build a political/security climate of 
openness to proposals like an Arctic zone of peace or attack submarine 
exclusion zones.  
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Northern and Baltic fleets. His term was “limiting rivalry in anti-submarine 
weapons,” and undertaking confidence-building measures especially in the 
Greenland, Norwegian, and Baltic Seas. And a 2009 paper by Anatoli Diakov 
and Frank von Hippel proposed again that Russia agree to confine its northern 
nuclear-armed ballistic missile submarines to the Arctic and that the US agree to 
keep its attack submarines out of the Russian side of the Arctic. 
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From Defending to Exercising Arctic 
Sovereignty 

October 25, 2018 
 
Questions about sovereignty are a constant in Canadian discourse on the 
Arctic – a current iteration being a study of “Canada’s Sovereignty in the 
Arctic” by the House of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs and International Development (FAAE).1 As of October 22, the 
Committee had held four sessions, heard 15 witnesses, and received four 
written briefs,2 and the overwhelming thrust of testimony so far is that 
Canada does not have an Arctic sovereignty problem. Furthermore, there 
is an irony in the application of Northern sovereignty that the Committee 
has yet to address – namely, the inescapable reality that, in a challenging 
region made manageable through international cooperation, part of the 
responsible exercise of national sovereignty in the Arctic is the willingness 
to curb purely national prerogatives in favour of regional collaboration 
and collective well-being. 
 
Invoking Sovereignty 

Political calls to be more attentive to Canada’s Arctic inevitably invoke 
the fragility of sovereignty, a worry that is given an air of credibility by 
reminders that outstanding territorial disputes mean that the outlines of the 
geography over which Canada is formally sovereign are yet to be decisively 
defined. The Beaufort Sea boundary dispute with the United States and the 
disputes with Denmark over Hans Island and maritime boundaries in the 
Lincoln Sea await settlement, but in the meantime they do not undermine 
Canadian sovereignty or security, and because, as is widely accepted, these 
disputes will in time be settled by either political or judicial means, the 
military defence of sovereignty is not part of the equation. 

Arctic sovereignty – defined in the brief to FAAE by the Canadian Global 
Affairs Institute (CGAI) as “the absence of any higher authority”3 – may not 
be fragile, but Canada’s national control over its sovereign territory is far 
from absolute. That is a truism that applies to all states inasmuch as the 
responsible exercise of sovereignty regularly means agreeing to limits on 

13 
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national prerogatives in favour of collective interests expressed through 
treaties and evolving international law. The absence of a higher authority 
does not mean the absence of outside interference or external influences over 
national affairs. Economic, political/diplomatic, and security realities impose 
constraints on individual states that can sometimes be rather severe – but 
even then, formal or de jure sovereignty is not in question.  

It is also true, for example, that sovereign states are not always able to 
exercise control over, or bring services to, all of the territories that are 
recognized to be under their jurisdiction. It is a mainstay of UN 
peacekeeping forces in post-conflict or conflict mitigation operations that 
they are mandated to help governments gradually extend their authority and 
influence to all areas under their jurisdiction – the UN focus being on 
establishing within the host state’s territory the capacity to provide services, 
to enforce national laws, to win the support of local populations, and to be a 
cooperative presence within its international neighbourhood.4 For many 
states, sometimes called fragile states, those conditions remain aspirations, 
but they are no less sovereign as a result. A weak state remains sovereign 
even if, in practical day-to-day terms, parts of its territory are effectively 
beyond the government’s reach and capacity to deliver services (the 
examples are unfortunately myriad – Libya, Mali, Somalia, Kenya, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Iraq, Ukraine, and so on). But 
even stable, wealthy states face limitations. Canadians will not appreciate the 
parallel, but climate, geography, and competing national priorities have left 
parts of the Canadian Arctic territory beyond the timely reach of the central 
government. 

As for the defence of sovereignty, it is also commonplace for 
governments to enjoy uncontested sovereignty over their territory, even 
though they would not have the capacity to defend it in the event of 
determined military attack. No country, to use the most extreme example, 
has the capacity to repel or defend itself against a nuclear attack, but that is 
obviously not a weakness that undermines national sovereignty. A state can 
enjoy full sovereignty even without the capacity to withstand physical attack. 
“Military might” to repel “armed state invaders” or to suppress “armed 
internal forces contesting government authority”5 are not the means by 
which sovereignty for most states is secured. They rely instead on their own 
populations and other states voluntarily respecting their territorial integrity 
and recognizing and honouring their sovereignty. Indeed, voluntary 
acceptance of state sovereignty is essential to a mutually beneficial 
international order. The CGAI brief, by academics Andrea Charron and 
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James Fergusson, agrees that sovereignty is increasingly “assumed and 
enforced via measures short of force or via international courts of law.” This 
reality, they add, “is vital to understanding why no Arctic sovereignty 
problem confronts Canada….”6 

Establishing Sovereignty 
Sovereignty is not a fragile thing. Almost 400 years into the Westphalian 

order, the sovereignty and territorial integrity of states are highly valued. 
States under a broad range of circumstances – strong, weak, democratic, 
autocratic, efficient, dysfunctional – enjoy the international community’s 
consistent recognition and respect for their sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. And that certainly applies in Canada’s Arctic. 

The absence of an Arctic sovereignty problem was strongly asserted at the 
FAAE Committee by Alan H. Kessel, Assistant Deputy Minister for Legal 
Affairs at Global Affairs Canada.7 For starters, he said “…no one disputes 
Canada’s sovereignty over the lands of the Canadian archipelago, covering in 
excess of 1.4 million square kilometres and containing more than 36,500 
islands.” That is the case despite unresolved border and territorial disputes. 
Kessel characterized the Beaufort Sea boundary dispute with the US, as well 
as the maritime boundary dispute with Denmark in two small zones of the 
Lincoln Sea and the conflicting claims by Canada and Denmark regarding 
Hans Island, as “well managed” (noting, for example, that in May 2018 
Canada and Denmark established a “joint task force on boundary issues to 
explore options and provide recommendations on how to resolve” the 
outstanding boundary issues). And in later testimony, Professor Michael 
Byers of the University of British Columbia, an expert on both the Arctic and 
international law, suggested the Lincoln Sea disputes are essentially resolved 
and that the conflicting claims over Hans Island are inconsequential.8 

Canadian sovereignty over the Northwest Passage is also clear, according 
to Kessel. He told the Committee that “all waters of Canada’s Arctic 
Archipelago, including the various waterways commonly known as the 
Northwest Passage, are internal waters of Canada by virtue of historic title.” 
And that title, he said, is reinforced when foreign ships navigate those waters 
in compliance with Canadian laws and regulations.  

In fact, Kessel went further to argue there is no such thing as a Northwest 
Passage: “I defy you to find the Northwest Passage on the map.” He 
described it as “a combination of channels within the Arctic Archipelago,” 
but for it to be viewed as an international strait under international law it 
would have had to “have been used as an international strait for navigation.” 
Professor Suzanne Lalonde of the Université de Montréal told the FAAE 
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there are some seven different routes through the archipelago that can be 
considered as part of a Northwest Passage.9 Having been “icebound for 
10,000 years,” said Kessel, “you can’t just simply change it into an 
international strait as the ice melts.”  

He also drew attention to the Ilulissat Declaration – the 2008 declaration, 
reaffirmed in 2018, that commits Arctic States to reliance, not on purely 
national means, but on existing international law for the peaceful settlement 
of disputes in the Arctic. It emphasizes the Law of the Sea as providing for 
“important rights and obligations concerning the delineation of the outer 
limits of the continental shelf, the protection of the maritime environment, 
including ice-covered areas, freedom of navigation, marine scientific 
research, and other uses of the sea” – a legal framework to which Canada 
remains committed.10 

In 1988 Canada and the US agreed to disagree on the status of the 
Northwest Passage, but in the meantime, “the U.S. essentially asks [Canada] 
for authority to pass through the passage,” which Canada grants on a per 
voyage basis. And Kessel argues that inasmuch as Canada authorizes transit 
through those waters, not only to American vessels but to all traffic, they are 
Canadian waters.11  

And all vessels do in fact notify Canada when they transit through the 
Northwest Passage, according to the Department of Transport’s Director 
General of Marine Safety and Security, Jane Weldon. She told the Committee 
that the regulations of the northern Canada traffic services zone (known as 
NORDREG) have been in place since 1977. They changed from a voluntary 
to a mandatory reporting system in 2010 and now all vessels that are within 
or are intending to enter Canadian waters are required to notify 
authorities.12 When the Chinese vessel Xue Long went through the passage in 
2017, it notified Canadian authorities, as a scientific research undertaking 
did not challenge Canadian authority.  

Canadian scholar Adam Lajeunesse of St. Francis Xavier University’s 
Mulroney Institute of Governance briefed the Committee13 on three basic 
requirements for declaring national sovereignty over coastal waters beyond 
the 12-mile territorial zone – that they are under the state’s exclusive 
jurisdiction, have been such over an extended period, and the arrangement 
has the agreement or acquiescence of other states. On the first two of these, 
Canada’s exclusive control over the waters of its Arctic Archipelago has been 
consistent and unchallenged. Given the US position, acquiescence of the 
international community is less clear, nevertheless, no state has directly 
challenged Canada’s claim – and that means, he says, there has been implicit 
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foreign recognition of Canadian sovereignty over the waters of the Arctic 
Archipelago for some 70 years.14 

Exercising Sovereignty 
The primary concern in Canada’s North is thus not to protect, or 

militarily defend, sovereignty that is being actively challenged; rather, it is to 
exercise sovereignty effectively in the service of the people of Canada, 
especially the people of the Arctic, and in support of a stable functional 
regional community that encompasses all of the Arctic.  

The primary contribution of the Canadian Armed Forces to the exercise 
of sovereignty involves credible domain awareness, aiding those civil 
authorities that are mandated to meet the needs of Canadian citizens in the 
North, including search and rescue, and helping to fulfill Canada’s 
obligations to the region and the international community, for example, in 
marine protection and management. Major-General William Seymour, 
Deputy Commander, Canadian Joint Operations Command, Department of 
National Defence, told the Committee that Canada’s sovereignty is not 
under attack or under threat. “We have sovereignty in Canada,” and “…our 
key [defence] interest in the north is maintaining an awareness of what’s 
going on up there and having a presence year-round both to be able to see 
what’s happening and to respond to what’s going on.”15  

Operation LIMPID16 is the domestic, all-domain, surveillance operation 
that helps authorities “understand what’s going on in the airspace, the 
waterways and underneath the ocean.” NORAD is involved in maritime 
domain awareness, as well as air domain awareness and control. In response 
to a question about submarine detection capabilities, Major-General 
Seymour first reminded the Committee that “this is not the 1960s, 1970s or 
1980s, when Russian submarines might be lurking behind every corner.” 
Now, given advances in weapons technology, Russian forces do not have to 
venture much beyond their own territorial waters to launch weapons against 
North America from their home bastions within their territory or slightly 
outside. “The notion that Russian submarines, for example…, would have to 
travel underneath the ice in Canada’s north to do their business is 
technologically out of date.” So, when asked whether Canada has “complete 
knowledge” of what is happening below the surface in Canada’s Arctic 
waters, Major-General Seymour noted that the level of awareness pursued is 
influenced by the level of threat, with threat assessed on the basis of intent as 
well as capability. By that judgement, he said, there is no threat and he 
acknowledged that the Canadian authorities do not have “complete 
knowledge” of what is happening in all domains all the time (for example, 
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they cannot have “complete knowledge” of what is happening on land 
throughout Canada on any particular day). Thus: 

We allocate resources to understand what’s going on in the 
environment based on the threat that’s posed to us. …In terms of 
applying resources to understand what’s going on in the 
underwater domain, resources are applied, some of which I can’t 
talk about, but there are capabilities that Canada and the U.S. have 
to understand what’s going on there. 

 

As for Russian bombers, he said their operations within Canadian Air 
Defence Identification Zones (CADIZ) represented  

a posturing activity rather than … something of necessity in terms 
of an attack on the North American landmass. They can take off 
from their bases in Russia and launch their missiles well outside 
the range of our CADIZ and our fighters, so from an operational 
perspective, …they have a much broader area from which they 
can operate to hit their targets. 

 

Multiple levels of government, along with local community partners, are 
involved in monitoring the region (in knowing “what’s going on up there”) 
and in what the Department of Transport’s Jane Weldon called the 
“collaborative whole-of-government efforts”17 to maintain presence and an 
effective response. The Coast Guard is prominent among those 
collaborators.18 For example, when it manages Arctic icebreaker operations 
during the navigation season it also delivers supplies (with the assistance of 
on-board helicopters) to Indigenous communities which rely on those 
icebreakers for the timely arrival of fuel, building materials, vehicles, and 
other goods for which delivery by aircraft is too costly.  

The commissioner of the Coast Guard, Jeffery Hutchinson, told the 
Committee that in maritime domain awareness and management the Coast 
Guard works with the Canadian Armed Forces (including through 
NORAD), Transport Canada, Canada Border Services Agency, and the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) through the Marine Security Operations 
Centres, or MSOCs, to detect and assess marine-based threats. He said the 
Coast Guard also provides ice information and routing advice, harbour 
breakouts, flood control, support for scientific and commercial shipping 
escorts, emergency search and rescue, and environmental protection 
services.19  
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Limiting Sovereignty 
The point has already been made that there are myriad limits on 

sovereignty. Formal jurisdiction certainly does not mean untrammelled 
control over decisions and choices within a defined geography. And limits 
on national prerogatives are frequently, as in the European Union, 
understood to be an advantage. In the Arctic as well, the responsible exercise 
of hard-won sovereignty has come to be understood as inevitably accepting, 
even championing, some constraints on national prerogatives in favour of 
collective action in the interests of a larger regional good. Through formal 
agreements,20 for example, states of the region agree to rely on each other for 
assistance in search and rescue and for oil spill cleanups. Through the 
recently signed Arctic Fisheries Agreement,21 the Arctic Ocean states and 
major fishing states agree to prohibit fishing in the central Arctic Ocean for 
at least 16 years, until scientific studies can clarify the nature and level of fish 
stocks and determine what levels of fishing could be sustainable.  

In other words, in the Arctic, sovereignty and security questions are only 
partly answered by the formal jurisdictional clarity and frontier management 
of state-centric sovereignty and national defence. Millennia of occupation 
without reference to contemporary boundaries, along with rapidly changing 
environmental, economic, and social conditions, have spawned unique and 
surprisingly (given the states involved) robust disciplines of state 
cooperation and collaboration in the region. Anxiety about sovereignty may 
be a staple of the politics of the Arctic, but another recurring theme is an 
exceptional strain of international cooperation – the notion that the Arctic 
can not only avoid the conflicts and controversies that confront the powers 
in other parts of the world, but that the Arctic actually has potential as a 
model of regional cooperation. That leads some analysts to see in the Arctic 
a socially and politically constructed asset of international cooperation that 
might be modelled and mobilized in times of crisis in other regions that 
might well benefit from a reset in relations. Russian and American 
cooperation on the international space station has value beyond the specifics 
of space travel and experimentation, and is thus a global asset. Similarly, says 
Finnish academic Lassi Heininen, Arctic cooperation has value in modelling 
alternative possibilities for East-West relations – a human-made asset to be 
kept on hand and used when needed.22  

Arctic states “have intentionally negotiated a regional order predicated 
on a more cooperative framework than they pursue with each other 
elsewhere.”23 An Arctic rigidly divided into fortified sovereign stove pipes 
will fail the people of the Arctic. The Arctic has so far enjoyed a security 
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climate of minimal military tension, and as the Polish academic Michał 
Łuszczuk of Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin points out, the 
challenge now is “to keep it that way” by developing a range of “forums for 
discussing hard and soft security issues, confidence-building, and military 
cooperation.”24 
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Operation NANOOK 2016 and 
DND Aid to Civil Authorities 

December 13, 2016 
 
The Yukon’s late August earthquake, its epicentre near Haines Junction, 
never made the news, but the emergency response effort was impressive. 
Municipal and territorial first responders attended the scene, and they 
were soon joined by volunteers and representatives from affected First 
Nations communities and additional civilian emergency response teams 
from as far away as Vancouver. A contingent from the 1st Canadian 
Ranger Patrol Group arrived, along with several hundred Canadian 
Armed Forces personnel with equipment that included CH-146 Griffon 
and CH-147 Chinook helicopters and CC-130 transport aircraft. The 
Minister of National Defence visited the operation, as did the 
Commissioner of the Yukon (parallel to a provincial lieutenant 
governor). At least one other member of Parliament and one senator 
attended, and there were observers from the armed forces of the United 
States, United Kingdom, and France, as well as a small civilian observer 
group. 

The earthquake was in fact an imagined event and the very real 
emergency response effort was a practice run, organized by the Canadian 
Armed Forces (CAF) as Operation NANOOK. The Yukon scenario and 
response – centred around a serious natural disaster requiring a whole-of-
government response – accurately reflected a key operational reality for 
the Canadian military at home – namely, its prominent function of aiding 
those civilian authorities and operations that have the primary 
responsibility for ensuring public safety in Canada.  
 

In Operation NANOOK, an annual northern exercise to practice and 
train for Canadian military operations in the Arctic, the defence of Canada is 
less about vanquishing enemies bent on undermining sovereignty and 
violating our territorial integrity, and more about responding to the kinds of 
natural calamities and human misadventures that can, in the Arctic’s 

14 
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challenging environment, quickly overwhelm the capacity of civilian 
agencies tasked with restoring and maintaining public safety. Assisting 
civilian authorities and institutions in a broad range of responsibilities in law 
enforcement, environmental surveillance, and disaster relief is what the 
Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) do in the Arctic. Indeed, the dominant day-
to-day activity of the CAF in the rest of Canada is much the same. Air space 
surveillance and control and maritime surveillance of approaches to 
Canadian territory are undertaken by NORAD, but these are most often not 
national defence operations in the usual sense of that term. They are actually 
examples of the Canadian Armed Forces aiding civilian law enforcement 
agencies, like the RCMP, and the Coast Guard in its mission of promoting 
the safety, security, and accessibility of Canada’s waterways.  

So, each year the CAF mount an exercise, sometimes in cooperation with 
other militaries, notably the US, that focuses on working with Canadian 
non-military agencies and departments of government1 with responsibilities 
related to security and public safety in the Arctic. Hence, this year’s training 
response to a simulated crisis in the Yukon was premised on an earthquake, 
while another part of the exercise responded to a security crisis in the Rankin 
Inlet region of Nunavut. In the coming years, rather than Operation 
NANOOK being a single annual exercise, it will become a framework under 
which a series of exercises will be conducted throughout each year.  

The point of such whole-of-government exercises is not only to practice 
interoperability and cooperation among diverse organizations, departments, 
and levels of government, and not only to develop technical operational 
skills, like rescuing adventurers from isolated mountain ridges or workers 
and residents from collapsed buildings. It is also to build durable and trusted 
relations between local communities and agencies responsible for various 
elements of public safety. Indeed, the relevance and urgency of practicing 
emergency operations in response to natural and human-made catastrophes 
was highlighted, and regularly commented upon, by the voyage this past 
summer of the cruise ship Crystal Serenity through the Northwest Passage 
with some 1,000 passengers on board – a harbinger of increased sea traffic 
and therefore increased risk of disaster (quite apart from the environmental 
and social impacts of cruises and other ship transport through Canada’s 
Arctic waters). As it also happened this year, Griffon helicopters and their 
crews, because they were in the region for NANOOK and were thus 
available, participated in an actual operation to find and rescue stranded 
Alaskan paddlers.2  
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The question of when Canadian Forces become engaged domestically in 
direct assistance to civilian authorities is answered, not by the Forces 
themselves, but always by civilian authorities and agencies. A whole-of-
government approach to emergencies begins with civilian first responders 
and draws in various government departments and agencies as warranted, 
and, in special circumstances, the CAF can be called on to assist as mandated 
by the National Defence Act and the Emergencies Act.  

An important distinction is made between the CAF’s security-related “aid 
to the civil power” and its disaster relief “assistance to civil authorities.” The 
former term refers to military aid provided to law enforcement forces to 
restore and maintain law and order, while the latter term encompasses all 
other forms of assistance the military gives to civilians responding to 
emergencies. Examples of military support of civilian authorities in both 
categories include search and rescue, counter-terrorism, emergencies 
(natural and man-induced), fisheries and border protection, humanitarian 
assistance, environmental surveillance, special events, and operations to 
counter drug and arms smuggling and illegal immigration.3 

The “Aid to the Civil Power” provision of the National Defence Act 
allows provinces, through their Attorney General, to “requisition aid where a 
riot or disturbance occurs or is considered as likely to occur.” The request is 
made directly to the Chief of Defence Staff and he/she is then obliged to “call 
out such part of the Canadian Forces as the Chief of Defence Staff … 
considers necessary for the purpose of suppressing or preventing an actual 
or likely riot or disturbance.” In other words, the Chief of Defence Staff is 
“required” to provide assistance (although the form and extent of that 
assistance is determined by the military commander).4 

The Emergencies Act of 1988 replaced the War Measures Act, and it 
addresses four kinds of emergencies: two of them domestic, public welfare 
(natural disasters) and public order (threats to security); and two of them 
international, threats to Canadian sovereignty and territorial integrity and 
imminent or actual war.5 

The Government Operations Centre (GOS)6 within Public Safety Canada 
is responsible for monitoring and situational awareness at the national-level 
and for managing and coordinating what it calls “an all-hazards integrated 
federal emergency response to events (potential or actual, natural or human-
induced, accidental or intentional) of national interest.” The GOC website 
reports that some 250 events each year require a full risk assessment and 
coordinated response. In addition, some 30 to 40 events with a national 
security dimension require the same. Civilian authorities are in charge, and 
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when military assistance is sought, the idea is that the military should be “last 
in, and first out” – the armed forces are intended to be the agency of last 
resort and they are not to do jobs or tasks that other groups could do.  

Instances of domestic military interventions to restore public order in 
response to social disruption have been rare. The invocation of the War 
Measures Act in 1970 in the context of the FLQ crisis, and the Oka Standoff 
of 1990, when the Quebec premier requested assistance under the National 
Defence Act, are the only instances of the CAF intervening in a domestic 
security crisis in the past 60 years. And there have been only four such 
interventions since World War II.7  

That is why the declaration, in recent days, by Federal Natural Resources 
Minister Jim Carr drew prominent reprimands when he told a business 
audience, in the context of pipeline politics, that “if people choose for their 
own reasons not to be peaceful, then the Government of Canada, through its 
defence forces, will ensure that people will be kept safe.”8 The minister 
subsequently back-tracked from those remarks, and NDP MP Randall 
Garrison rightly pointed out that “the federal government has no such 
authority to use our military against pipeline protests.”9 Armed forces help is 
requested by the province and the Federal Cabinet can intervene only after 
the relevant province has indicated that the emergency exceeds the capacity 
or authority of the province to deal with it.10 

Canadian political authorities have generally been reluctant to deploy 
military forces in domestic situations of threats to public order. In 
September 1995 First Nations communities occupied the Canadian Forces’ 
Ipperwash training camp, following decades of dispute over the federal 
government’s expropriation of part of the Stony Point reserve for use as a 
military training camp. The military withdrew in the face of the Indigenous 
occupation, and left the response to the Ontario Provincial Police, with the 
police killing a First Nations person, Anthony O’Brien “Dudley” George, in 
the context of escalating tensions.11 At Gustafsen Lake in British Columbia 
in 1995, the CAF provided the RCMP with armoured personnel carriers, 
assault weapons, and night vision equipment during their confrontation 
with armed protesters, but the CAF did not directly intervene.12 

More common are aid-to-civil-authorities operations (the kind practiced 
in the Yukon portion of NANOOK 2016). In the spring of 1997, for example, 
the Red River flooded to extraordinary levels, a public welfare emergency 
was declared, and the Manitoba Premier requested assistance from DND for 
personnel to build dikes in southern Manitoba. As the flooding exceeded 
original estimates, increased military support involved infantry personnel, 
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military police, army engineers, and medical and service units from the land 
forces, anti-submarine helicopters (which could land in water), clearance 
divers and small boat units from maritime forces, and helicopter and 
transport units and airfield engineers from the air force.  

The Canadian military historian Sean Maloney notes that most of the 
work carried out by the CAF in the Manitoba flood “was analogous to 
common battlefield functions.” He points out that  

reconnaissance aircraft, ground units, and satellites kept track of 
the flood’s progress, while search and rescue helicopters evacuated 
the population. Strategic airlift was used to bring in engineering 
resources from across the country. Military police handled 
movement control, while combat arms units controlled looting in 
evacuated areas. Engineer units built and maintained dikes, and 
diver units kept track of their integrity. The entire operation 
would have been impossible without the communications 
provided by divisional and brigade mobile signals units.13 

 

During the 1998 Eastern Canada ice storm more than 14,000 soldiers 
were involved, and Joseph Scanlon, a Canadian academic and preeminent 
disaster response expert, describes the array of services provided: 

The soldiers helped with the cleanup. They assisted at nursing 
homes that were short of staff. They provided extra ambulances. 
They picked up and delivered fuel, food, bottled water, and 
firewood. Some dug postholes for new telephone poles; others 
helped dairy farmers milk their cows by hand.14 

 

Canadian Forces also responded to the 1999 Toronto winter emergency 
and the 2003 Eastern North America power failure. In 2005 the Canadian 
Forces assisted firefighters combating British Columbia forest fires. And in 
December 2005-January 2006 a drinking water emergency in a Northern 
Ontario First Nations community led to the Canadian military providing a 
water purification system.15  

That military aid to civilian authorities is a long-established function of 
the CAF was reaffirmed more than two decades ago in the 1994 Defence 
White Paper16 which identified a broad range of Department of National 
Defence (DND) activities in support of other government departments and 
agencies. These are now widely acknowledged as key military activities and 
responsibilities. 

In peacetime, and even in the acknowledged absence of any military 
threat, surveillance and control are key responsibilities of the CAF. National 
frontiers and territory must be monitored, especially to provide credible 
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assurances of the continuing absence of military threats and to assist civilian 
law enforcement agencies. And, as the White Paper notes, even though 
“responsibility for many of the Government’s activities in the surveillance 
and control of Canadian territory, airspace, and maritime areas of 
jurisdiction lies with civilian agencies,” the CAF play a role because they 
have the “readiness and reach” that are not usually available to civilian 
agencies. 

In 1991 the renewed NORAD agreement assigned this North American 
joint command a role in counter-narcotic monitoring and surveillance. 
Again, monitoring borders for illegal human crossings as well as contraband 
prevention is a civilian responsibility, but Canadian Forces’ capabilities, for 
example monitoring and controlling air approaches to Canada, supplement 
those of other government departments and agencies. 

Fisheries protection is a long-standing role for the Canadian Forces. The 
fisheries patrol operations are led by the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, but DND contributes extensively with both ships and aircraft in 
surveillance and control activities. The same goes for environmental 
surveillance. DND and the Department of the Environment have an 
arrangement related to environmental surveillance and cleanup, and DND, 
in its routine surveillance mission, seeks “to identify and report potential and 
actual environmental problems.” 

DND’s responsibilities include emergency preparedness and it thus 
regularly coordinates responses to emergencies with other departments and 
agencies. And DND also has primary responsibility for air search and rescue 
and assists the Coast Guard in marine search and rescue. It operates three 
Joint Rescue Coordination Centres (JRCC) – Victoria, Trenton, and Halifax 
– with personnel from the CAF as well as the Coast Guard. Ground search 
and rescue is the responsibility of the provinces and local police 
organizations, but the Canadian Forces also act in supportive roles.17 

The CAF have also provided emergency disaster relief assistance to the 
United States under the 2008 Civil Assistance Plan, a bilateral agreement 
which facilitates the military forces of one country supporting authorities in 
the other during a civil emergency, once civil authorities have requested 
help. In September of 2008, after the agreement was signed in February of 
that year, Canadian CC-177 Globemaster strategic lift aircraft responded to 
Hurricane Gustav by airlifting patients from the southern US, and CC-130 
Hercules transport planes helped in humanitarian relief.18 

Overseas, humanitarian support for emergency responses is the focus of 
Canada’s Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART).19 Soldiers and 
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civilians from Global Affairs Canada deploy on short notice to scenes of 
natural disasters to complex humanitarian emergencies, but only to 
“permissive” environments and at the request of the host country. DART’s 
role is to help stabilize an emergency until local authorities and international 
aid groups can assume responsibility for recovery and reconstruction. It is 
not a first responder, but assists when local capacity is overwhelmed. Typical 
DART tasks include water purification, primary medical care, and 
engineering help. 

Canadian Forces also have a history of working with civilian agencies 
internationally. UN peace support operations are in fact designed to aid 
civilian authorities and law enforcement, albeit in less permissive 
environments, by, among other things, helping to extend the authority and 
services of a host government to all parts of the country. UN-commanded 
peace support operations are prominently “aid to the civil power” operations 
(restoration of order and law enforcement), but experience has also shown 
that the restoration of order and law enforcement are more likely to be 
successful if they include humanitarian “assistance to civilian authorities.”  

As Maloney has noted, military aid to the civil power and to civilian 
authorities engages battlefield functions. And while warfighting is generally 
assumed to be the primary competency sought by armed forces, in fact, that 
has not been the primary vocation of contemporary Canadian Armed 
Forces. The day-to-day military operations in Canada are to aid civil 
authorities, and briefings at NANOOK 2016, as well as a study by a group of 
Canadian academics,20 identify some basic principles which are intended to 
govern domestic Canadian military operations when war-fighting is not the 
job and when the lead organization is not the military. The first principle is 
that civil authorities always stay in charge and that the military plays a 
subordinate role. Second, military personnel support civilian authorities and 
are normally not in direct contact with, or in confrontation with, the public. 
In addition, communication in such civilian-led operations remains open 
and unencrypted.  

In domestic and international operations, humanitarian principles are 
central in the service of human security. As the UN’s Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) define them,21 the 
humanitarian principles are: humanity, the obligation to address human 
suffering wherever it is found; neutrality, the refusal to take sides in the 
context of hostilities; impartiality, taking humanitarian action on the basis of 
need alone and giving priority to those in most urgent need without regard 
for nationality, race, gender, religious belief, class, or political opinions; and 
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independence, autonomy from political, economic, military, or other 
objectives.  

When military forces are so extensively engaged in tasks and operations 
led by civilian authorities, the question arises as to when military aid to 
civilian authorities in disaster relief, for example, are in danger of 
compromising humanitarian principles and of militarizing what should 
remain unequivocally civilian tasks and responsibilities? Internationally, 
when the legitimacy of the host state’s government is actively contested, 
helping to extend the authority and services of that government to all parts 
of the country is no longer a neutral or impartial activity. That is a lesson 
persuasively taught in Afghanistan. As humanitarian organizations 
cooperated with international forces in humanitarian activities, Afghan 
civilians increasingly understood that aid was coming with a political 
agenda, and that aid would be more forthcoming when it reinforced the 
geopolitical objectives of the international forces, including Canadian 
forces.22 

Some analysts point out that Canadian history and legislation, as well as 
the tradition and relatively modest size of the Canadian Armed Forces, 
mitigate against the militarization of emergency response in Canada.23 
Indeed, the Canadian goal should be to ensure that the CAF’s prominent 
involvement in aid to civil authorities influences and helps to shape 
Canadian military culture in the direction of enhancing public safety and 
human security, rather than the military altering the culture of emergency 
response. In fact, that was a point emphasized in NANOOK 2016 – namely, 
if the armed forces are to become more effective in working, not only with, 
but for, civilian authorities, they will have to develop a better understanding 
of, and be more responsive to, the culture of civilian first responders and 
humanitarian organizations. 

CAF roles and operations in the Arctic both foster and require effective 
cooperation with civilian authorities and agencies and regular engagement 
with the communities of the north. To put it simply, as one official did, 
security in the Arctic is not about guns. At the site of the imagined 
earthquake near Haines Junction in late summer, it was clear that firepower 
is not at the centre of what makes an effective military presence in today’s 
Arctic. 
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The Ilulissat Declaration: Ten Years 
Later 

May 14, 2018 
 
Ten years ago this month, the five Arctic Ocean states issued the Ilulissat 
Declaration.1 In it they pledged to rely on existing international law, 
notably the Law of the Sea,2 as the framework through which they would 
seek the “orderly settlement” of disputes in this rapidly changing region. 
In a welcome counterpoint to the persistent and sometimes overwrought 
warnings of a new Cold War set to engulf the Arctic along with the rest of 
the planet, the Denmark/Greenland governments hosted an anniversary 
meeting (Ilulissat II, May 22-23, 2018) commemorating the decade of 
“peaceful and responsible cooperation in the Arctic” that followed 
Ilulissat I. 
  

When Danish Foreign Minister Ander Samuelsen insists that “a peaceful 
and stable Arctic” that “continue[s] on the track of dialogue and 
cooperation” is a prerequisite for durable northern development,3 he is 
essentially channelling Mikhail Gorbachev’s 1987 vision of the Arctic as a 
“zone of peace.” The former Soviet leader’s famous Murmansk speech is still 
understood to have marked the start of “a new era of Arctic Cooperation.” A 
recent University of Copenhagen study draws a direct line from that speech 
to the formation of the Arctic Council in 1996 and to the “mosaic” of 
regional agreements and institutions that function as “modest venues” for 
the “practical, low-politics cooperation”4 that the Arctic has enjoyed 
throughout the three post-Cold War decades. 

If there is too much of Pollyanna in that account, reminders of Russia’s 
2007 planting of a titanium Russian flag on the sea-bed at the North Pole, its 
determined northern military build-up, the region’s ongoing border 
disputes, and the competing continental shelf claims under the Law of the 
Sea, should together be more than enough to acknowledge that the Arctic’s 
“low-politics” are always in danger of morphing into a new version of the 
high politics or great game of strategic competition. But the Danes, by most 
measures the least likely of Arctic states to spearhead a paradigm-shifting 
initiative, helped to bend the arc of contemporary Arctic history toward 

15 
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cooperation when they hosted one of those modest, low-politics meetings in 
May 2008 in Ilulissat, Greenland. 

The focus at Ilulissat was on the Arctic Ocean, so only the five states 
bordering on it were invited (Denmark-Greenland, Norway, Russia, the 
United States, and Canada), a controversial exclusion of the other three 
states in the Arctic Council (Iceland, Finland, and Sweden) and Indigenous 
communities. And the meeting acknowledged only the obvious when it 
emphasized the global reality of climate change and its heightened impact on 
the Arctic. Its warning of the depth, speed, and impact of that change was 
also not news, neither to the inhabitants of the Arctic nor to much of the rest 
of the world. But, the Arctic Ocean Five had become concerned that a 
prominent feature of the global response was calls for an Arctic Treaty 
modelled at least somewhat on the 1959 Antarctic Treaty.5 They were 
concerned because a formula for collective action toward a region without 
any state presence, Antarctica, was unlikely to work in a region dominated 
by the presence of states, including superpowers, but also because collective 
global action on an Arctic Treaty would necessarily dilute the influence of 
the states in the region, and for the less dominant Arctic states it would be a 
radical dilution of influence over affairs in their own neighbourhood. 

Hence, the Ilulissat meeting’s most far-reaching assertion was its 
insistence that existing international law was both a necessary and a 
sufficient framework for managing relations among Arctic states and for 
providing for the orderly settlement of conflicting claims. The Arctic Ocean 
states were obviously seeking to reinforce order and stability in the region, 
but they also wanted to head-off calls for an Arctic Treaty heavily shaped by 
states outside the region. 

So, on existing international law as the “necessary” framework, the 
Declaration says: 

…an extensive international legal framework applies to the Arctic 
Ocean…. Notably, the law of the sea provides for important rights 
and obligations concerning the delineation of the outer limits of 
the continental shelf, the protection of the marine environment, 
including ice-covered areas, freedom of navigation, marine 
scientific research, and other uses of the sea. We remain 
committed to this legal framework and to the orderly settlement 
of any possible overlapping claims. 
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And on the “sufficiency” of existing international law, the Declaration 
specifically and pointedly added: “We therefore see no need to develop a new 
comprehensive international legal regime to govern the Arctic Ocean.” 

The Declaration emphasized the Arctic as a region that relies especially 
on cooperation, notably in ensuring safe navigation and timely emergency 
responses with credible search and rescue facilities, and promised the 
collective development of mechanisms and arrangements towards that end: 

Cooperation, including on the sharing of information, is a 
prerequisite for addressing these challenges. We will work to 
promote safety of life at sea in the Arctic Ocean, including 
through bilateral and multilateral arrangements between or 
among relevant states. 

 

Regional cooperation, including under the Law of the Sea, was 
understood by all five Arctic Ocean states as serving their vital national 
interests (that included the Americans, even though they have yet to ratify 
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea), all recognizing that 
whatever benefits were to be derived from a more accessible Arctic, they 
would be available only if the region was one of enduring stability, through 
cooperation. A 2017 RAND Corporation Arctic study6 points out that Russia 
in particular recognizes the benefits from cooperation, its persistently 
demonstrated stance in the Arctic, for three main reasons: 

First, the difficulties of operating in such a rigorous environment 
make it inherently beneficial to collaborate; second, a number of 
key Arctic issues—oil spills, for instance—are transnational, 
therefore requiring collective responses; and third, economic 
development and investments benefit from a peaceful and 
cooperative environment—a factor of particular importance to 
Russia, which views the economic development of the Arctic as a 
key strategic objective. 

 

The ongoing economic and strategic importance of the Arctic inclines 
Moscow toward reaffirming the Ilulissat Declaration, which it did in the 
2016 Foreign Policy Concept of Russia. It declares Russia’s “belie[f] that the 
existing international legal framework is sufficient to successfully settle any 
regional issues through negotiation.”7 The University of Copenhagen study, 
“Learning from the Ilulissat Initiative,” thus credits the Ilulissat Declaration 
with helping to “calm international fears of an unregulated Arctic.”8 

Regional stability depends on the behaviour of individual states, on the 
development of regional institutions or agreements that win legitimacy and 
the confidence of regional stakeholders, and on global standards. In the 
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Arctic, as elsewhere, regional management takes into account states acting 
unilaterally in their own interests but tempering that with awareness of and 
regard for the welfare of the neighbourhood. It also increasingly involves 
collective arrangements and institutions to guide and regulate areas of 
common concern and responsibility. That dual imperative of national 
assertiveness and joint regulation has made the Arctic a region of 
institutional entrepreneurship. The Arctic Council grew out of that dynamic 
and, reinforced by Ilulissat, that sense of being a coherent regional entity 
produced multiple region-wide agreements and institutions to “provide 
functional solutions to specific challenges.”9  

Since 2008 and the Ilulissat Declaration there have been multiple 
examples of such “functional solutions to specific challenges.” The Polar 
Code of the International Maritime Organization was developed over the 
course of decades, entering into force in January 2017. It establishes 
mandatory regulations and standards for vessels operating in ice-covered 
waters to enhance safety and environmental protection. The Arctic Council 
brokered two key agreements: the 2011 Agreement on Cooperation on 
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic, and the 2013 
Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and 
Response in the Arctic. During the 2013-15 Canadian Chairmanship of the 
Arctic Council, the Arctic Economic Council was created as an independent 
organization to facilitate business activity and promote “responsible 
economic development through the sharing of best practices, technological 
solutions, standards and other information.”10 To these can now be added 
the November 2017 agreement in principle to Prevent Unregulated High 
Seas Fisheries on the Central Arctic Ocean, involving the five Arctic Ocean 
states plus Iceland and major fishing states, notably the European Union 
(EU), China, Japan, and South Korea.11  

Arctic states acting collectively have found the means, despite the serious 
differences that dog their relations in other parts of the world, to advance 
their own interests while also advancing the regional public good. They have 
managed, say Canadian scholars Heather Exner-Pirot and Robert W. 
Murray, to establish an “Arctic international society” in which “great powers 
and smaller powers [have] come together to form an order aimed at 
promoting norms and institutions not seen elsewhere in the world.”12 In fact, 
some observers see in Arctic collaboration opportunities to influence the 
international strategic environment more broadly. The usual question is, do 
events and disputes elsewhere, beyond the Arctic, spill over into the Arctic 
and undermine cooperation there? The Danish study, however, makes the 
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claim that the reverse actually can and does happen – that is, cooperation in 
the Arctic spills over into other regions and state-to-state relations to ease 
tensions and promote cooperation and therefore security. “Arctic 
institutions … have an impact that extends beyond the polar region, as they 
give Russia and Western diplomats an arena for communicating about 
broader non-Arctic questions, even as general East-West relations have 
grown strained since the Ukraine crisis.”13  

In the meantime, of course, military expansion remains a prominent 
Arctic reality. To date the growing military presence has not altered the 
Arctic’s requirement for, or inclination towards, cooperation. It has also not 
challenged the pervasive assumption that military power holds little promise 
as a means to settling regional disputes.  

Russia, in particular, is undertaking a significant military build-up and 
modernization – that applies to Russian forces generally, but also to the 
Arctic. Indeed, the Arctic has always been at the centre of the Soviet Union’s 
and Russia’s global strategic posture – it is the primary location of its 
strategic sea-based nuclear deterrent, which operates out of its Kola 
Peninsula installations. The Arctic is the Northern Fleet’s passageway to the 
Atlantic and, with changing maritime conditions, its access to the Pacific. 
The RAND Corporation study characterizes Russia’s Arctic military build-
up as supporting its strategic deterrent, but it also places greater emphasis on 
territorial security, given receding ice coverage of the Arctic Ocean and a 
more exposed northern frontier. Russia is nevertheless, says the RAND 
study, “still a long way from reestablishing the level of military capability it 
had in the Arctic during the Cold War.” In short, Russia’s expansion of 
military capabilities in the Arctic is consistent with Russia’s overall defence 
posture, “without signaling any particularly ominous intent in the Arctic.”14  

In one obvious sense there is no foreseeable circumstance in which 
Russia will not be the dominant military, economic, and political power in 
the region. Russia has the longest northern frontier, its national economy is 
heavily linked to its Arctic region (the source of one-fifth of its national 
production), and the Northern Sea Route’s navigable season is expanding 
and as such requires a major system of emergency response and search and 
rescue centres. With that in mind, Russia’s northern military build-up 
includes a string of airfields with search and rescue facilities from the Pacific 
side of the Bering Strait at Anadyr and Provideniya, to Cape Schmidt on the 
Arctic side. From there these airfields and search and rescue centres extend 
from Wrangle Island, moving east to Pevek, Kotelny Island, Tiksi, and 
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Severnaya Zemlya. From there, at least another eight such facilities extend 
eastward to the Kola Peninsula, the home of the strategic Northern Fleet.  

Russia’s dominance is a hard reality, and there is no foreseeable prospect 
of any other Arctic state, or group of states, challenging Russian capacity 
within the region. That is not a claim of Russian global strategic dominance 
(its primary claim to global prominence being its nuclear arsenal), but within 
the Arctic it is dominant, making cooperation with Russia in the Arctic a 
vital security interest of the rest of the Arctic community of states. 
Nevertheless, while military prowess can bring important infrastructure 
benefits to the region, it offers few geostrategic advantages – the 
extravagantly feared scramble for Arctic resources is still impractical, a point 
made effectively by Exner-Pirot and Murray: 

The idea of taking Arctic resources by force also defies logic. 
Those large-scale Arctic developments that have been realized are 
typically multi-billion-dollar capital investments which require 
decades-long lifespans to reap returns. Investors do not and will 
not fund billion-dollar Arctic projects under conditions of 
significant geopolitical uncertainty, for example where territories 
are under dispute. It is therefore in everyone’s economic interest 
to maintain a peaceful and stable Arctic region which is rules-
based and predictable.15 

 

Cooperation is a shared Arctic interest, and for it to endure requires a 
culture of increasing openness, transparency, and ongoing dialogue. That 
applies especially to Russian military operations, but also to all other military 
presence in the region. One way in which military transparency was at least 
somewhat served was by the annual meetings of the Arctic Chiefs of Defence 
Staff. Though reportedly valued by all states in the region, those meetings 
have happened only twice – having been suspended over Russia’s action in 
Crimea.16 But these kinds of exchanges and confidence-building measures 
are clearly essential, not only to promote understanding of the rationales for 
military expansion and of the dangers of military missteps, but also for 
exposing the perils and opportunity costs of escalating conflict.  

Inclusivity joins cooperation and transparency as another key to Arctic 
stability. And in the Arctic, inclusivity obviously does not only mean states 
in the region, and stakeholder states and international organizations beyond 
the region, but means especially Indigenous groups for whom the Arctic is 
home. The Inuit Circumpolar Council was critical of the Ilulissat 
Declaration as a purely state initiative that failed to recognize the self-
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government rights of Indigenous peoples. When Canada, under the 
government of Stephen Harper, hosted a meeting of Arctic coastal states in 
2010, again without Indigenous involvement, the US Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton left the meeting before the closing news conference, having 
noted that “significant international discussions on Arctic issues should 
include those who have legitimate interests in the region.”17 Inclusivity is not 
optional, and the Danish Foreign Minister has rightly promised that the 
Ilulissat II conference to mark the 10th anniversary of the Ilulissat 
Declaration will be an “inclusive meeting.”18  

The 2018 Ilulissat II meeting was not confined to the five Arctic Ocean 
states. It included Finland, Iceland, and Sweden, as well as the Inuit 
Circumpolar Council and the Saami Council – and the other Indigenous 
organizations of the Arctic Council’s permanent participants were also 
invited but did not send representatives. 

The following is excerpted from the intervention of the Canadian 
representative at the Ilulissat II meeting: 

Over the past 10 years since the Ilulissat Declaration was signed, 
we, as Arctic Ocean coastal states, have strengthened this broader 
cooperation in a number of other areas that pertain more 
specifically to us. 
One of these areas that I would like to highlight today relates to 
our commitment in the Ilulissat Declaration to the orderly 
settlement of territorial claims in the Arctic Ocean. 
This commitment by all Arctic Ocean coastal states represents a 
shining example of our collective leadership in the region. It also 
reaffirms that we will adhere to the international legal framework 
that applies to the Arctic Ocean and that we will work together to 
resolve overlapping claims. 
And our commitment to peaceful resolution is clearly 
demonstrated in our work to define the outer limits of the 
continental shelf in the Arctic Ocean. We are following the 
process and rules set out in the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea in this regard and we are cooperating to ensure a 
mutual understanding of how these rules and this process should 
be applied. 
… 
To conclude, it is of the utmost importance that the Arctic Ocean 
coastal states continue to reaffirm the principles and 
commitments outlined in the Ilulissat Declaration so that we can 
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continue to demonstrate to the rest of the world that the Arctic is 
a peaceful and well-managed region, characterized by excellent 
cooperation and global leadership. 
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Close Encounters with the Russian 
Military: Implications for Arctic 
Security Cooperation? 

November 25, 2014 
 
What does the recent burst of Russian military activity or brinkmanship, 
as some have characterized it,1 mean for the Arctic? While current 
Russian-NATO strategic posturing may accurately reflect the sorry 
depths to which relations between Russia and most of the Western world 
have sunk,2 a new Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 
(SIPRI) report on “Russia’s Evolving Arctic Strategy”3 is among some 
timely antidotes to the return-of-the-Cold-War-in-the-Arctic narrative. 
 

Close encounters with the Russian military do seem to be on the rise. 
Russian bombers have been on more frequent flights over the Barents, 
Norwegian, and Baltic Seas, as well as along the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of 
North America. Further south there has been a Russian air presence over 
NATO vessels in the Black Sea, and ships of the Russian Navy sailed near 
Australia’s northern exclusive economic zone in a not fully appreciated 
military accompaniment to the G-20 summit. 

There have been test missile launches and ongoing announcements of 
troop commitments and military facilities upgrades in the Arctic. There was 
even a claimed Russian land annexation – at least that is how an overly 
excited blogger4 characterized the emergence of a tiny, 500 square metre 
island in the Russian Arctic, all of one metre above the ocean level. The 
previously unidentified sand island, named the Yaya Island, is situated 
roughly midway between the Russian town of Sagastyr in the archipelago at 
the mouth of the Lena River and the New Siberian Islands. Given that the 
island is essentially a sand bar well within Russia’s exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ), sovereignty over it is neither in doubt nor controversial – in other 
words, this is not an audacious Russian land grab. It might conceivably 
extend Russia’s EEZ, but the idea, suggested by some,5 that the Russians 
could, or would, deploy armed forces there is not to be taken seriously. 

16 
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The European Leadership Network,6 however, has produced a serious 
Policy Brief7 identifying what it calls “close military encounters between 
Russia and the West” during the first eight months of 2014. Of the almost 40 
incidents reported, a few were in the Arctic. There were incidents of largely 
routine Russian long-range bombers and related aircraft entering US and 
Canadian air identification zones in international airspace above the 
Beaufort Sea. Two specific incidents are noted, along with more general 
references to other flights. In each of these cases cited, American and/or 
Canadian aircraft responded. The report notes Russia’s detention of a 
Lithuanian civilian vessel in international waters in the Barents Sea above 
Norway and the Kola Peninsula. The vessel was towed to Murmansk. The 
only other Arctic incident reported is the Russian claim that it expelled an 
American submarine from the same area of the Barents Sea, but the 
Americans insist it did not happen, and that there were no US subs there at 
the time. 

The two reported incidents over the Beaufort Sea have also been reported 
by NORAD, the Canada-US North American Aerospace Defence command. 
On September 18 two Canadian CF-18s intercepted two Russian Tu-95 long-
range (Bear) bombers “about 75 kilometres off Canada’s Arctic coast.” The 
Russians were flying “a course in ‘the western reaches’ of Canada’s Air 
Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) over the Beaufort Sea.” NORAD made 
it clear that “the Russian bombers never entered Canada’s sovereign 
airspace,” which extends 12 nautical miles from the coast. Six hours earlier 
the US scrambled F-22 fighter jets to intercept what was described as a group 
of Russian aircraft (two MiG-31 fighters, two long-range bombers, and two 
refuelling tankers). NORAD said at the time that it had “dispatched fighter 
jets to make contact with Russian long-range bombers ‘in excess of 50 times’ 
in the last five years.” In June Canadian fighter aircraft were scrambled twice 
when Russian bombers flew over the Arctic near North American airspace. 
Government sources told the Globe and Mail that in one case the Russian 
bombers turned back when the Canadian aircraft reached them, and in the 
other instance the Russians had already veered away before the CF-18s 
arrived.8 It is not clear that these encounters have necessarily become a lot 
more frequent. In 2010 the Canadian defence minister “told CBC News that 
Canadian military aircraft intercept between 12 and 18 Russian bombers9 
annually.”10  

At the end of October, in a 72-hour period, the Russians tested an 
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), a submarine-launched missile 
(SLBM), and strategic bomber flights in the Arctic region – testing an 
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element of each of the three legs of its land-sea-air strategic nuclear triad. 
The ICBM launch site was in the North but below the Arctic Circle at 
Plesetsk, which is nevertheless part of the Arkhangelsk Oblast that extends 
into the Arctic. The SLBM launch was the first operational test of a Bulava 
missile fired from a new Borey-class submarine. It was fired by the Yury 
Dolgoruky from a submerged position in the Barents Sea. The strategic 
bombers were intercepted when Norwegian fighter aircraft were scrambled 
for the second time in a week to meet four Tu-95 bombers and four 
refuelling tankers over the Barents Sea. Earlier in the week four bombers and 
four tankers flew over the Barents and Norwegian Seas, six returning to 
Russia immediately and two flying south to Portugal before returning. In the 
latter case, British fighters were also scrambled. NATO issued a statement 
saying such flights, which do not file flight plans or keep in touch with 
civilian air traffic authorities, pose a risk to civil aviation.11 

Far from the Arctic on September 7, three Russian aircraft “buzzed” the 
Canadian frigate HMCS Toronto which was on a training exercise with 
Ukrainian and American naval forces in the Black Sea. Aside from its 
reflection on Ukraine-based tensions, the report of the incident was 
interesting inasmuch as it noted that “Canadian and American fighters have 
intercepted about 50 Russian aircraft in the last five years”12 (most of these 
will have been in the Arctic).  

Russia has announced that the Northern Fleet nuclear-powered battle 
cruiser, the Admiral Nakhimov, is to be refurbished. Reputed to be the 
largest surface warship in the world, along with one other Soviet-era Kirov-
class battleship, it has been mothballed since 1999 and is expected to be 
operational again in 2018.13 A new cold weather tank, the “Armata,” is under 
development, a chief feature of which is new lightweight armour that 
remains fully effective in extremely low temperatures.14  

The head of the Russian National Defense Management Center recently 
repeated an earlier announcement that Russia is “planning to build 13 
airfields, an air-ground firing range, as well as ten radar and vectoring posts” 
in the Russian Arctic. Deployments of military units all along the Arctic 
Circle are to be completed in 2014. The Defense Minister was reported to 
have said that Russia has “set quite a pace in our foray into the Arctic,” and 
that in 2014 “a large number of units [will be] deployed along the Arctic 
Circle, practically from Murmansk to Chukotka.”15 Thus, construction is 
reported to be underway at various locations, including Cape Schmidt and 
Wrangel Island along the eastern coast, at Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef 
Land in the central western region of the Arctic, and Kotelny Island in the 
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central eastern region, and other locations along the Arctic coast.16 The 
Bering Sea coastal town of Anadyr, 400 miles from the coast of Alaska, is to 
host a drone base for military reconnaissance.17 Moscow has indicated plans 
for a permanent Arctic Force of 6,000.18  

The strategic and international security implications of these 
developments is not so obvious. Is this really all evidence that “the North 
Pole could become the world’s next battlefield,” as a headline of Foreign 
Policy in Focus recently put it?19 Or was President Putin, whose credibility in 
Europe and North America is at a decidedly low ebb these days (unlike in 
Russia where Putin’s approval rating is at all-time high – in the 80s20), closer 
to the mark when he said in 2012 that, apart from the basic objective of 
maintaining global parity, “modernization of the Russian Navy was dictated 
by the navy’s special role in supporting national economic interest in the 
energy-rich Arctic region where Russia is out to expand its exclusive zone of 
economic title?”21 

The Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC), a relatively new, 
basically mainstream, group of senior policy experts, maintains a strong call 
for ongoing security cooperation in the Arctic and sees military 
developments largely in that light. A 2012 report proposing a roadmap for 
Arctic cooperation22 makes the point that while Russian and American 
strategic forces continue to operate in the Arctic, though at a much reduced 
scale, none of the Arctic coastal states has deployed combat units or assets in 
the region that are capable of long-range or region-wide military operations. 
RIAC goes on to say that current military modernization or build-up in the 
region are aimed at meeting “new challenges and threats” that are emerging 
not due to global strategic tension but due to climate change and increased 
economic activity – e.g. maritime safety, oil spill prevention, and cross-
border crime. To meet these challenges, says RIAC, requires improved 
icebreaker fleets, enhanced Coast Guard services, state-of-the-art situational 
awareness capability, air and naval surveillance, and augmented emergency 
response capabilities. The report adds that “most if not all of these problems 
are easier to solve through bilateral and multilateral cooperation in the 
region.” 

RIAC’s Alexander Shaparov draws a distinction between “negative” and 
“positive” security approaches in the Arctic: the former focusing on risks and 
threats to be mitigated largely by military means, and the latter focusing on 
international cooperation designed to settle conflicts by non-military means 
and promoting “mutually accepted standards, regulations and procedures.” 
In the Arctic, he says, the negative security option would generate increased 
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militarization and reduced reliance on cooperative institutions such as the 
Barents Euro-Arctic Council (BEAC) and the Arctic Council. A positive 
security model will obviously expand cooperation and develop a region, but 
for that to happen, military issues need to be resolved and existing regional 
bodies cannot continue to keep security off their agendas.23 

To that end, he says, “Russia has repeatedly declared that it sees no need 
for any presence of military-political blocs in the Arctic,” and that “there are 
no problems in the Arctic region that could require application of military 
force.” Shaparov concludes with an interesting take on NATO in the Arctic – 
NATO not now being an Arctic actor, but still present through its Arctic 
member states. He says Russia and NATO will have to work together for 
constructive cooperation, using “existing structures,” as well as building new 
ones. He welcomes joint military exercises – citing the RUKUS/FRUKUS 
(the Russia, UK, US annual military exercises which began in 1988, and 
which added France in 1993) and Northern Eagle exercises. While he says it 
is not clear whether NATO engagement will incline the Arctic more toward 
negative or positive security postures, he calls for NATO and Russia to 
cooperate, seeing NATO “as a mechanism of communication between 
positions of member countries … and those outside the Alliance.” 24 

Of course, it will take more than analysis from a Russian academic 
council to assuage mutual concerns. In responding to the September 
interception of Russian bombers in international airspace off the coast of 
Canada in the Beaufort Sea area, Canada’s Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Minister of Defence characterized the incident as reinforcing “the narrative 
of a Putin regime that’s more aggressive not just in Crimea, not just in 
Ukraine, but indeed testing their neighbour in their entire region.”25 The 
Canadian Defence Minister insisted, in response to a similar flight in June, 
that the Russian military activity in the North demonstrates “the need for 
ongoing vigilance,” and that “the Canadian Armed Forces remain ready and 
able to respond.”26 The former Foreign Minister of Norway, Thorvald 
Stoltenberg, also voiced concerns about what he called Russia’s “offensive 
demonstration policy,” but rather than proclaim a military readiness to 
respond, he urged closer cooperation and dialogue among the Nordic states 
and Russia. “We have a tradition of dialogue in the Nordic Region which we 
must continue with the Russians.” Stoltenberg was the architect of Barents 
region cooperation in the 1990s.27 

The new SIPRI report, “Russia’s Evolving Arctic Strategy,”28 in fact sees 
cooperation rather than belligerence as being Russia’s continuing and 
primary posture in the Arctic. To begin with, the report reinforces the 
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centrality of the Arctic to Russia’s sense of its own future. It recalls President 
Vladimir Putin’s portrayal of the Arctic as “a concentration of practically all 
aspects of national security – military, political, economic, technological, 
environmental and that of resources,”29 energy being especially important. 
In support of its intense identification of its strategic posture with the Arctic, 
Russia has given priority attention to reinforcing its sovereignty in the region 
and to expanding its jurisdiction – with the latter expansion effort pursued 
entirely within the processes and rules of the UN Convention on the Law of 
the Sea (UNCLOS). Within that basic framework, Russia has also clearly 
made the practical decision to pursue Arctic governance and regulation 
through regional structures and cooperation, especially through the Arctic 
Council. 

The SIPRI report surveys the oil and gas potential for Russia within the 
region, making the important point that Russia has gradually come to the 
realization that its beneficial exploitation of its Arctic resources will 
ultimately depend not only on its unambiguous ownership of those 
resources, but especially on its ability to find reliable markets for them. “In 
the future Russia’s management of interdependence, rather than its assertion 
of sovereignty in the Arctic, is likely to determine the prospects for 
development of the Russian Arctic.”30 In other words, the military 
assertiveness or “brinkmanship” that worries the European Leadership 
Network has little utility for advancing Russia’s evolving Arctic strategy. 

Russia’s primary interest in its management of the Northern Sea Route 
(NSR), according to SIPRI, is to develop it as a national waterway, making 
regulatory and local military assertiveness rather more relevant. “[O]ne of 
Russia’s main strategic goals in the Arctic is to use ‘the Northern Sea Route 
as a national integrated transport-communication system of the Russian 
Federation in the Arctic’. As the fastest maritime route to connect the 
eastern and western parts of Russia, the NSR has played an important role in 
the course of Russian history.”31 And while Russia is also interested in 
developing the NSR as a prominent global shipping route, the national 
importance attached to it means that Russia will continue to regard the 
entire route as under strict Russian jurisdiction, just as the Northwest 
Passage route is unambiguously within Canadian jurisdiction. In both cases, 
that means an interest in demonstrating military patrol capacity, but with a 
focus on the real operational requirement that comes with managing a major 
maritime corridor, and that is the development of credible emergency search 
and rescue capacity. 
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The development of the Russian NSR has been significantly slower than 
expected, with Russia lagging in its effort to build the essential infrastructure. 
“One of the main obstacles to development of the NSR,” says SIPRI, “is the 
underdeveloped commercial transport infrastructure, including both its 
maritime (e.g. rescue and refuelling bases, seaports and equipment for 
response to oil spills) and land components (e.g. the realization of several 
large-scale railway projects in the North).”32 But it is not only the lack of 
infrastructure that is slowing the NSR’s development as an international 
route. SIPRI points out that developments in international shipping do not, 
in fact, point strongly towards greater exploitation of the NSR. New ultra-
large container ships which are being developed for economies of scale are 
said not to be particularly suited to the NSR. The relatively shallow waters of 
the NSR undermine its competitiveness with other routes.33 

Through all of this, the SIPRI report acknowledges Russia’s commitment 
to adherence to international laws and norms in the Arctic. “Russia has 
repeatedly stressed that it adheres to UNCLOS and views the convention as 
the means to resolve disputes about borders and the limits of the Arctic 
continental shelf. On several occasions, Putin has mentioned that Russia will 
act strictly ‘in line with international law’.”34 Similarly, Russia has repeatedly 
asserted the importance of the Arctic Five, the five littoral Arctic states on 
the Arctic Ocean, in maintaining the Arctic as a zone of cooperation and as 
the context in which Arctic rules of the game are developed. Similarly, Russia 
has been active in, and supportive of, the Arctic Council. 

Of course, events in Ukraine have shaken confidence in Russia’s 
commitment to cooperation, but, to be fair, events in Ukraine have also 
shaken Russian confidence in the West’s commitment to cooperation and 
mutual security. The question of NATO’s steady expansion toward the East, 
as well as the West’s early and untroubled support for the overthrow of the 
elected government in Ukraine, while contentious and still the subject of 
debate,35 have obviously also done much to undermine relations with Russia. 
Russia, besides its unhelpful turns to dramatic military symbolism (e.g. the 
presence of a Russian fleet just north of Australia during the time of the 
summit there), has thus turned to Plan B in the Arctic. If Plan A focused on 
partnerships with Western companies for both investment and technical 
expertise, Plan B looks to other states, notably China, for enduring 
partnerships and, especially, markets. It is obviously not a matter of making 
a wholesale switch. Russia still needs Western capital and experience in the 
Arctic, and while China has investment capacity along with a keen interest 
and some hard commitments,36 it has little experience in exploiting 
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resources in the Arctic. Furthermore, says the SIPRI report, Russia remains 
wary of the rise of China as a major power and will remain reluctant to 
promote significant Chinese ownership of resource extraction capacity in the 
Arctic.  

The upshot of all this is thus likely to be Russia’s continued, if more 
cautious, security cooperation in the Arctic, with its military developments 
there focused not so much on defence of what is Russian in the Arctic 
against hostile threats, but on developing the infrastructure to enable what is 
Russian in the Arctic to be exploited and marketed internationally. 
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Shielding the Arctic From NATO’s 
Return to Territorial Defence  

December 6, 2017 
 

NATO Defence Ministers have signalled their intention to create a new 
North Atlantic Command, one with Arctic operations also in mind. 
Along with current deployments in the Baltic States and Poland, 
intensified air patrols on its eastern and northern flanks, European 
ballistic missile defence, and a new logistics command for Europe, this 
new command reflects NATO’s shift from out-of-area missions and back 
to the Cold War priority of defending the territories of NATO member 
states. Whatever that shift means for Eurasian security writ large, 
alliance-dominated territorial defence preoccupations in the Arctic would 
bode ill for its evolving cooperative security framework.  

 
NATO closed its Cold War Atlantic Command in 2002, and the current 

move to re-establish a modified version of it reflects renewed military 
interest in what was known as the GIUK Gap, the maritime area between 
Greenland, Iceland, and the UK. It is the gap through which Russia’s 
Northern Fleet must pass to enter the central Atlantic and beyond, and it is 
also a potential vantage point from which to disrupt North American-
European-Arctic sea lanes of communication.  

The head of NATO’s military committee, General Petr Pavel of the 
Czech Republic, sounds the alarm, explaining that because there has been 
increased Russian naval activity in the northern Atlantic, and because of “the 
growing capabilities of countries like Russia and China,” NATO has no 
option but to pay more attention to protecting sea lanes that are vital to 
European security.1 NATO insists Russian patrols in the North Atlantic and 
Arctic have returned to Cold War levels,2 and thus multiple warnings, some 
dire, about Russian assertiveness and NATO vulnerability have followed. 
The Commander of the US Sixth Fleet sees the North Atlantic as once again 
becoming an area of competition that amounts to “the start of the Fourth 
Battle of the Atlantic.”3 Russia, on the other hand, was quick to label the 
proposed new Atlantic Command a return to the military competition 
modelled in the Cold War.4  

17 
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While the more extreme rhetorical heights can be discounted, they 
ought not obscure the more moderate voices that agree that the combination 
of deteriorating relations with Russia and the latter’s expanded maritime 
capacity and activity in the North Atlantic raises legitimate concerns about 
the long-term security of marine traffic in the North Atlantic and the 
European side of the Arctic5 – although it does say something about the 
imaginative paucity of alliance security planners that they are so readily 
drawn to reconstructing the Cold War’s elaborate and costly (economically 
and politically) military responses to Russian recalcitrance. The new 
Canadian defence policy statement6 properly notes that “a credible military 
deterrent serves as a diplomatic tool to help prevent conflict and should be 
accompanied by dialogue” (emphasis added).  

In the meantime, the new Atlantic Command is expected to be 
headquartered in the United States (although some in Scotland are vying for 
the honour7). Besides addressing maritime security, the renewed “Europe 
first” focus is also meant to reassure Baltic and east European allies, 
encouraging them to ignore President Donald Trump’s musings about the 
obsolescence of NATO8 or making the American commitment to NATO 
conditional on increased European defence spending.9 The NATO 
Association adds other hopes for the new command, expecting it to help 
members “demonstrate renewed commitment to the alliance, while also 
coming closer to achieving the 2 percent [military spending] target.”10  

Territorial Defence or Public Safety in the Arctic?  

The move toward reactivated NATO operations in the North Atlantic 
Arctic inevitably raises the spectre of NATO operations in the Arctic. The 
more zealous strain of American hawks, like the American Lexington 
Institute (whose seemingly contradictory mission is to limit the role of the 
US federal government and to promote the projection of American power), 
see Russia as over-extended in Ukraine, Syria, and the Arctic, and thus urge 
the West to take advantage – by deploying “new generations of polar 
icebreakers;” challenging “the Kremlin’s illegitimate claims to [unspecified] 
portions of the Arctic;” undertaking “new anti-submarine warfare exercises 
in northern waters with allies and friends such as the U.K., Norway, Canada 
and Sweden;” expanding US Army and Marine Corps exercises in the Arctic; 
and by “reinstituting patrols by U.S. attack submarines in the Arctic.”11 It is 
the kind of appeal that might resonate in NATO members that were once 
part of the Soviet Union, and while more sober voices are likely to prevail in 
Brussels, some recent testimony at Canada’s House of Commons Standing 
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Committee on National Defence (NDDN) has seconded the call for 
expanded military operations in the North, notably to include direct NATO 
involvement, not only in the North Atlantic, but also in the wider Arctic.  

Professor Alexander Moens of Simon Fraser University12 emphasized 
the centrality of NATO in the face of a weakening US and a UN Security 
Council unable to come together on much of anything related to security, 
and encouraged Canada to become “a significant participant in securing the 
water and air approaches and access to the Arctic area as well as in securing 
the North Atlantic area.” Professor Robert Huebert of the Canadian Global 
Affairs Institute13 told members of Parliament that he interprets the 
government’s May 2017 defence policy as rejecting Canada’s traditional 
opposition to direct NATO involvement in the Arctic. He concluded that 
Canada is now ready to start talking to NATO about “the protection of the 
Arctic … and North Atlantic approaches.”  

General appeals for heightened territorial defence of the Arctic are of 
course premised on fears that the Russian assertiveness seen in the context of 
Ukraine will now be visited on the Arctic. But, in fact, those fears did not 
make it into the new Canadian defence policy statement. It confines itself to 
three substantive references to Russia, only one of which is linked to the 
Arctic, and it specifically does not portray Russia as representing a threat to 
Arctic stability or security. It raises the GIUK Gap issue by noting NATO 
concerns that Russia is once again expanding its capacity to project force 
from the Arctic, not into other areas of the Arctic, but into the North 
Atlantic and further south.  

That said, the defence statement certainly does not treat Russia as 
benign. It points to the “illegal annexation of Crimea,” notes Russia’s 
“willingness to test the international security environment,” and 
acknowledges the return of “a degree of major power competition … to the 
international system,” but these are not presented as Arctic-related 
warnings. As noted earlier in this space, it is especially revealing that the 
defence policy makes no reference to the Russian bomber threat14 – Russia is 
not singled out for concern in the context of the Arctic.  

By now, of course, the changing Arctic is no longer news. The new 
defence policy thus links increasing security concerns to increasing ease of 
access to the region. Growing commercial interests, research, and tourism in 
the North confirm the Arctic as “an important international crossroads 
where issues of climate change, international trade, and global security 
meet.” Notably, the policy does not conclude that the rise in activity 
inevitably exacerbates traditional territorial defence concerns, but portrays 
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security needs in terms of “increased safety and security demands related to 
search and rescue and natural or man-made disasters to which Canada must 
be ready to respond.”  

Competition or Cooperation?  

Heightened activity in the Arctic, including China’s increasing 
investment and what will be increasing use of trans-Arctic sea routes, 
highlights the imperative to cooperate in the Arctic. A compelling new 
analysis of Arctic security by Canadian scholar Heather Exner-Pirot and 
analyst Robert W. Murray15 notes that “a narrative of competition has 
dogged the Arctic region in the popular media, with suggestions that the 
Arctic states, and especially the Arctic Five littoral states (Canada, Denmark, 
Norway, Russia, and the United States) have been ‘racing’ to claim large 
swathes of extended continental shelf and exploit the large deposits of 
hydrocarbon and mineral resources.” They remind us, however, that more 
than 90 percent of the Arctic’s hydrocarbon resources are within accepted 
territorial seas or national exclusive economic zones, making the 
competition narrative rather overblown. In fact, Arctic states have largely 
compatible interests. More importantly, they note that both history and 
international relations theory “suggest that states, especially great powers 
such as the United States and Russia, will attempt to maximize their strategic 
and economic advantages when the opportunity presents itself, but will not 
make decisions that significantly increase the risk of conflict unless their 
survival is threatened.” As a result, shared interests in the Arctic have led to 
the development of “a robust international society negotiated to uphold 
Arctic states’ interests based on a set of primary and secondary institutions 
that foster collaboration and information sharing, while establishing a 
unique Arctic balance of power.” They argue that the five Arctic littoral 
states in particular “all stand to benefit from a stable, peaceful, and accessible 
ocean, whereas instability would threaten their economic and strategic 
advantages.” Arctic self-interest counsels cooperation, not militarized 
competition.  

Averting conflict and maximizing self-interest requires the further 
maturation of pan-Arctic governance, not expanded military forces. Two 
Russian academics, reflecting the sense of the Arctic as a zone of shared 
interests, argue for an Arctic legal regime to “regulate regional economic 
activity and satisfy the interests of stakeholders, including non-Arctic 
states.”16 The December 2017 issue of Scientific American also recounts the 
many ways in which competition on the Arctic global commons would affect 
fishing, oil exploration, mining, navigation, and national security, and then 
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calls for competition to give way to a region-wide “treaty that governs how 
we use this valuable region.”17 And Exner-Pirot and Murray point out that 
the Arctic is in fact remarkably advanced in developing a common Arctic 
approach to regional regulation and governance.  

In 2010, pre-Ukraine NATO adopted its current Strategic Concept and 
clearly understood then that the alliance had no relevance for the Arctic. 
Indeed, they saw fit to not make any reference to the Arctic. Only half a 
decade old, the current Strategic Concept ignores the Arctic and describes 
the Euro-Atlantic area in radically different terms than those now 
dominating public discourse. Europe was then “at peace” and the key 
ongoing threats to peace and security were described as: the worldwide 
accumulation of modern military capabilities, including ballistic missiles; the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction, 
and their means of delivery; terrorism and the rise of extremist groups; and 
instability beyond NATO’s borders (leading to a major emphasis on out-of-
area operations). Additional threats included cyber attacks, the vulnerability 
of communication and trade links, new weapons technologies, and 
environmental and resource constraints.  

NATO countries were able to state collectively: “The Alliance does not 
consider any country to be its adversary.” In the Arctic, the eight states of the 
Arctic Council continue to say the same thing, the five Arctic Ocean states 
having said that formally in 2008 through the Ilulissat Declaration.  

The geopolitical changes that directly affect countries with territory in 
the Arctic have occurred in their European context, not in the Arctic. 
Sovereignty and territorial integrity challenges in the Arctic are no greater 
today than they were in 2010 (acknowledging that Norway with its land 
border with Russia is not likely to feel quite as sanguine). The dangers of 
land or sea grabs outside of the parameters of the Law of the Sea, or of the 
emerging international fisheries and other regulatory agreements, have not 
changed since 2010. NATO member states have always understood that 
traditional national security and sovereignty issues in the Arctic would be 
managed at the national level, not at a collective security level. NATO has 
been understood to remain focused on Europe and global conflict zones (like 
Afghanistan and Libya). And in the unlikely event of an attack on any 
member state, the Arctic Five was relied upon to guide national responses. 
Even Canada and the US, with a long-standing joint command in North 
America through NORAD, have always retained full national control over 
surveillance and responses within their respective territories under normal 
peacetime conditions.  
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The idea that an overt NATO presence in the Arctic would induce 
Russia to become more cooperative, or more acquiescent, to Western 
leadership in the Arctic is no more credible than the notion that NATO’s 
eastern expansion to Russia’s borders and into its traditional sphere of 
influence would make Russia acquiescent in the face of the West’s efforts to 
envelop Ukraine and Georgia. The insertion of NATO into Arctic affairs is 
thus a recipe for heightened Arctic tensions and is bound to inflict serious 
harm to Arctic cooperation. Canadian Parliamentarians, for example, have 
heard expressions of hope that Sweden and Finland might join NATO – 
even when that would seriously undermine multilateral cooperation in the 
Arctic. In considering the possibility of Sweden and Finland acceding to 
NATO, Professor Huebert agreed that the current success within the Arctic 
Council would probably not be sustained – calling that an “unfortunate 
casualty,” but a price worth paying: “we need to be preparing for this 
eventuality.”18 In other words, Canada should be prepared to sacrifice its 
vital interest in ongoing cooperation through the Arctic Council in favour of 
expanding NATO in the Arctic.  

Avoiding the European “Error” in the Arctic  

Two decades ago, an extraordinary group of American academics, along 
with former legislators, officials, diplomats, and military leaders, warned 
then President Bill Clinton that the US-led eastern expansion of NATO was 
a “policy error of historic proportions,” that it would make Europe less 
secure and less stable. They said it would undermine those in Russia who 
favoured reform and greater cooperation with the West. Thus, they 
recommended that the moves toward expansion be suspended in favour of 
alternative actions. The latter included continued arms reductions (nuclear 
and conventional), greater transparency in military deployments, enhanced 
NATO-Russian cooperation, emphasis on the Partnership for Peace 
program, and enhanced economic and political cooperation with Eastern 
Europe.19  

The failure of official Washington and its NATO allies to heed that 
advice has in fact had the predicted consequences of historic proportions. 
The University of Antwerp’s Tom Sauer traces the origins of the Ukraine 
crisis. Given Russia’s historic links with Ukraine as a member state of the 
former Soviet Union, he writes, given that Crimea was a part of Russia until 
1954 when it was granted to Ukraine, and given Russia’s major port at 
Sevastopol in Crimea, it should have been obvious that Ukraine could not be 
peaceably folded into an anti-Russia political/military sphere. As Chris 
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Westdal, a former Canadian ambassador to Russia and to the Ukraine, told 
the NDDN:  

Like them or not, … major powers’ spheres of influence are real. 
We Canadians know that. We live in one. In the real world, Kiev 
has about as much freedom to undermine Moscow’s security as 
Ottawa has to undermine Washington’s.20  

 

The lessons for the Arctic should be clear. The American Committee for 
East-West Accord,21 whose board members include former US Defense 
Secretary Chuck Hagel and former Senator Bill Bradley, draws on a broad 
range of Americans from business, academia, government service, science, 
law, and other professions to warn of the dangers of the new cold war 
between NATO and Russia. The group’s “fundamental premise is that no 
real or lasting American, European, or international security generally is 
possible without essential kinds of stable cooperation with Russia.” James 
Carden, executive editor for the Committee and correspondent for The 
Nation, recalls Mikhail Gorbachev’s vision of a common European home22 
and argues that the continued deterioration of relations between the West 
and Russia means that “now is the time to rethink the failed policies of the 
past and begin to consider reasonable alternatives to yet another round of 
NATO expansion that would take into consideration the security concerns 
of all.”23  

The Arctic is a good place to focus on the reasonable alternatives. Exner-
Pirot and Murray demonstrate that the “negotiated exceptionalism” of the 
Arctic constitutes just such an alternative – and it is already well underway. 
Creating an operational NATO presence in the Arctic would not be the way 
to reinforce existing regional stability. And on this, the defence policy 
statement, despite a balanced portrayal of Russia, moves in the wrong 
direction. It promises “joint exercises with Arctic allies and partners and 
support[s] the strengthening of situational awareness and information 
sharing in the Arctic, including with NATO,”24 thereby essentially denying 
the hard reality that Arctic security imperatives mean pan-Arctic, not 
alliance-centered, cooperation is fundamental. The statement refers to 
military cooperation with “allies and partners,”25 a reference that needs to be 
expanded to mean all Arctic partners – and in the Arctic Council context, 
Russia is in fact a partner. As argued here before,26 it should by now be clear 
that NATO is not the institutional vehicle through which to pursue 
mutuality and stability in a region that includes a still cooperative Russia. 
Acknowledging and collectively responding via NATO to naval 
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vulnerabilities in the North Atlantic does not translate into a requirement for 
direct NATO presence in the High Arctic.27  

Canadian analyst Ariel Shapiro, a former policy analyst with the federal 
government, in a critical essay on the utility of NATO, observes that “NATO 
has contributed to securitizing the Arctic and perpetuating a Cold War 
narrative that turns an economic and environmental situation, for which 
legal dispute resolution mechanisms exist, into a potential military 
conflict.”28 Russia makes no claim on Canadian territory and does not 
present a threatening military posture toward Canada (or any other Arctic 
Council state). In the Arctic, Canada’s primary sovereignty concern is 
maintaining and having other states recognize its sovereignty over all the 
islands of its Arctic Archipelago and the waters that surround them29 - and 
the chief challenge to that sovereignty does not come from NATO’s 
erstwhile and re-emergent adversary, namely Russia, but from its most 
powerful NATO ally, namely the US.  

In the meantime, “NATO pushes Canada into a conflict mindset with 
Russia, thus making cooperation on the Arctic (a core Canadian interest) 
more difficult….”30 Membership in NATO pushes Canada toward accepting 
the apparent NATO priority of confronting Russia in Europe at the expense 
of improved relations with Russia in the Arctic.31 All that, despite the 
obvious fact that it is in Canada’s vital interest to maintain constructive 
Arctic relations with this most influential and consequential of Arctic 
neighbours.  

As Mark Sedra, the President and Research Director of the Canadian 
International Council, told the NDDN, “let’s not securitize the Arctic based 
on what’s happening elsewhere. Let’s not apply the lens of Ukraine to the 
Arctic, because the Arctic is one area where there’s been a surprising array of 
agreement and cooperation between Russia and the United States.”32  

NATO’s expansion and military stance in Europe has aggravated 
tensions with Russia, prompted a dangerous gambit in Ukraine with no 
prospect for returning Crimea to Kiev, continues to feed Russian paranoia 
about the West, and allows Vladimir Putin to cast himself as the defender of 
Russian honour in the face of unrelenting hostility. There is no advantage in 
staging an Arctic version of that costly melodrama.  
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NATO’s Brussels Summit and the 
Arctic  

December 6, 2017 
 

The run-up to this month’s NATO summit featured an array of pundits, 
experts and, notably, Canadian parliamentarians, encouraging the 
Alliance to step up its presence and collective operations in the Arctic. As 
it turned out, NATO leaders wisely resisted the entreaties. The Brussels 
Summit Declaration is silent on the Arctic, and NATO officials, when 
asked about it, were just as inclined to talk about Arctic cooperation as 
they were about military expansion and Russian or Chinese threats in the 
High North. 
 

The two-pronged appeals ahead of the Brussels meeting – to heed the 
ongoing build-up of Russian military capacity in the Arctic, and to call for a 
more overt collective response by NATO – were typified by the Wall Street 
Journal’s insistence that the US and NATO should “adopt a new strategy” in 
response to the “massive Russian military buildup” in the High North.1 Just 
days before the summit, the UK’s Chatham House, the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs, called on NATO to develop a “coherent vision for how 
to protect NATO interests in the Arctic.”2 Earlier, a RealClear Defense 
analysis, one among many similar media commentaries, also insisted that 
the US and NATO needed an Arctic strategy to counter Russia’s decade-long 
campaign “to assert and even expand its claims to the Arctic.”3 A CBC 
analysis went further to warn that “Russian advances in the Arctic are 
leaving NATO behind,” and that “the Russian bear has pursued a steady 
march forward much closer to Canada in the Arctic.”4 

A June 2018 report from the House of Commons Standing Committee 
on National Defence (NDDN)5 adopts a similar posture to recommend that 
“the Government of Canada take a leading role within NATO to specialize in 
Arctic defence and security doctrine and capabilities, and enhance NATO’s 
situational awareness in the Arctic, including joint training and military 
exercises for NATO members in the Canadian Arctic” (Recommendation 
19).  

18 
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It was a surprising appeal from Canadian parliamentarians inasmuch as 
Canada’s traditional posture has been one of firm opposition to collective 
NATO involvement in the Arctic.6 The government of Stephen Harper was 
pointed in its insistence that NATO had no role in the Arctic, and also in its 
warnings that continued calls for a NATO role would only heighten East-
West tensions.7 A 2017 statement by the government of Justin Trudeau on 
Arctic foreign policy also implicitly rejects NATO involvement: 

The increasing accessibility of the Arctic has led to a widespread 
perception that the region could become a source of conflict. This 
has led to heightened interest in the Arctic in a number of 
international organizations including NATO and the 
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. Canada 
does not anticipate any military challenges in the Arctic and 
believes that the region is well managed through existing 
institutions, particularly the Arctic Council. We will continue to 
monitor discussion of Arctic issues in other international forums 
and intervene when necessary to protect Canada’s interests. 
(emphasis added).8 

 

Washington has certainly not proposed any significant role for NATO in 
the Arctic, seeing NORAD and its own Northern Command 
(USNORTHCOM) as the focus of defence efforts in the western Arctic. As 
the Canadian academic and Arctic specialist Michael Byers told the 
Committee:  

[I]t’s important to underline that there are in fact, from a security 
organizational perspective, two Arctics. There is the European 
Arctic, which the Americans regard as part of the U.S. European 
Command, which is very much a NATO co-operative exercise. 
There is the North American Arctic, which from an American 
perspective is NORTHCOM, and from a Canadian perspective a 
NORAD mission, not a NATO mission.9 

 

The NDDN report nevertheless points to the Trudeau Government’s 
defence policy paper – Strong, Secure, Engaged – and its reference to 
enhancing military operational capabilities in the North, including the 
capacity to conduct “joint exercises with Arctic allies and partners” and 
strengthening “situational awareness and information sharing in the Arctic, 
including with NATO,”10 finding in that a basis for promoting a collective 
NATO presence in the Arctic. The report notes that “a number of witnesses 
welcomed the involvement of NATO in the security and defence of Canada’s 
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Arctic,” and that, as the region becomes more accessible, and as “Russia 
builds its military capabilities and China increases its presence in the Arctic,” 
Canada should look to NATO for help in Arctic protection.11 One witness, 
in a curious take on Alliance solidarity, even “urged Canada to convince 
NATO to spend more time worrying about Canada’s north as opposed to 
Norway’s north.”12 Testimony at the Committee included calls for Canada to 
conduct training exercises with NATO in the Arctic, establish a NATO 
centre of excellence on Arctic Security in Canada, and play a leadership role 
in any NATO northern or Arctic command.13  

On the other hand, there was also testimony urging cooperation as the 
priority, noting that close cooperation with Russia – on matters such as 
search and rescue, oil spill mitigation, Coast Guard operations – is already 
mandated and to some extent operationalized.14 Notable in this regard was 
the testimony of Professor James Fergusson of the University of Manitoba, 
among other things a foremost expert on NORAD and a consistent advocate 
for expanded Canadian defence capacity:  

When we look at Russia and Canada, as well as the United States, 
with regard to the Arctic west of Greenland, it is an area for 
cooperation among the three, and other members of the Arctic 
Council. Entering NATO here through whatever specific means is 
likely going to be perceived as provocative to the Russians, and is 
not going to be helpful to our interests….15 

 

Major-General William Seymour, Chief of Staff Operations of Canada’s 
Joint Operations Command, told the Committee that Canada’s focus is on 
cooperation. “Through the Arctic Council and the work that we do in the 
Arctic Council to have a dialogue about the Arctic, we see it as a place where 
we need to come together and recognize that multiple nations will be up 
there, with the increasing openness because of global warming.” He pointed 
out that Russia is “very much an Arctic nation,” and given that a 
considerable proportion of Russians live in the Arctic, and given its major 
economic stake in the region and infrastructure requirements for the 
emerging Northern Sea Route, a significant defence presence is not 
surprising.16  

The Arctic Security Roundtable of the Munich Security Conference, at a 
2017 meeting at Reykjavik’s historic Höfði House,17 similarly acknowledged 
that Arctic problems are currently being addressed through dialogue and 
cooperation. As one participant put it, “we really have a shot to get the Arctic 
right.” While some participants saw Russia’s Arctic military build-up as a 
strategic expression of Russia’s antagonistic relationship with the West, 
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others found it normal that military activity in the region would increase 
along with increased shipping and economic activity in order to deal with 
search and rescue and the protection of navigation. All looked to Russia for 
greater transparency and sensitivity towards its smaller neighbours and some 
suggested joint military exercises.18  

At the Munich Security Conference itself, an annual gathering not given 
to sentimentality about international cooperation, the 2017 discussions 
noted a history of adherence and commitment to international law in the 
Arctic. And given that some 95 percent of the region’s estimated resources 
are located in undisputed jurisdictions, “predictions of a hostile race for oil 
and gas in the High North” seemed to be “unwarranted.”19 The Conference 
acknowledged the potential for conflict – for example, Russia’s assertion of 
national legal authority over all the waters of the Northern Sea Route is 
challenged by states that regard these as international waters – but the 
prominent point was that it is in the interests of all states that the Arctic 
remain “a zone of peace, prosperity, and constructive international 
cooperation.”20 

In the end, and notably so, leaders at the Brussels NATO Summit decided 
not to include any reference to the Arctic in their final Declaration. Nor was 
the issue raised or addressed in the Alliance Secretary-General’s post-
meeting press conference. Nor, by the way, does the 2010 NATO Strategic 
Concept, the most recent and thus currently operative strategic guidance 
document of the Alliance, include any reference to the Arctic.  

When the NATO Secretary-General, Jens Stoltenberg, is asked about 
NATO’s role in the Arctic, he generally tries to find a balance between listing 
and emphasizing all the ways in which NATO is beefing up its military 
capacity/response to Russia, while also emphasizing the importance of 
dialogue and keeping tensions down in the Arctic and beyond. In a June 
press conference, when asked about the Arctic, he lauded the Arctic Council 
as a “platform for bringing people together” to address shared concerns and 
interests. He stressed working together with Russia on things like search and 
rescue – “that’s cooperation which benefits both Russia, Norway and other 
NATO Allies,” he said.21  

The urge to insert NATO more overtly into the Arctic is obviously driven 
by a threat analysis that sees the Arctic as “returning to the forefront of the 
global security agenda” as “a potential geopolitical hotspot.”22 But the 
prevailing view is more nuanced. Defence preparedness, much of it related to 
aiding civil authorities with lead responsibility for things like maritime law 
enforcement and regulatory compliance, and improved maritime situation 
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awareness are on the agendas of all Arctic Ocean states. The Brussels 
Declaration raised the domain awareness issue, not in the context of the 
Arctic, but with regard to the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic (as well as the 
Black Sea and the Mediterranean). The Russian Navy has become more 
active and a more frequent presence in the North Atlantic GIUK Gap (the 
Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom gap, also stretching northward to 
Norway and the Arctic), raising questions for military strategists about the 
reliability of the sea-lanes of communication between North America and 
Europe23 in times of crisis, and prompting NATO states to increase and 
coordinate anti-submarine patrols in the North Atlantic. 

But the Secretary-General also points out that in the Arctic itself, it is not 
a NATO international force that would be mobilized to improve, for 
example, the domain awareness of NATO members in their own 
neighbourhoods. It is the individual Arctic States, four of which are NATO 
members, that monitor their respective jurisdictions and decide when and 
what additional capabilities may be needed. In other words, while pundits 
call for action by NATO in the Arctic, when officials talk about NATO 
presence or action there, the focus is not on a collective NATO command or 
an international forces presence, but rather on the presence and capabilities 
of states in the Arctic that are NATO members operating within their own 
national jurisdictions – in other words, the status quo.  

NATO was invented, as its first Secretary-General famously put it, to 
keep the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down, but there is 
obviously no keeping the Russians out of the Arctic. Not only is Russia 
decidedly in, it is destined to remain the dominant presence in the region. 
Based on the expanse of its Arctic territory and shoreline, the prominence of 
its northern economy, the relatively significant proportion of its population 
that lives there, the emerging maritime shipping route along its northern 
coast, and its genuinely extraordinary Arctic military capabilities, Russia has 
no serious Arctic rivals.  

There are, in fact, no prospects for NATO states expanding their military 
commitments to the point of creating a military balance within the Arctic. 
The US and NATO could obviously mount overwhelming military 
challenges and deterrent forces outside the region to impact Russian military 
behaviour within the region, but they will not come close, and will not try, to 
matching Russian military capability within the region itself. Calls for the US 
and Canada to acquire more icebreakers, for example, make sense from the 
point of view of helping both countries to more effectively meet their own 
needs, but with the current icebreaker count being 40-plus for Russia, one 
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for the US, and six for Canada, there will be no counterbalancing Russian 
strength.  

Arctic peace and stability will be best assured by regional cooperation 
that is based on international law and is bent on advancing the welfare of 
Arctic populations and enterprise, not by military expansion in pursuit of a 
regional military draw or by collective NATO military operations. 
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Arctic Coast Guard Forum – 
Cooperative Security Under 
Construction 

November 16, 2017 
 
The first ever “live exercise” involving all eight countries of the Arctic 
Coast Guard Forum (ACGF) rightly has some observers hailing this new 
forum’s potential for reinvigorating pan-Arctic security cooperation. 
Significant challenges remain – not the least being ongoing wariness of 
Russian military developments and growing Chinese interest1 in the 
region, pushing some states towards the more familiar models of military 
competition – but the region-wide ACGF clearly affirms security 
cooperation as essential to survival in the Arctic. To the extent that all 
states of the region “benefit from a rules-based international order that 
enhances economic well-being, respects human rights and human dignity, 
and supports mechanisms for the peaceful resolution of disputes while 
providing for territorial integrity,”2 the pursuit of more formalized, and 
thus more sustainable, forms of mutual security promises to remain a 
feature of Arctic geopolitics. The slow emergence of cooperative pan-
Arctic Coast Guard operations in the Arctic is a case in point.  
   

The Arctic Coast Guard Forum was established in 2015, with all eight 
Arctic Council states part of the arrangement. Two important developments 
in 2017 have helped move it towards becoming an operational presence in 
the region. All eight members of the ACGF (Canada, Greenland, Iceland, 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia, and the United States) agreed to a 
statement on doctrine, tactics, procedures, and information sharing.3 And 
the ACGF conducted its “first live exercise,” described as “full-scale naval 
drills” in the Denmark Strait near Reykjavik.4 All eight Arctic States 
participated, but maritime assets used were from Canada, Denmark, Iceland, 
Norway, and the United States, and air assets were from Canada, Denmark, 
Iceland, and the United States.5  

19 
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The Canadian contingent6 included the CCGS Pierre Radisson,7 a 
medium-weight icebreaker able to manage ice a metre thick and carry 
provisions for 140 days and enough fuel to travel 15,000 nautical miles at 
cruising speed. The Pierre Radisson operates in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 
the winter and the Arctic in the summer. 

The demands for state emergency response services in the Arctic are 
substantial and growing – hence, the focus of the live exercise on training to 
meet obligations under the 2011 Agreement on Cooperation on 
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic. The 2013 
Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and 
Response in the Arctic represents another major requirement for state 
preparedness – all driving the need to convert cooperation in principle to 
practical capabilities through pan-Arctic exercises. Coast guard roles in the 
region also include the provision of navigation aids, border/sovereignty 
patrols, fisheries inspections, and constabulary operations – which in turn 
requires enhanced maritime domain awareness.8 There are also 
responsibilities that accrue to the coast guards for implementing the new 
Polar Code, established by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
in 2017. The IMO is the UN agency with responsibility for the safety and 
security of shipping and the prevention of marine pollution by ships. Its 
newly established and mandatory Polar Code goes beyond other IMO 
requirements to set minimum standards for the design, construction, and 
operation of ships in the polar regions. It also requires special training and 
environmental protection measures9 - and coast guards are mandated to 
monitor and ensure compliance.  

The key strategic goals of the ACGF10 presume a significant regional 
governance presence: the pursuit of a stable, predictable, safe, secure, and 
transparent maritime operational environment; promoting cooperation 
among the region’s coast guards toward those ends; building a common 
operational picture and shared domain awareness; supporting high 
operational standards; and sharing information and best practices. That 
means an operationally-focused ACGF, as the US Coast Guard described it 
after completing two years in the Chair and handing it off to Finland, “with 
the purpose of leveraging collective resources to foster safe, secure and 
environmentally responsible maritime activity in the Arctic.”11  

But, even in times of normalized relations among states in the region, 
there are practical limits on full cooperation. Sovereignty patrols and 
support for constabulary forces are examples of functions not conducive to 
joint operations, and joint operations are obviously also limited by 
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geography – the vast distances make it unlikely, for example, that Canadian 
search and rescue assets will ever be available to assist Norway in an 
emergency.12 

Nevertheless, cooperation among Arctic states, and especially with 
Russia, is recognized as essential, if challenging. Seven of the eight Arctic 
states are linked to NATO. Five are members of NATO and two (Finland 
and Sweden) are cooperating partners – and given the currently vexed state 
of relations between NATO and Russia, Moscow also harbours a certain 
measure of understandable wariness. But, as Andreas Østhagen, a 
Norwegian scholar with strong links to Canadian academics and researchers, 
concludes, “how much the Forum will be hampered by the current political 
situation, ultimately, is dependent on the willingness [of Arctic states] to 
keep [the ACGF] sheltered from the larger political environment in the 
Arctic and beyond.” He notes, and we should all hope, that “in most cases, 
coast guard affairs constitute so-called ‘low politics’, which states tend to 
separate from larger diplomatic affairs.”13  

Thus, the ACGF has the potential – through joint engagement on 
International Maritime Organization requirements, the development of joint 
search and rescue units in strategic locations,14 and regular joint exercises – 
for rising above the vagaries of geopolitics and promoting an overall climate 
of cooperation. A US Council on Foreign Relations task force report on 
Arctic security concludes, for example, that the ACGF offers “a practical, 
operationally focused context for confidence-building with Russia on Arctic 
issues,” including in “cooperative maritime law enforcement.”15  

The importance of operational cooperation through the Arctic Coast 
Guard Forum is highlighted by Commander Ásgrímur L. Ásgrímsson of the 
Icelandic Coast Guard. All regional coast guards, he says, need each other, 
because all have long coastlines, extensive search and rescue areas, extreme 
weather and sea conditions, ice, few assets, and a lack of infrastructure. All in 
the context of increased human activity.16 

The American policy community, as reflected in a recent release from 
Washington’s Wilson Center approvingly quoting Finnish Member of 
Parliament Katri Kulmuni, is generally oriented toward cooperation: “If we 
want to save the Arctic, we need the Arctic countries to cooperate.”17 That 
clear imperative is qualified by Kulmuni’s lament that, “right now, we are in 
a situation where we seem to be lacking the trust to continue in an open and 
constructive manner.”  

Coast guard cooperation has the potential for building trust and thus 
speaks to the larger question of cooperative region-wide governance in the 
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Arctic. The Wilson Center notes that despite some disagreement within the 
Arctic Council regarding the “direction and pace” of regional governance 
developments and arrangements, there is what it calls a surprising level of 
agreement on the basic need for “a system of Arctic governance.” And such a 
system should, it is broadly recognized, “address five fundamentals – the 
need to protect the environment; develop resources sustainably; ensure that 
Arctic inhabitants benefit from that development; broaden participation in 
Arctic decision-making processes; and promote cooperation instead of 
conflict in the region.”18 

The Canadian academic and Arctic expert Heather Exner-Pirot reminds 
us of the plethora of organizations and international agreements that already 
contribute to Arctic governance. Sub-regional government-to-government 
cooperation occurs through groupings like the Barents Euro-Arctic Council 
and the West Nordic Council. Indigenous communities come together 
through organizations like the Inuit Circumpolar Council and the Saami 
Council. International agreements like the Law of the Sea and the 
International Maritime Organization are especially important to Arctic 
governance,19 and then there are the Arctic-wide agreements on search and 
rescue and oil spill recovery. In other words, Arctic governance is diverse 
and evolving, and as Østhagen points out, the ACGF “adds another layer to 
the governance of the region, ideally taking a step beyond the conference 
rooms and into real-life operations and practical action.”20 
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Can a Fisheries Agreement Help 
Forestall Militarization on the 
Central Arctic Ocean? 

December 21, 2017 
 
If the Cold War is truly back, the news has yet to reach the Arctic. In the 
High North, putative rivals are having a hard time getting over their habit 
of cooperating. They have been at it again, this time agreeing on a set of 
measures to prevent over-fishing in the soon-to-be-accessible high seas of 
the Arctic Ocean. The agreement is rightly lauded as another advance in 
collective governance in the Arctic. Furthermore, it bolsters hopes that 
the logic of cooperation in support of public safety, environmental 
protection, and responsible resource extraction will increasingly spill over 
into security cooperation in the global commons of the Arctic high seas.  
 

Canada’s new defence policy, unveiled this past June, declares “the re-
emergence of major power competition.”1 The new American national 
security strategy, unveiled this week, takes up the same theme, insisting that 
the US faces “growing political, economic, and military competition,” with 
China and Russia “challeng[ing] American power, influence, and interests.”2 
A similar strain of worry runs through academic and think tank worlds, 
frequently including assertions that renewed global rivalry portends 
heightened state-to-state confrontation in the Arctic.  

As climate change renders the region more and more accessible, the 
argument goes, increased marine traffic and resource exploitation will 
generate dramatically new levels of commercial competition backed by re-
energized geopolitical manoeuvring. That, along with Russia’s demonstrated 
willingness to pursue changes to borders by military means, heightens the 
risk of military confrontation. But one thing these dire warnings fail to 
acknowledge is the Arctic region’s inclination toward cooperation. 

The region and its international partners have been remarkably pro-
active in anticipating and seeking to prevent state-to-state confrontation. 
The most recent example is the agreement in principle to Prevent 
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Unregulated High Seas Fisheries on the Central Arctic Ocean. The parties to 
the agreement reached at the end of November (the EU, Canada, China, 
Denmark, Iceland, Japan, South Korea, Norway, Russia, and the US) are now 
embarked on a legal and technical review of the agreement’s provisions and 
are seeking final approval from their respective governments to sign and 
ratify the agreement.3 It will enter into force once all ten parties have done 
so.4  

The agreement covers an area of 2.8 million square kilometres (about the 
size of the Mediterranean) and will ensure that no commercial fishing will 
take place before the necessary scientific work has been done and 
“appropriate conservation and management measures” are established.5 Any 
subsequent fishing in the High Arctic is to be regulated and supported by 
scientific information on the sustainability of fish stocks. It is regarded, in 
the words of the European Commission, as “a first step towards the creation 
of regional fisheries management organizations for the Central Arctic 
Ocean.”6 

The science will be aided by a Joint Program of Scientific Research and 
Monitoring established by the agreement. Its aim will be to improve 
understanding of the region’s ecosystem(s) and to determine “whether fish 
stocks might exist in this area that could be harvested on a sustainable 
basis.”7 

The agreement will remain in place for the next 16 years and will be 
renewable every five years after that, or until those appropriate conservation 
and management measures are in place. Inuit representatives were consulted 
and included in the Canadian delegation to the negotiations, and the 
agreement’s “final text recognizes Arctic Indigenous Peoples’ interests, the 
value of indigenous knowledge and decision making, and provides for their 
inclusion in the process moving forward,” according to Canada’s Minister of 
Fisheries, Oceans, and the Canadian Coast Guard, Dominic LeBlanc.8 

The agreement is an example of constructive pre-emption. As the 
Canadian environmental organization, Oceans North, put it, “this will be the 
only ocean in the world that humankind have agreed to not fish in until we 
have a scientific understanding of what’s there and the management regime 
under which to operate.”9 Legislators, scientists, and civil society 
organizations have long urged Arctic States to apply this “cautionary 
principle” to the high seas of the Arctic – that is, to act preventively before 
fishing begins. In 2008 the US Senate called for action to prevent 
unregulated fishing. In 2010 the US closed its Arctic exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ) to fishing. In 2012, a letter signed by more than 2,000 scientists 
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called for a delay in fishing “until such time as the biology and ecology of the 
region are understood sufficiently well to allow for setting scientifically 
sound catch levels.”10 In 2014 Canada blocked commercial fishing in its 
Beaufort Sea EEZ. In July 2015, the five states on the Arctic Ocean issued the 
Oslo Declaration in which they agreed that there should be a fishing 
moratorium in the Arctic Ocean until appropriate management measures 
could be put in place.11 

Other examples of practical Arctic cooperation include the Arctic Coast 
Guard Forum involving the eight states of the Arctic Council. This year they 
issued an agreed statement on doctrine and information sharing, and 
conducted their first live exercise.12 The same cooperation is central to the 
new Polar Code that entered into force in January 2017. A mandatory set of 
safety and pollution prevention measures, the Code was negotiated through 
the International Maritime Organization and establishes design and 
operational standards for vessels and related equipment in the Arctic.13 
Earlier agreements on cross-border cooperation in search and rescue and oil 
spill prevention and mitigation all add to the Arctic’s cooperative approach 
to public safety.  

And all these arrangements, obviously with much still to be done on 
implementation, are consistent with the 2008 declaration of the five Arctic 
Ocean States that they would in the future be guided by cooperation rather 
than confrontation. The 2008 Ilulissat Declaration acknowledges the 
“extensive” international legal regime already in place for the Arctic, 
including the Law of the Sea, and commits states to respecting that “legal 
framework” and to pursuing “the orderly settlement of any possible 
overlapping claims.”14 

Of course, the past does not determine the future, and, to be sure, 
agreements on paper are regularly flouted in practice. But old habits are also 
hard to break, and the Arctic is one place where the learned habit of 
cooperation so clearly serves the welfare of the region that, in the process, it 
also serves the self-interest of every Arctic state. So, while climate and 
geography have to date combined to protect the central Arctic Ocean from 
over-fishing, Arctic and non-Arctic states together have now recognized that 
this natural maritime protection regime is melting away, and that it is in 
their collective interest to replace it with a politically generated regime.  

The same “cautionary principle” that is now being relied on to forestall 
unsustainable fishing has a role to play in averting a military face-off on the 
high seas of the Arctic. The University of Toronto’s Franklyn Griffiths sees 
the parallel. The climate conditions that have prevented fishing on those 
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high seas have also prevented naval military operations on the surface of the 
central Arctic Ocean.15 And the same climate change that will make the 
Arctic’s high seas accessible to fishing boats will make the ocean surface 
accessible to any military forces interested in going these. The cautionary 
principle thus points to the current political opportunity to do politically 
what has until now come naturally – namely, preventing the militarization of 
the surface of the Arctic Ocean. Once-again, constructive pre-emption can 
feed the habit of cooperation. Arctic states together are in a strong position 
to engage non-Arctic states in preserving what already exists, the non-
militarized surface waters of the central Arctic Ocean – but it has to be done 
before climate change and a new Cold War conspire to destroy what nature 
has until now preserved. 
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Pan-Arctic Military Cooperation: 
Still the Most Reliable (and Likely?) 
Option  

January 7, 2020 
 
It is now seemingly routine for pundits and security professionals to warn 
of an impending militarized scramble for dominance over the lands, seas, 
and resources of the Arctic, with Russia enjoying a formidable advantage 
– all evidenced by the undeniable expansion of military facilities 
throughout the region. But it is not clear that the official West is buying 
it. The Americans have ratcheted up the rhetoric, but little else has 
changed. The 2019 NATO summit ignored the Arctic, and individual 
states like Canada and Norway are sticking with a more nuanced and 
restrained posture on Arctic security. 
 

While the Kremlin no doubt welcomes any characterizations of Russia as 
a fearsome presence on the world stage, in the Arctic it insists that its 
increasingly robust armed forces and exercises are a practical and strictly 
defensive necessity. With a substantial civilian population, a critically 
important economic stake in the region, and a national identity that is 
heavily invested in the North, Russia cannot ignore the reality of an 
increasingly accessible Arctic – accessible to its own population and 
industry, to its northern neighbours, and also to friends and potential rivals 
from China and Europe and beyond.  

For essentially the same reasons, the other four Arctic Ocean states (the 
United States, Canada, Greenland/Denmark, and Norway), all in NATO, are 
similarly led to assign a higher priority to northern defence, also recognizing 
that to be a practical necessity.  

Part of the practical reality of the Arctic region is that it is one place 
where Russia truly is unrivalled as a regional power – and that is unlikely to 
change in the foreseeable future. The Russian armed forces have decades of 
Cold War operational experience in the Arctic, and the North is not for 
Russians the remote North, but is fully integrated into national life, 
including national security life. Globally, Russia is a much-diminished power 
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(its current military spending is at the level of Germany and roughly a 
twentieth of NATO states collectively1), but in the Arctic that imbalance is 
essentially reversed, but it is not by definition destabilizing. 

Russian re-militarization in the Arctic now involves a string of some 30-
plus military bases, many re-emerging from post-Cold War dormancy, that 
stretches from Anadyr-Ugolny and Provideniya across the Bering Sea from 
Alaska, around Russia’s Bering Strait shoreline, along its Arctic coastline, 
extending into the Arctic Ocean through new and upgraded military 
installations on five major islands and archipelagos, and culminates on the 
Kola Peninsula. Those military sites run the gamut of isolated airstrips, 
infantry and artillery stations, radar and air defence installations, forward 
operating locations for fighter and bomber aircraft, ports and naval 
infrastructure, and finally the Kola naval bases which host more 
concentrated nuclear firepower than any other single location on the planet.2 

All around wariness is an understandable and prudent response, but 
much of the analysis, including offerings in the leadup to and since the 
December 2019 NATO summit, ignores the massive global Russia/NATO 
conventional military imbalance in favour of the West, while insisting that 
forces in the region itself must be more balanced, typically advocating for a 
much more overt NATO operational presence in the Arctic.3 It is a posture 
that really belongs to the same strain of imprudence that has long privileged 
NATO’s eastward expansion over the careful pursuit of Eurasian stability. It 
is notable, however, that in London, NATO leaders demurred. Their final 
declaration was silent on the Arctic, as had been the 2018 summit 
communique.  

Notwithstanding Russia’s expanding military presence, the Arctic 
remains well down the list of official worries for an alliance that faces a 
rather high wariness quotient these days – on its Baltic and southern flanks, 
the North Atlantic Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom (GIUK) Gap, and, 
notably, a political flank that features growing internal challenges from both 
sides of the Atlantic. There are good reasons for the official silence and for 
questioning the more alarmist warnings about Russia’s Arctic ambitions, 
and it is not just a matter of NATO having more immediate concerns 
elsewhere.  

Even their critics recognize the legitimacy of the Russian forces’ basic 
military missions in the Arctic: sovereignty protection, public safety (e.g. 
search and rescue), the defence of its northern resource assets, and 
enforcement support for a more robust regulatory infrastructure for the 
emerging Northern Sea Route that runs entirely through Russia’s exclusive 
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economic zone or territorial waters. Furthermore, a primary Kremlin 
interest in the Arctic is to avoid military confrontation in favour of 
promoting a stable security environment conducive to exploiting northern 
resources and to enticing much needed foreign investment and technology. 
In other words, military adventurism against neighbours does not fit Russia’s 
basic Arctic game plan.  

The degree to which Russia’s Arctic military assets are seen as a threat to 
stability depends heavily on the context. Viewed in the global context (with 
places like Ukraine, Georgia, and Syria looming large), Russian intentions 
anywhere are automatically suspect in the West. Viewed in the context of the 
Arctic itself, suspicions should be, and actually are, mitigated by the reality 
of an ongoing tradition of Arctic cooperation, and wariness should also be 
eased by a recognition of the centrality of good governance in resisting 
Russian meddling and destabilization efforts.  

As the Ilulissat Declaration4 affirms, Arctic cooperation and a political 
commitment to a rules-based order are real. Canada’s “Arctic and Northern 
Policy Framework” acknowledges that “the circumpolar Arctic can and 
should continue to benefit from a deeply ingrained culture of international 
cooperation” (while also warning of “complacency”),5 and key Arctic states 
recognize that continuation of that cooperation accords with Russian 
interests.  

Canada’s Arctic foreign policy simply declares that “Canada does not 
anticipate any military challenges in the Arctic and believes that the region is 
well managed through existing institutions, particularly the Arctic Council.”6 
More recently, a Department of National Defence spokesperson is reported 
as reaffirming the current absence of a military threat, albeit while also 
emphasizing “growing international competition in the region.”7 Even 
Norway, sharing a land border with Russia and facing the Russian Arctic 
brigade stationed a mere 30 kms from that border, continues to insist that it 
does “not consider Russia a military threat”8 – though it does not hesitate to 
characterize some Russian actions and current posture as worrisome.  

The central role of good governance is a reminder of just how different 
the Arctic context is from that of other locations where Russia has 
intervened or interfered in independent sovereign states. All the non-
Russian states of the Arctic are obviously led by highly stable and competent 
governments – free, in other words, from the kinds of internal weaknesses 
that Russia was and is able to exploit in places like Ukraine, Georgia, 
Moldova, and even Turkey. Russian political and military adventurism 
threatens in contexts of local instability and dysfunction, but retreats in 
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locations of solid, confident governance and strong national consensus. And, 
of course, that points to a primary source of protection for territorial 
integrity and national security in the states of the Arctic – namely, good 
governance, domestically and regionally, that avoids the kind of disunity and 
dysfunction that create opportunities for foreign manipulation for nefarious 
ends.  

There is, at the same time, no denying that legitimate national military 
roles do come with capabilities that could be turned to more threatening 
purposes. Fighter and bomber aircraft deployed to Russian Arctic locations 
for air and coastal defence operations certainly also convey threats to 
neighbours. And Russia’s newest icebreaker is explicitly equipped for 
operations beyond icebreaking – it comes with combat capabilities that 
include electronic warfare systems, artillery, and the Kalibr cruise missile 
with a range of up to 2,500 kms for anti-marine and land attack missions.9  

It is also true that the military roles of NATO states carry the same dual 
capabilities. The US and NATO can install ballistic missile defence batteries 
in Eastern Europe in the interests of defence, but from the Russian 
perspective, it pays to worry that those launchers for interceptor missiles 
could be re-purposed with missiles aimed at Russian targets. Indeed, Russia 
views NATO’s northern engagements with the same suspicion that it views 
NATO’s eastward expansion or NATO’s deployments and accelerated 
patrols in Eastern Europe and the Baltics. The Russians are unlikely to forget 
that their four Arctic Ocean neighbours are all members of NATO and lay 
claim to the all-for-one principle of Article Five. 

The key challenge for NATO states in the Arctic is thus to manage that 
foreboding NATO presence, to Russia, in ways that avoid adding to the 
escalatory pressures already present. Any constructive Arctic security policy 
needs to encourage individual Arctic states to focus their military 
developments on defensive territorial and sovereignty protection missions, 
on contributions to public safety through enhanced emergency response and 
search and rescue capabilities, and on support for region-wide cooperation 
toward those same ends. 

American troops now in Norway,10 technically on rotation but practically 
on permanent deployment that ignores Norway’s early Cold War assurances 
that foreign combat troops would not be stationed there,11 are an example of 
the opposite. While that presence is at least in part a response to Russian 
infantry forces in the upper Kola Peninsula, its emerging permanence not 
surprisingly generates Russian wariness, raises tensions, and risks instability, 
even though Norway, the NATO member most directly affected if tensions 
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rise in the Arctic, has an obvious and declared interest in holding on to the 
Arctic’s rules-based order and tradition of post-Cold War cooperation and 
reducing tensions. There has been political opposition in Norway to the 
deployments, and Norway’s Senior Arctic Official, Bård Ivar Svendsen, 
assured the opening session of the 2019 Arctic Circle in Reykjavik that, while 
it is important to address the geopolitical and security issues that emerge out 
of the profound changes in the region, the Norwegian objective  

is to not cause unnecessary tension. The current situation is that 
the Arctic is a peaceful and stable region. We will do what we can 
to contribute to continued peace and stability, and we do ... not see 
anything that goes to indicate that that will change significantly. 
Maintaining the stability and peace we have today is in the 
interest of all Arctic states (emphasis added).12 

 

NATO restraint and regional collaboration with Russia’s far superior 
conventional capabilities are in a sense the only realistic options, since there 
is, after all, no regional Arctic military balance with Russia available (and, 
more to the point, no one is seriously trying for that kind of regional 
balance). Icebreakers, for example, while not a good basis for comparing 
relative military strengths, are nevertheless indicators of the level of priority 
assigned to a surface naval presence in the region. It will take the US at least 
a decade to double its current fleet of one heavy icebreaker to a total of two.13 
Compare that with Russia’s six-plus heavy icebreakers, some nuclear 
powered, its three dozen-plus medium and light icebreakers, and its plans 
for almost a dozen more,14 and you get a sense of how little importance the 
Americans assign to icebreakers in support of a conventional naval presence 
in the Arctic.  

The Pentagon also attaches little urgency to expanding its conventional 
military capacity in the Arctic. Even though it characterizes Russia and 
China as Arctic competitors, the 2019 National Defense Authorization Act, 
with its record-breaking $738 billion defence budget, does not commit any 
new funding for Arctic operations to respond to those declared Russian and 
Chinese challenges.15 Furthermore, the enhanced conventional Arctic naval 
roles that American military planners envision involve cooperation with the 
Coast Guard and such missions as preserving commercial operations, 
protecting the environment, and securing sovereignty16 – concerns about 
Russian and Chinese threats are more rhetorical than operational. 

Much of Russia’s Arctic presence, notably the nuclear and strategic naval 
forces based on the Kola Peninsula, is obviously countered by American 
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strategic forces far from the Arctic. Russia’s northern conventional forces, 
focused on regional operational roles, will not be “balanced” by the regional 
operations of the Arctic’s NATO states – nor should that be the latter’s 
objective. Canada’s Arctic military capabilities, for example, are not now and 
will not in the future be a response to Russian military installations on the 
other side of the Arctic Ocean. Canadian military requirements are 
determined by domestic sovereignty, law enforcement, and public safety 
needs, not by threats to national defence posed by Russia’s forces. Michael 
O’Hanlon of the Brookings Institution argues that Arctic military operations 
“should not be viewed principally as a matter of rivalry with Russia (or 
China or anyone else),”17 but focused on building a credible emergency 
response and law enforcement capacity. 

National military deployments should be responsive to domestic defence 
and public safety needs in the region. The Arctic continues to be a zone in 
which no state insists that it is facing a state-based military threat – leaving 
defence forces to focus on aiding civil authorities, reinforcing sovereignty, 
border security, emergency response/search and rescue, domain awareness 
(especially air and maritime), and peacetime air and maritime surveillance 
and control. 

The situation in the European Arctic is of course different from that in 
the North American Arctic. Significant Russian forces are virtually on the 
borders of Norway and Finland, and in both of those cases close monitoring 
of Russian activity is unavoidable. But Norwegian or Finnish forces on their 
own will not counter or deter Russian military adventurism. Broader 
conventional and strategic forces outside the Arctic are the defence and 
deterrence forces that Russia must contend with in its security relations with 
Norway and Finland.  

There are serious political differences/conflicts that bedevil the 
Russian/NATO relationship, notably regarding Ukraine, but it does not 
follow that those differences create Arctic security challenges to which 
NATO must respond,18 or that those conflicts are amenable to Arctic-based 
influences. NATO is part of what restrains Russian behaviour in the Arctic, 
not by means of a military presence in the Arctic itself but by virtue of the 
global strategic dynamic. Indeed, a more overt NATO operational presence 
in the Arctic would be taken as a provocation that would undermine the 
tradition of cooperation and would very likely encourage more 
confrontational, rather than cooperative, behaviour in the Arctic by Russia. 

Ratcheting up military competition in the Arctic has no redeeming 
virtue, and the Arctic’s NATO states seem to have well-warranted reticence 
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about going there. It is thus time for commentators and editorialists to focus 
on the real challenge, and that is to encourage further development of pan-
Arctic coast guard19 and military arrangements that foster cooperation and 
facilitate joint operations as needed to support public safety and emergency 
response, law enforcement, and environmental sustainability, while 
respecting national sovereignty. The Canadian Global Affairs Institute’s 
David Bercuson has recently concluded that “the only Arctic nation that has 
the capacity to monitor and support … [Arctic] shipping is Russia.” His 
frank assessment is that “neither Canada nor the United States have much to 
offer in the event of a maritime disaster in North American Arctic Waters”20 
– all the more reason to work at nurturing the region’s still viable impulse to 
cooperate and to focus on aid-to-civil-authorities roles. 

A minimalist but constructive initiative is the Arctic Security Forces 
Roundtable. Canadian Major-General William Seymour commended it to 
the House of Commons Defence Committee during a 2018 appearance.21 
The Roundtable is a regular gathering for the mutual exchange of 
information and exploration of the Arctic security and threat environment. 
Gatherings of Arctic chiefs of defence have had similar functions. The 
problem is that since 2014 these forums have excluded Russia, and that is an 
exclusionary tactic that is no way to run a region like the Arctic. Trying to 
marginalize Russia in a region that it dominates will not work, and refusing 
to engage Russia on security matters in the Arctic will do nothing to change 
realities in Ukraine, Crimea, Georgia, and elsewhere.  

The Arctic would clearly benefit from a forum dedicated to addressing 
regional security concerns, coordinating military relations within the region, 
and facilitating mutual cross-border assistance in support of public safety – a 
mechanism for ongoing regional engagement on the requirements for 
strategic stability and public safety cooperation in a region that, by general 
consensus, requires both. The nature, scope, and institutional home of such 
a forum will continue to be debated, but in the meantime, Arctic stability 
would be served by an immediate resumption of direct, inclusive 
engagement among the region’s military commanders and security 
policymakers. 
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(NSAs), 70, 72-73, 74, 76, 82-83; 
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13, 61, 157, 160 
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power diplomacy, 61-64; 
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11, 12, 13, 22, 61, 67, 89, 98, 116, 
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aid to civil power, 139, 140, 143; 
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(JTFN), 120, 135n16; 
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civilian authorities, 9, 13, 16n8, 
113, 119, 120, 131, 137-143, 144, 
199; search and rescue, 138, 139, 
141, 142; sovereignty, 131, 137; 
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(DND), Strong, Secure, 
Engaged; Disaster Assistance 
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aircraft [fighters], Canadian; 
North American Aerospace 
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militarization of surface, 66, 80-
81, 82 
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China, 54, 70, 72, 73, 103n17, 163, 
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Proliferation Treaty, 70 (see also 
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(ICC) resolution (1998), 81-82; 
North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO), 58; 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT), 71-72 (see also 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
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(ASFR); Law of the Sea, United 
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62, 65, 80, 89, 90, 91, 98, 151, 
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Proliferation Treaty (NPT), 71-
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Proliferation Treaty (NPT)); 
support for nuclear-weapon-
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(ASFR); Law of the Sea, United 
Nations Convention on 
(UNCLOS); Missile Technology 
Control Regime (MTCR); 
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97, 107; American, 33, 35, 37, 
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Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces 
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Intermediate-Range Nuclear 
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nuclear weapons, 4, 11, 21-22, 26, 
42n12, 55, 62, 63, 65-66, 67, 69, 
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